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Hie present proposed research work: on * Industrial 
Growth i n Iran* An assessment of achievements and f a i l u r e s 
I9I4.5 . 1968** has been done under the supervision of Professor 
S. Maqbool Ahmad, Director Centre of West Asian Studies and 
professor Mohammad Shabbir Khan, Professor of Economics In 
the Aligarh Muslim University. A fel lowship from the Indian 
Council for Social Sciences Research enabled we to v i s i t Iran 
for c o l l e c t i o n of data and discuss with academicians and 
Government o f f i c i a l s concerned about the problem of Industrial 
development of the country. 
Though i n i t i a l l y the study was planned to cover a 
period 19I+5-68 but due to the dearth of material , lack of —-
j.iable information and paucity of s t a t i s t i c a l data in re lat ion 
to the manufacturing Industry in Iran, and the interruption 
of the f i r s t plan by the nat ional izat ion of o i l industry 
leading to a ser ies of short fa l l in projected f inancia l 
resources of the plan, I t was not poss ib le to extens ive ly 
d i scuss the f i r s t plan period. The study therefore covers 
a period 1956-68. For t h i s period too I have had to wade 
through excess ive persean material before I could succeed i n 
processing together small droplets of Information about the 
manufacturing Industry i n Iran. 
The year 1956 has been taken as a s tart ing point for 
several reasons. F i r s t , an attempt has been made to confine 
the study to a spec i f i c period which in the opinion of the 
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present writer i s most important from the point of view of 
industr ia l development i n Iran. Second, t h i s was the beginning 
of second plan and a year for which the data were ava i lab le 
for such study. Third, the census f igures of the year 1956 
were also avai lable for estimating the extent of t o t a l coverage 
and r e l a t i v e changes i n overal l p o s i t i o n . 
The year 1956 was the beginning of the Second Plan 
period. The Firs t Plan was interrupted by the nat iona l i sa t ion 
of o i l industry which led to s er i e s of s h o r t f a l l s in projected 
f inancia l resources of the plan. By 195*+» however, the c r i s i s 
i n the o i l sector was resolved and p o l i t i c a l s t a b i l i t y was 
regained creating a more favourable economic environment for 
the s tart of Second Plan. With the Second Plan there was a 
large measure of success despite 3erious obstac les and f l u c t u -
ations in the a l locat ion of development funds. The sh^rp r i s e 
i n o i l revenue after 1955» steep r i s e i n public borrowings 
from foreign sources contributed to an unprecdented upsurge 
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in expenditure and enabled successful execution of the Second 
Plan. 
The year 1968 has been selected for the simple reason 
* 
that i t was the l^tnst year for which data and otb^r relevant 
information were supposed to be avai lable at the time t h i s 
study was undertaken. The period 1956 -68 has shown a land-
mark i n the development of manufacturing in Iran. To the 
extent p o s s i b l e , t h i s study covers the development of Industry 
under two p lans , second and third. 
I l l 
As the matter of fac t Iran has a decentralised system 
of s t a t i s t i c s and various surveys have been conducted by d i f fe -
rent government and p r iva te agencies. However attempts have 
been made to coordinate the s t a t i s t i c a l system through Flan 
Organisation. But even then the comparability of s t a t i s t i c s , 
collected by various government and p r iva te agencies was some-
times very poor. This apart from other reasons was p a r t l y due 
to the differences in def in i t ions and methodology of work. 
Throughout the study, i t has been cared not to re ly too much 
on the data published by government and pr iva te agencies of 
Iran only we have also t r ied to incorporate the data from the 
United Nations and ot'nor sources of in te rna t ional agencies 
have been approached as fa r as prac t icable . A great impediment 
haa been the lack oC data, and s t a t i s t i c s . The d i f f i cu l ty of 
non-avai labi l i ty and inadequacy of data and other relevant 
information, in terms of thoroughness and objec t iv i ty re la t ing 
to the topic nas been painfully realized throughout t h i s work. 
Hence due to th i s lack of s t a t i s t i c a l information deta i led 
account covering wide range of aspects could not be undertaken. 
The scope of the thes i s , the re fore , i s l imited by the extent 
of ava i l ab i l i t y of data and s t a t i s t i c s . The study i s a very 
•eagre account. As the o f f i c i a l language of Iran i s Persian, 
a l l the books, journals, a r t i c l e s and other things with the 
exception of very l imited material in foreign languages are 
published in Persian. Though language was not a great b a r r i e r 
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In t h i s regard because of my knowledge of Persian language 
but consultation of t h i s material took much time. 
The scope and significance of t h i s study can be rea l ized 
by the fact that Iranian economy in the l a s t two decades has 
observed a revolutionary progress on account of increasing o i l 
royalty and indus t r ia l upsurge. I t has been one of the f a s t e s t 
moving economies of the world during the l a s t few years. In 
1968 annual production topped 1000 mil l ion b a r r e l s , placing 
Iran among top three o i l exporting nat ions . However, dynamic 
changes in the economy have not confined to the growth of the 
o i l industry but extended to manufacturing industry too. 
Iran h-.s been our c n ^ ^ e d relghbourer since time 
p re -h i s to r i c ard both India ^nd Iran claiiB a common ancestry 
from the **ry an *tocK.. Among a l l the nations c_nd races who 
have ccme in contact with India none of them has so everlas-
t ing influence on our cul ture and c iv i l i za t ion as tna t the 
I ranians. 
The purpose of t h i s study i s to identify to the extent 
poss ib le , the development of manufacturing indus t r ies in Iran. 
I t i s hoped tha t an invest igat ion into the process of indust-
r i a l growth in Iran can be of some value in throwing a l i gh t 
not only on the developments taking place there but also 
exploring the p o s s i b i l i t i e s of our trade re la t ions with Iran. 
As durable trade re l a t ions aimed at stengthening the expansion 
and consolidation of Indo-Iranian economic re l a t ions , are 
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mutually beneficial for both the count r ies . However, the 
basic element of the study r e l a t e s to knowing t h e i r attempt 
a t laying down an indus t r i a l base and i n i t i a t i n g thereby a 
massive indus t r i a l i za t ion in a country otherwise dependent on 
agr icul ture and a l l i ed a c t i v i t i e s . 
During the l a s t two decades as a r e su l t of the i r poten-
t i a l t reasure of o i l , tremendous changes have taken place in 
the economic condition of Iran. I t a t t r ac ted the a t ten t ion 
of authors who wrote large number of books on o i l industry in 
Iran. Various pumphlets, a r t i c l e s and books have been wri t ten 
on various aspects Including economic development of I ran. 
However to my knowledge no detai led and comprehensive study 
of the development of manufacturing indus t r ies has been under-
taken so f a r . The purpose of t h i s study i s to f i l l up th i s 
gap ever thought in a small measure. 
I t i s an essent ia l p re - requ is i t e of any study that a l l 
terms involved in in terpre ta t ion and analysis should be p r e c i -
sely defined and t he i r scope delineated. 
The study presents an analyt ical study of the develop-
ment of industry which has tatcen place under aforementioned 
coverage. The term industry here refers to manufacturing which 
implies as defined in the Internat ional standard indus t r i a l 
c lass i f i ca t ion of a l l economic a c t i v i t i e s . I t thus excludes 
mining, construction power and other a c t i v i t i e s . The term 
indus t r i a l i za t ion i s used to designate the growth of manufac-
turing industry. I t i s thus a part of much broader process 
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of economic development. 
Iran i s usually recognised by the name of Persia in 
the books writ ten p r io r to 19**9• As the Iranians today c a l l 
Greece by the name of " Sbunan. " Similarly Iran for a long 
period of time was widely called Pers ia . But in 1935 the 
Iranian Government asked foreign governments to use M Iran * 
as the name of the State instead of * Pers ia . " Although on 
October 25» 19^9 the Iranian Government stated t h a t i t would 
no longer i n s i s t on t h i s yet the word Iran remained in common 
use. 
Definitions used in t h i s study: 
1. Establishment: Mi establishment i s a combination of capi ta l 
and manpower, operated for producing one or more products or 
performing a service under a single management arid having a 
single accounting un i t . *n establishment may be a factory, 
a well, a mine, a power p lan t , a shop, a household where goods 
aie produced or services performed e tc . 
2. Value of Capital Goods ( Fixed Capital) t The value of 
fixed capi ta l consists of the value of bui lding, land, machinery 
t ransport equipment and equipment and work too l s , the durab i l i t j 
of which i s more than one year. »»pare p a r t s , the durab i l i ty 
of which i s l e ss than one year, as well as supplies and raw 
mater ia ls which are in the shape of p ieces , should not be 
included in the fixed cap i ta l . The value of capi ta l goods 
may be determined in two ways. The value of capi ta l goods 
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a t the rul ing ra tes ( current p r ices ) and the value of booked 
capi ta l goods. 
3 . Persons engaged; The persons engaged consist of a l l those 
working permanently or temporarily in the establishment, provide 
t he i r t o t a l working hours are not l e s s than 18 hours a week. 
Persons who had gone on leave for an indef in i te period, those 
who performed the i r mi l i t a ry service, pensioners and persons 
working for an establishment in a house (household workers) are 
not considered as employees. However those who had gone on 
leave or had sick leave for a def in i te and short per iod, or 
those who were on s t r i k e , axe considered as employees. 
k. Output ( receipts related to the sa les of manufactured 
products and other incomes): 
5. Value added: If we deduct the value of input from that of 
the output, the figure obtained i s called the gross value added. 
This f igure on the one hand, represents t he value of contribu-
t ion of workers and machinery and the managing power of employee! 
and on the other , i s u*ed to pay wages, depreciation of machi-
nery, rent of building and in t e re s t to and propr ie tors p r o f i t s . 
EatheaatlsaJ. coaputattons: 
A. Large establishments! A large establishment i s considered 
with 10 persons or more engaged. 
B. A Snail Establishment! A snai l establishment with 9 persons 
engaged or l e s s . 
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C. Workers: .All those who work permanently in the e s t a b l i s h -
ment are ca l l ed " workers, " provided the ir weekly work i s not 
l e s s than 18 hours. 
Intermediate Goods* These are goods to be transformed in 
industr ia l or other establishment and made ready for s a l e to 
the f i n a l consumers, such as wool, cot ton, cement, carburators, 
rings e tc . 
Durable Consumer Goods: The term i s applied to the consumer 
goods whose l i f e usual ly exceeds one year, such as cars , 
re fr igerators , heaters , chairs and t a b l e s e tc . 
Non-Durable Consumer Goods: There are goods whose l i f e i s 
usual ly l e s s than one year, such as sugar, c lothing, meat, 
e l e c t r i c bubbs e tc . 
Capital Goods: There are the goods which are not used for 
consumption but for the sake of creating goods to be f i n a l l y 
used by consume? s . They include machinery and too l s e t c . 
MSTHDDQLQGY USED: The data have been co l lec ted from various 
agencies , Government, pr ivate and International Organisations 
and presented to trace the changes which took place re la t ing 
to economy in general and manufacturing in part icular under 
the coverage of our study i . e . 1956 - 1968. They have been 
designed to evaluate the changes which took place in the nature 
and l e v e l of manufacturing production. Composition of produc-
t ion of d i f ferent codes of industry devoted to various branches 
of production, has been plated. The output of various industr-
i e s has been measured by the volume of production and by the 
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value added i n constant p r i ce s . 
Bnployment has been computed In terms of number of 
persons engaged in Indus t r i a l pu r su i t s . Distr ibut ion of 
employment among dif ferent sectors of economy has been evalu-
ated in terms of percentages and annual growth r a t e s . 
For t h e purpose of simplifying the processing and 
having an intensive study, the period has been divided Into 
two p a r t s , f i r s t from 1956 to 1962 and second from 1962 to 1968. 
For processing and tabulat ing the data simple s t a t i s t i c a l 
techniques have been used. In order to work out summations, 
mul t ip l ica t ions , d iv is ions , and computing percentages, growth 
and average growth r a t e s , f ac i t machine has been used, the 
r e su l t so derived are checked and varif ied twice thr ice to 
avoid e r rors . 
A. The value of output of the manufacturing indust r ies has 
been computed on the bas is of factor cost and then i t s r e l a t i ve 
contribution to Gross National Product at factor cost calculated. 
The year 1956 has been treated as base year to calcula te the 
factor cost . 
B. After t h i s general measurement, par t i cu la r indicators of 
growth have been separately assessed and the trends so estab-
l ished have been treated as indices of the growth of manufac-
tur ing indus t r i e s . The following important Indices have been 
measured. 
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Capital invested in manufacturing industry; This measurement 
has been bated on (a) capi ta l invested by the industry through 
equi t ies (b) medium term or long ter..i loans granted by banks 
(c) government pa r t i c ipa t ion . 
Employment offered by manufacturing industrys As a cross check 
to the conclusions reached by the methods indicated above the 
nature of import of s imilar goods have been studied. This has 
given us an assessment of the import subs t i tu t ion a b i l i t y of 
the manufacturing indus t r i e s . To a r r ive a t an accurate estimate 
the demand of these goods has been taKen in to account. For i f 
the demand has r i sen / fa l l en during the period of our coverage 
proportionately both increase/decrease in imports, su i t ab le 
adjustment has been made. All these conclusions have been 
based on the figures published by the various governments, 
p r iva te and internat ional organisations e tc . 
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Chapter I 
IRAN AT A GLANCE 
A Brief History 
Iran, potentially one of the richest countries In the 
Middle East, stretches over a total area of 635,000 sq. miles 
or 1,61*5,000 sq. km. This vast tract of approximately 30 
million people is scarcely populated and is bounded on the 
north by the Caspian Sea and the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics, on the south by the Gulf of Oman and Persian Gulf, 
on the east by Afghanistan and Pakistan, and on the vest by 
Iraq and Turkey. 
Iran is basically an agrarian economy and oil dominates 
the money-based economy. "The founder of the Iranian monarchy 
and creater of the first world empire was Cyrus the Great . 
No country in the world today can claim the solidarity of one 
kind of government as monarchy is surviving in Iran for the 
last 2,500 years. "The recorded history of Iran starts some 
2,500 years ago with the rise of the Achaemenian Empire, the 
Persia of classical antiquity."-* From Kurush, who was the 
founder of Kingship in Iran, to Mohd. Reza Shah, the present 
King of Iran, is a long li3t of substitution and succession of 
1. Directory. Iran Chamber of Commerce, Industries and Mines, 
published by Public Relations, Iran Chamber of Commerce, 
Industries and Mines, Tehran, Iran. 1971 p.3 
2. Iran in the 1970s - Opportunities in a Dynamic Developing 
Economy. Iran Chamber of Commerce, Industries and Mines, 
printed by Shahrevar Press, Tehran, Iran. 1971 P.11 
3. Iran, Ministry of Information, Tehran, Iran. Second Edition 
1971. P.7 
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klngs in Iran, but at the same time It has been characterized 
by the governmental instability. Since the stability, maintenance 
of peace law and order have marked effects on the political and 
economic well-being of the people and provide healthy atmosphere 
for the economic development of the country. Thus, the instability 
of the government in Iran, through frequent substitution and 
succession of kings or rapid changes in the government, became 
one of the great obstacles in the way of her progress. Moreover, 
Iran remained under the strong influence of Russia and Great 
Britain for at least one hundred years. Due to this instability 
of the Government the whole economic fermament of Iran was 
undeveloped and shattered one. 
Reza Shah the Great, the then military administrator, 
set on the throne of Iran in 1925 and took the entire responsibility 
of bringing reform in the social and economic conditions of Iran. 
So the 1925 was the advent of a new era and a turning point 
where from the gap between undeveloped and development started 
becoming narrower. It has been oftenly pointed out that the 
"history of Iran goes back, literally, thousands of years. The 
history of modern Iran begins in the early twenties when Heza Khan 
in the course of a few years climbed up from the status of Cossack 
soldier to the Peacock Throne of Persia when at the age of forty-
eight, he on April 25, 1926, the crown on his head and became 
the Shahanshah (king of kings) of Persia, a new dynasty was founded 
and at the same time a change from a medieval to modern society 
was initiated." 
i*. Oslen, P. Bjorn and Pasmussen, Wossegaard: Development and 
Planning in Iran, October 1972(Unpublished) P.1 
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Although Reza Shah the Great did proceed with the policy 
of well-defined national planning, yet it was interrupted by the 
outbreak of the Second World War. So Shah channellized state 
directed efforts at the economic organisation in such a way as 
to touch all the fields of the economy, and bringing peace and 
prosperity in Iran, But again certain abnormal conditions 
appeared and interrupted this smooth running of the economy of 
Iran. Although during Second World War Iran did not indulge 
herself into it yet Britishers and Russians accused Iran of 
German's favouritism and eventually they imposed military enforce-
ment. Consequently they exerted their strong influence over Iran 
and exploited oil resources of Iran for their own benefit. The 
emergence of all these happenings in Iran paved a stumbling 
block in the way of economic development. 
Iran is a country which possesses an exceptionally vast 
treaure of natural resources which are pre-requisites for the 
economic development of the country. Unfortunately this possession 
of luxury of oil wealth and other natural resources became a 
major cause of attracting the attention of the different countries 
and consequently they involved their interests into the affairs 
of Iran, seeking oil concessions at different times. However, it 
may be pointed out that the oil resources of Iran were exploited 
by foreigners. Another factor which owes the responsibility of 
slow rate of economic growth has been the feudalistic system of 
landlords and peasants in Iran. It may be remarked that the 
mainstay of Iranians has been agriculture and the major working 
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force of the country engaged in it. Because of her mountaneous 
character of land only 10 percent of the total area of land is 
cultivatable and only half of this area is under cultivation 
at any time. 
Unfortunately certain natural conditions have also been 
a constant threat to agriculture, i.e., poor soil and scanty 
rainfall. Another obstacle in the agricultural development was 
the inequality of distribution of land. Land was generally 
owned by the absentee landlords. The villager was scarecely the 
owner of land he worked. Landlords, living far off the land, used 
to appoint overseers and the work assigned to those overseers 
was the collection of rent, allocation of land and choice of 
crop with the consultation of the farmers. Moreover, the supply 
of water and seeds and often animals was in the hands of the 
landlords. These absentee landlords oftenly did neither take 
Interest in the development of the land nor the welfare of the 
peasants who worked in the fields. The peasants themselves were 
of the opinion that the landlords took too much of the crop. 
The peasants were distrustful of their landlords. This thing 
created a sort of antipathy towards the landlord, consequently, 
the relation between the landlords and peasants became unhealthy. 
Moreover, the pattern of farming was old and the farmers applied 
old techniques of farming with old fashioned and ineffective 
implements of farming. "Feudal lords hindered the country's 
progress and industrialization. 3y keeping their serfs poor 
they also retarded the growth of the national economy. Having 
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accumulated most of the wealth of the country, they made large 
capital investment in industry almost impossible except through 
direct action."^ For centuries peasant-landlord relations in 
Iran had remained unchanged. Peasants were grossly exploited 
and there seemed to be no chance for them to escape from their 
deplorable lot. 
With the exception of a sugar refinery, match factory 
and scattered primitive metal working facilities, the industry 
existing in Iran's overwhelmingly agricultural economy prior 
to 1925 consisted mainly of hand labour enterprises such as 
rug and silk weaving. "Large scale manufacturing industry, 
defined to comprise factories with ten or more workers, did 
not exist in Iran at the turn of the century. Manufacturing 
activity was confined to small workshops, and although a wide 
range of commodities was produced only carpets, shawls, woolen 
and cotton fabrics, silk-stuffs and leather products were 
imported in volume or value terms." 
When Reza Shah the Great assumed power in 1925, the 
first attempt was made to develop the country's industrial 
capacity. From 1925 to 19*+0 state enterprises were formed to 
produce goods derived primarily from country's indigeneous, 
agricultural based resources. Consequently the concentration 
5* Iran, Facts and Figures: Twelve Points of White Revolution, 
Ministry of Information, Tehran, Iran, March 1970 P.? 
6. Bharier, J. Economic Development of Iran 1900 - 1970 
London Oxford University Press, 1971 P.170 
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was on cotton, woolen and sixK -«xtilcs. Certain other new 
industries were established during the 30.3 and a great deal 
of interest was taken to divert the attention of the people 
from agriculture to industry which is deemed to be a quick 
and sure way of economic development. Bit the Communist 
activities vhich were very frequent in Iran gave a setback 
to the industrial sector by way of injecting the minds of 
labourers propagating a 3ense of exploitation by the entre-* 
preneurs. Consequently, the labourer-management relations were 
disturbed. As a consequence of the upheavals of the Second 
World War, additions to Iran13 productive capacity were 
minimal. "This slow development of large-scale industry took 
place against a background of a lack of integration in the 
economy, and a generally low level of customs duties (about 
1+-5 percent) on imported manufacturers, not to mention a 
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series of political changes.1" Thus, the industrial sector 
could not develop properly and agriculture retained the 
major role. 
"The development of modern industry in Iran gave rise 
to a growing working class as early as the first half of the 
19th century. This class grew appreciably after the discovery 
of oil, and the development of light Industry and mining under 
Hi3 late Majesty Reza Shah the Great (1925-19^1)• But the real 
growth of the working class began from the early 1950s." 
7* Ibid. P.171 
8. Facts and Figures, Iran, Iranian Workers after White 
Revolution. No.8 published by the Ministry of Information, 
Tehran, Iran October 1969 P.1 
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Though Reza iihah the Great worked for about one and. a half 
decade but within this period created conditions favourable 
to the growth in Iran. Under certain abnormal political 
conditions of Iran, Reza Shah Pahlawi in 19*+1 "under the 
impact of the invasion of the allied forces, resigned in 
favour of his son."° Mohammad fleza Shah, the present king 
of Iran, after ascending the throne of Iran at the age of 
21 years, brought great revolution in the social and economic 
life of Iran, giving a big push to agriculture, industry, 
trade, commerce, handicrafts, banking, military organisation, 
etc. Medical facilities, education, aeans of transportation 
and communications were improved. For the advancement of the 
country the urgency of proceeding up with the policies of 
harmoneous development of all the sectors of the economy was 
realized. Mohammad Reza Shah gave great stimulation to work 
which had already been started during the reign of his father 
and executed new plans for work which had not been touched till 
then. 
As we are aware of the fact that every major war, 
despite its destructive elements creates some constructive 
elements also and that is the transformation of the thinkings 
of the people. The reason for it may be owned either to the 
realization of hardships during the war or the technological 
9. Oslen P. Bjorn and pa.smussen, Nossegaard: Development and 
Planning in Iran. Octooer 19?2(unpublished) P.12 
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progress achieved during war. Therefore, the aftermath of the 
Second World War as a reaction created a strong sense of 
nationalism among the Iranians which led to the development 
of an antipathy towards the Britishers and consequently the 
oil facilities were nationalised in 1951* In the immediate 
years following the nationalization of Anglo-Iranian Oil 
Company, the oil supply was stopped as a result of the refusal 
of some foreign powers to buy the oil but latter on the 
disputes were settled and exports of oil were resumed. In the 
last twenty-two years there have been extensive and profound 
changes in the economy of Iran. In order to bring a complete 
social and economic change and improving the standard of 
living of Iranians, Shah prepared a 12 point programme of 
progress. The recant rapid economic growth is th= consequential 
result of the successful implementation of the 12 point 
programme which i3 drastically affecting the social and economic 
lives of Iranians. It has injected the minds of Iranians and 
has infused among the individuals a sense of extraordinary 
inspiration of the work for progress. Previously a worker had 
to have a sense of being exploited by the entrepreneur© while 
at the present this sort of feeling has wiped off and worker 
feel3 a sense of participation in the enterprise. In Industry 
now a worker shares 20 percent in the profits of the enterprise 
which induces the worker to work hard and to Increase the output. 
- 9 -
The previous system of feudal landlords and the peasants 
has been changed now and the f ru i t s of labour are being enjoyed 
by the farmer hiia3«lf ra ther than the landlords. I t gives him a 
sort of acceleration while he works the f ie ld snd he feels that 
he i s working for himself. Recently when the king v i s i t ed 
Maragheh, a farmer said to the king, "I t i s l i ke being born 
again." This indicates the enthusiasim and feelings of farmers 
in I ran, Ths economy, therefore, underwent vast changes due to 
the ef for ts of Reza Shah, who has proceeded up with his policy 
of alround development hy way of implementing his 12 point 
programme. To quote Mohammad Reza Pahlavi "When there i s a need 
11 
for a revolution in my country I wi l l lead i t . ' ' 
The programme aay be summarized as follows:-
1. The abol i t ion of the peasant-landlord tenure system and 
the re -d i s t r ibu t ion and sale to t he i r former peasants 
(on easy terms) of a l l handed es ta tes in excess of one 
v i l l age . 
2. The public ownership of a l l forest lands of the nation 
for the purpose of conservation, proper management and 
be t t e r u t i l i z a t i on of the i r resources. 
3. The public sale of state-owned indus t r i a l enterpr ises 
to private corporations and individuals to ra ise funds 
to finance agrarian reconsutruction and development 
10. Iran. Ministry of Information, Tehran, Iran,published by 
the Shahrivar Press 1969 P.12 
11. 12 Points for Progress - I r an ' s White Revolution, 2nd 
Edition, I l l u s t r a t ed by All Massoudi. Ministry of Informa-
t ion Tehran, Iran October 1968 P.1 
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programmes creat ing profi table investment opportunit ies 
for former landlords in par t i cu la r and for snai l savers 
in general . 
*f. Incentives for increased labour-productivity by means of 
prof i t sharing arrangements between indus t r ia l vorkers 
and management to the extent of 20 percent of net 
corporate earnings. 
5. The amendment of the e lec tora l law so as to grant voting 
and other related r ights to women, extending equal and 
universal suffrage to a l l Iranian c i t izens regardless of 
sex. 
6. The formation of education corps from High School teachers 
and multipurpose v i l l age- leve l workers in rural areas, 
combating i l l i t e r a c y , superst i t ion and ignorance. 
7. The formation of Health Corps from physicians and den t i s t s 
to bring free medical a t tent ion to rural areas, improving 
sanitary conditions and health standards. 
8. The formation of development and agr icu l tura l extension 
corps to modernize the physical s t ructure of the v i l lage 
and help farmers acquire new s k i l l , necessary to ra ise 
farm productivity. 
9. The establishment of v i l lage courts to hear minor local 
cases so that they may be se t t l ed programstically, 
equali ty and speedily, bringing the rule of enlightened 
modern law to the v i l l ages . 
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10. Katlorialisatlor.. of country's water resources for 
t i e purpose of conservation of fresh water supplies 
ttrough modern sc ien t i f i c pract ices assuring 
judicious use of water in agr icul ture . 
11. An extensive reconstruction programme in urban and 
rural areas to improve l iving standards of the whole 
nasi jn. 
12. A complete administration and educational reorganisa-
t ion Df Government agencies to meet the taore exacting 
12 
requirements of the tidies. 
12. Ibid, p . j 
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Chapter II 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF IRAN 
General Discussion 
There seems to be no conformity of the single view as 
to what does the economic development actually mean? 
However to quote Meier and Baldwin "A concise answer 
may be as follows; economic development is a process whereby 
an economy's real national income increases over a long period 
of time. And, if the rate of development is greater than the 
rate of population growth, then per capita real income will 
increase." 
As regards Schumpeter's theory of economic development 
he rejects the neo-classical description of development as a 
gradual harmonious process and is of the opinion that signifi-
cant advances in national product occur by disharmonious leaps 
and spurts as entirely new investment horizons are exploited. 
While explaining the process of development Schumpeter 
assigns key position In the entrepreneur whom he considers an 
innovator. The basic ideas of Schumpeter's theory of .Economic 
Growth appeared in his "Theory of Economic Development" 
1. Gerald M. Meier and Robert E. Baldwin. Economic Developments 
Theory History Policy, New York. John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 
London. Chapman and Hall Ltd. 1957 P.2 
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published In 1911> Later on a complete statement came out In his 
Business Cycle published in 1939* 
Under the light of both the reference if we assess the 
theory in brief it appears that economic development is the name 
of a spontaneous and discontinuous change in the channels of 
the circular flow here implies to mean a stationery equilibrium. 
The main task here is to bring a break in circular flow. In 
order to bring this break he suggests innovation. Which may 
consist of 1. the introduction of a new good, 2. the introduc-
tion of a new method of production, 3. the opening up of a 
new market, h» the consequent of a new source of supply of raw 
materials, 5. the carrying out of the new organization of any 
industry. This innovation would lead to innovation in other 
fields. An automobile industry for example would induce new 
investments in the construction of highways, rubber tyres and 
petroleum products etc. 
For innovation he assigns a leading role to entrepreneur 
when he considers a man who sees the opportunity for introducing 
a new technique or a new commodity, an improve organization. An 
entrepreneurs assembles the factors of production chooses top 
managers and sets the organization going. 
As the equilibrium is broken by the process of 
innovations another equilibrium with higher quantities and 
greater national Income is assumed after a painful process 
of equilibrium. 
- 1 > f -
In his words Economic development nls spontaneous and 
discontinuous change in the channels of the flow, disturbance 
of equilibrium, which forever alters and displaces the equili-
p 
brium state previously existing." 
Professor Mohammad Shabblr Khan in his book on 
Schumpeter's Theory of Capitalist Development stated "Schumpeter 
however does not say that the possibilities of the change in 
technology are not present on the other hand, he also feels 
that the technological innovations are always at hand."-* Then 
in support of his argument he quotes Schumpeter "It is no part 
of his (i.e. innovator's) uu^ Yution to 'find* or to 'create* 
new possibilities. They are axways present, abundantly accumulated 
by all sorts of people. Often they are also generally known and 
1+ 
being discussed by scientific or literary writers." 
There is much difference between capitalist and entrepre-
neur as the capitalist furnishes funds while the entrepreneurs 
direct the use of these funds. To quote him "It is the leader-
ship rather than ownership that matters."^ 
2. Schumpeter, J.A. Theory of Economic Development. Translated 
by Redverse Opie. A Galaxy Book New York, Oxford University 
Press 1961 P.6U-
3. Khan, M.S. Schumpeter's Theory of Capitalist Development. 
Muslim University, Aligarh First edition 1957 P.112 
if. Schumpeter, J.A. Theory of Economic Development. Translated 
by Redverse Ogle. A Galaxy Book New York, Oxford University 
Press 1961 P.88 
5. Schumpeter, J.A. Business Cyclesi A theoretical, historical 
and statistical analysis of capitalist process. Volume I 
McGraw Eill Book Company Inc. New York 1939 P.103 
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Moreover Schumpeter like, Marx, postulates the existence of a 
continuous stream of innovation possibilities. 
Schumpeter assumes a purely competitive economy in a 
stationary state i.e. there is neither net investment nor 
population growth, and full employment prevails. Hence there 
are opportunities for new combination of the means of production. 
Causes of Poverty* 
There seems to be no conformity of views with regard 
to the causes of poverty, though there has been raging discussion 
on this matter. The people are busy in exploring the factors 
that would increase the total and per capita income and well-
being. We briefly examine the causes of poverty as under: 
1. The people are poor because they prefer it that way: 
Actually poverty reflects the value system of the people. 
The poverty has a value and they want to keep it alive. It is 
usually believed that the great cause of poverty of the people 
is the lack of ambitions. However, there is no country in the 
world the people of which do not want economic improvement. But 
the process of development is so painful that many people may 
not have the real will to work for it. 
2. The country is naturally poors 
It is believed that the countries which have sparse 
and unwatered, thin forest and barren subsoil cannot be rich. 
6. Ibid. P.130 
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But this does not prove true in the case of the countries like 
Switzerland and Israel which are wealthy but poor from the 
point of view of natural resources. 
3. The country is poor because it has been kept in a state 
of colonial oppression* 
People widely believe that the British French and Dutch 
during colonial period did not do trade for the benefit of the 
people of slave countries rather they did for their own interest. 
The people of these countries are still facing the repercussions 
of their centuries of indifference, exploitation and neglect. 
It is quite astonishing that contrary to historical 
process the colonial reginse of Portugal has been the largest 
among the colonial regimes and. its people have faced the worst 
oppression and neglect but even then this reason is also not hundred 
percent true and does not give satisfactory explanation of the 
cause of poverty ever thought it may practically explain it. 
In many parts of the world especially Latin America 
the dominance of colonialism had been finished early but the 
people are still poor. It has not been an obstacle in the way 
of the progress of some countries for example Australia, Canada 
and United States. 
h. Poverty is the consequence of class exploitation; 
Some people are richer in comparison with the poverty 
of majority. So the major cause of poverty is the richness of 
few. The explanation of this statement is formidable dialectic 
and supported by data and observation. There would hardly be a 
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poor country where few people are not rich. It is difficult to 
understand why a farmer of the Middle East would try to increase 
his Income by irrigation use of improved seeds and better live-
stock when he is fully aware that anything excess of substance 
will be appropriated by the landlord, tax collector, money 
lender or merchant. Still there are countries in the world 
where there is no exploitation but they are poor. In the case 
of India and Pakistan there are many small farmers who do not 
have their own lands, they are very poor, though they are not 
the victim of exploitation of landlord, tax collector, capitalist 
or trader. 
5. Poverty is caused by insufficient capital: 
It is self explanatory. If income is low savings will 
also be low; and if there are no savings there would be no 
question of investment. There would be nc progress in economic 
field unless the money is invested. So the poverty will be 
strengthened. This contention 13 only a half truth; because 
although savings are a necessary condition for progress they 
do not provide the sufficient conoU"Uov\-. This is born out by the 
fact that Iran, Iraq, Saudi Arabia ana venezula are possessed 
with potential treasure of oil and there is no dearth of capital 
but a great majority of population is poor. 
6. Overpopulation is the cause of poverty: 
Like other countries of Asia, in the villages of India 
too, men hardly find work. The number of workers in relation to 
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work is much larger. Had it been less populated every man must 
have got the work. In contrary to this there are some countries 
where men work throughout the day but get very meagre reward. 
If one does not do work, the production would be reduced by 
the same amount because others cannot produce more so the 
contribution of every person would remain the same. 
Though apparently it seems that poverty is associated 
with dense population buv this Is also a fact ohat parts of 
sparse population can also be poor. In basin of river Amazon's 
population is very sparse but even then they are poor. Contrary 
to this Southern Brazil is much laore densely populated but people 
are there prosperous. 
7. Poverty is caused by incompetent economic policy: 
It is usually believed that poor country is incompetent 
for free enterprise but contrary io this tae imposition of 
Socialism may not even be feasible because of the lack of 
entrepreneurial talents in the official cadre. Inflation is 
the enemy of economic advance. Alternately the fault lies 
with excessiva orthodox efforts to stabilize prices and 
currency. 
The outcome of practical experience in less developed 
countries is that they give much respect and importance to 
well-considered economic policy. But the explanation of the 
poverty given above is contradictory and moreover in very poor 
Asian country question is not whether there is a free enter-
prise industrial system or socialist system rather the question 
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is in that country there are no industries. Constant inflation 
such as it is in Latin America, is economic chaos and defects. 
Major portion of national income is received by those men who 
do not do any thing in its production. Therefore unless and 
until their incomes are not reduced, there is no need of 
fearing from inflation. Rather bringing stability in prices 
would be more dangerous. Any how economic policy based on 
this analysis seems to be upto an extent fantastic. In the 
past when inflation was severe In Latin America the most 
solemn experts of economics suggested price stabilization. 
They opined that when this policy proves more painful than 
it may be losened. Whatever way we adopt of these two the 
poverty would remain. 
8. Poverty Is caused by ignorance: 
Upto a great extent it is true that literate nations 
in the world are not poor and illicerate nation is never rich. 
But now the question arises as to no* should illiterate 
nations can provide the means of educational development? Where-
from would they get means of educational development and 
training unless grants or aids in huge quantities are made 
available to them? 
The above discussed and generally accepted causes of 
poverty are not complete. The slow development of technical 
knowledge and art are also responsible upto an extent for the 
poverty in poor countries. People are engaged with primitive 
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and poverty-inducing methods of agriculture and industry 
because they are made aware of new methods and their 
utilities. Religious war,?have also been responsible for 
poverty. We come to the conclusion that causes of poverty 
are various and hence the ways of eliminating it should be 
different at different place. The cause of poverty should 
not be the victim of traditional belief.? 
Economic development has been a subject of discussion 
since the emergence of Adam Smith's "An Enquiry into the 
Nature and Causes of Wealth of Nations" in 1776. Afterwards 
Ricardo, Benthem, Malthus, John Stuart Mill and other econo-
mists considerably contributed to this discussion. Like last 
century many countries are passing today from different stages 
of development. Today new countries of Africa and Asia are busy 
with the task with which the Western European countries were 
confronted towards the end of the 18th and beginning of the 
19th century. 
Purpose of Economic Development: 
Since last many years countries of the world, as stated 
above, whether they are in east or west, capitalist, communist 
or democratic are engaged in the task of development termed as 
economic development. They have no doubt achieved a lot but the 
7. Galbraith, J.K. Economic Development. Cambridge Massachusetts 
Oxford University Press, London 196U- P..49^  
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story does not come to an end as t h i s Is the name of a 
constant struggle and long process . The United Nations 
and other internat ional agencies l i k e IBRD are deeply 
concerned with the question of accelerat ing economic 
development of the underdeveloped areas. They have ca l l ed 
upon the developed countries to give to the underdevelop-
Ing areas at l e a s t one per cent of t h e i r national Income 
during what they ca l led the f i r s t Development Decade of 
1960-70. According to the view of these nations greatest 
purpose of the economic system i s to provide eventually 
f u l l range of consumer's goods. For the production of 
d i f ferent goods the d is tr ibut ion of required capi ta l and 
manpower depends on the dis tr ibut ion of resources for the 
production of the capita l and consumers goods industries 
which require a change in the d is tr ibut ion pattern in so 
far as the great inequa l i t i e s of income dis tr ibut ion may 
cause greater production of the so ca l led luxurious goods 
for conspicuous consumption and hence lack production of 
e s s e n t i a l consumer and capi ta l goods. The increase of taxes 
on the Incomes of wel l - to-do or the goods which come In 
t h e i r use has been considered as an appropriate remedy 
for t h i s . 8 
8. Ibid. PP. 2-3 
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There are three types of Economic Development! 
1. Symbolic Modernizations 
It aims at merely providing symbols or signs of moder-
nization and not substantial development* For being; called a 
modern nation a modern state mueb have a glittering airport, 
capital with pavement and modern buildings, diplomatic corps, 
hydro-electric project, strong will of establishing a steel 
industry and balance of payment deficit. There are some of the 
requisites for being called a modern nation. 
But it appears that with this symbolic modernization, 
the economic welibelng of the people does not improve their 
wellbelngs and there Is a doubt of going down tha wallbeing 
of those on whom the burden of symbols of modernization falls. 
In the past this symbolic modernization was aitasd at deceiving 
the people by the thing that all is bsing done for their 
progress. 
As the denial of the role of symbolic modern!xatlon Is 
wholly unwarranted in the same way its complete favour is also 
an Improper thing. 
2. Maximized Sconomlo Growths 
Maximized growth Is the product of Western economic 
thought. This alms at rapid maximum Increase in gross national 
product and per capita Income. Though due to toe Import 
restrictions, duties and domestic excise, the production of 
less essential goods may be discouraged but even then the 
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aim is that there should be an increase in overall output. 
Then the composition of the product hardly matters. The plan 
outlay are based on capital output ratios. The criterion for 
investment outlay is the resultant increase in total product 
or national product. 
Initially there is found an strong urge for heavy 
capital Investment. There appears an industrial base. This 
makes possible the rapid expansion of consumers goods or 
investors goods producing industries or both. 
Other matters are also resolved putting before these 
very objectives. Required saving(whether voluntary or through 
export or other sources or through taxes imposed on people) 
is utilized in such a way that it would be sufficient for rapid 
progress and growth. Another criterion oaought of considera-
tion is saving in foreign exchange. They welcome even slow 
rate of growth if it is done with internal resources rather 
than imported resources. The target of maximized growth rate 
is undoubtedly better then symbolic modernization. The real 
economic development i.e. the Increase in production and income 
and expansion of social facilities takes the place of symbolic 
progress. We have concrete and pragmatic criteria of development. 
As compared, the target of Increased Income and 
product is better than symbolic modernization. The real economic 
development i.e. the production of goods and expansion of social 
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facilities, takes the plaice of more Image and symbolic moder-
nization. We have solid criterion of progress. However this 
objective is also not free from defects.. There are so many-
serious dangers. The public especiaxly poor people do not 
get impressed at all with the unreal progress. The real test 
before them is that they should be provided with maximum 
facilities. There is much disparity in wealth and income in 
nearly all less developed countries. 
In the method of modern economic development taxation 
which is considered as fiscal savings plays an important role 
in less developed countries there remains a possibility that 
the burden of taxes will fall generally on poor people because 
they are large in numbers. 
At last in the matter of heavy investment, there are 
so many serious dangers. It appears that the savings which 
this progrmme requires for heavy investment can be seen that 
it is matter of planners preference rather than public. In 
the aftermath of *he Second World War people in various 
countries like Hungary, Poland and most recently China have 
strongly revolted against saving and heavy investment because 
the burden falls on them and it is beyond their capacity to 
endure. 
3. Selective Growth: 
In the planning for selective growth the planners 
are of the view that preference should be given to the 
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fulfillment of requirements of more needy sectors of popula-
tion. The people who provide resources for development 
programmes should receive benefits* 
This rule seems to be politically justifiable but in 
practice it brings different rather contradictory conclusions. 
Some belive that agricultural extention community development 
and primary education is a true remedy of people's problems. 
Others think that increase in agricultural incomes and the 
provision of more facilities to agriculturists are not suffi-
cient for economic development. However these can reduce 
their problems. In view of this thought agricultural develop-
ment is considered primitive and even reactionary. The real 
cure of the poverty lies in industrial growth and increase 
of employment opportunities in industries. Hence investment 
should be channelised towards, manufacturing, power, transpor-
tation and other components of an industrial base. 
The progressive solution implies that the people should 
be rescued at least from inevitable poverty of rural life. How-
ever this policy too is of no appeal to those who are not 
rescued. Apart from this another aspect of this policy is that 
money should save either by reducing consumption or by other 
means. As a result not only the common people but Industrial 
workers too will remain deprived of consumption and problems which 
come in the way of capital formation for rapid growth. 
In certain countries, especially India, much controversy 
is found between the defenders of modern large scale industries 
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and the rural and cottage industries. The defenders of the 
large scale industries suggest that eventually it will bring 
about more employment by accelerating the rate of growth. On 
the other hand the advocates of the small scale industries 
argue that we cannot wait for long; and the problem of enemploy-
ment has to be solved as soon as possible, if not immediately. 
This argument is different from the discussion which 
relates to the view that implies to invest in those sectors 
which would bring rapid growth. However they fully agree with 
the relative economic growth policy but this is hardly a 
conformity of views on the matter as to what should be 
selected." 
Hirschman feels that industrialization could bring 
both backward linkage effects and forward linkage effects. 
An industry will have backward linkage effects when every 
non-primary economic activity will induce attempts to supply 
through domestic production the inputs needed in that activity. 
Similarly an industry will have forward linkage effects when 
every activity that does not by its nature cater exclusively 
to find demand, will induce attempts to utilise its output as 
Inputs in some new activities. 
9- OP.cit. P.9 
10. Hirschman, A.O. The Strategy of Economic Development. 
New Haven 1958 P.100 
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In the case of Iran the number of small firms 
increased rapidly, their productivity lagged behind that of 
larger firms average capitalisation of firms commencing 
operations grew from some Rials 13 million in the middle 
1960 to some Rials 32 million towards the decade's end reflect-
ing both the increasing scale of output and growing techno-
logical complexity of new investment whereas aany new 
industries, through relatively large in scale, were essentially 
simple assembly operations in the early 1960'3 by the middle 
of the decade the industrial sector as a whole began to deeper 
the extent of its processing and this trend was accaierafcing 
towards the end of the 1960's. Backward linkage occured as 
assembly operations induced the manufacture of a broad range 
intermediate products for these use. i^ ew intermediate products 
for other sectors, notably for building and construction 
also came into production and capital goods began to be intro-
duced. Thus at the end of its first decade of rapid industriali-
zation, Iran was already moving out of the relatively simple 
and easy phase of import substitution into a much more complex 
and demanding one. 
Economic Development in Irani 
Since the mid 1950's the Iranian economy has grown 
rapidly and from mid 1960's when there was a further upturn 
In economic activity growth record has been remarkable, 
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averaging over 11 percent annually in real terms. 
The economic growth trends in Iran since the mid 
195°'a have been in a large measure, the result of conscious 
efforts by His Imperial Majesty and the Iranian Government 
to develop the country by the introduction of modern tech-
niques in all sectors-. Both by encouraging the private sector 
and by direct Investment the Government is attempting to 
establish a modern industrial base, to introduce advanced 
practices in agriculture, to create an expanding middle class 
as the core of an urban oriented modern sector and to provide 
modern infrastructural, social service and defence facilities. 
Since time is felt to be of the essence the Government has 
made the choice of maximising the use of capital by exploiting 
the country's oil resources as rapidly as possible in order 
to create the base from which self-generating growth is 
expected to emanate in the longer term. At the hub of this 
policy Is the development plan. 
Effective Government policies have also been used to 
encourage the dynamic development of private domestic and 
foreign investment in Industry. By means of tax concessions, 
relatively cheap public utility services, duty-free Imports 
of capital goods, heavy protection through various tariffs 
and quotas, and selective price controls over the past 17 
years, the manufacturing industry has grown from negligible 
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size into a modern sector which contributed 13.5^ to Gross 
National Product in 1968-69 employed about 17 percent of 
the labour force and supplied most of th-3 country's demand 
for consumption goods and durables. It has also played import-
ant role in diversifying a strongly dualistic economy(the 
ultra-modern oil sector on the one hand and. agriculture and 
traditional crafts on the other). There is an old Iranian 
saying which speaks of Isfhan, the famous capital skylined 
in many hues and blue of Safavld dynasty as a city which 
itself was half the world. There was of course much poetic 
licence in those days but evan in these far more grudging 
contemprary times, it could perhaps be said that Iran, the 
country seems to be very nearly half the world In terms of 
its current importance for interest as cantre of oil politics. 
The development of manufacturing industry constitutes 
only one aspect of the development of the economy as 3 whole. 
It contributes to raising levels of production and income, but 
depends at the same time on the rates of progress realised 
in other sectors of the economy. Thus it aims at presenting 
a general economic development as the economy of Iran did 
not only maintain an upswing trend in economic development, 
but showed an "unprecedented" rate of economic growth. The 
remarkable phenomenon was the result of the joint efforts of 
various sectors of the economy which showed a considerable 
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rate of growth. However the Industrial sector did not lag 
behind the other sectors of the economy and contributed 
importantly to the gross national product. 
Population growth is estimated between 3^0 to 3.2 
percent annually over same period, but average per capita 
real income has clearly risen substantially unlike the 
situation in some other oil producing countries of the 
Middle East. This is not just a reflection of rapidly 
expanding oil revenue. Indeed under the period of our coverage 
only about 25 percent of the increase in GNP can be attributed 
to the oil sector. This high rate of economic growth was 
achieved partly as a result of rising proportion of GNP devoted 
to capital formation and partly through returns from directly 
productive investment following previous massive investment in 
infrastructure. Over the Third Plan (1962-68) gross capital 
formation amounted to about 22 percent of non-oil gross domestic 
product. 
Though the political and economic reasons have served 
as great hurdle in the economic development of Iran yet this 
state of affairs could not continue during the second half of 
the 20th century. His Imperial Majesty spoke "In reviewing 
the events of the twenty five years of my reign, I find the 
treasonable and shameful role of some of our politicians, who 
readily sacrificed the interest of the nation , one of the 
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most pa infu l hardships t h a t I have haa no enaure . " 
During the per iod beginning from 1959-60 to 1969-70 
I r an has undergone one of i t s most ou ts tanding s t a j e s of 
economic growth. This decade has brought s i g n i f i c a n t changes 
in the composition of GfcP. The Gross National Product of t he 
country cont inuously rose from 1959-60 to 1969-70 the GNP 
(a t market p r i c e ) in 1959-60 was 275*1 b i l l i o n R ia l s which 
in 1969-70 became 583.8 b i l l i o n Hia l s showing an inc rease 
of 308.7 b i l l i o n Hia l s or 112^ i t d id not only cons iderably 
inc rease and became j u s t double during t h i s per iod but i t 
increased a t an annual average r a t e of 7.8/i. As regards the 
i n c r e a s e in GNP(at f a c to r cos t ) i t was 257.1 b i l l i o n Hia ls 
in 1959-60 which in 1969-70 became 539.5 b i l l i o n H ia l s . This 
means an increase of 2ts2A b i l l i o n Hials or 109.72 per cent 
over t h a t of 1959-60. 
I t appears t ha t GNP a t f a c to r cost increased a t an 
annual average r a t e of 7»7£ from 1959-60 to 1969-70.Therefore 
the Gross National Product increased fro.a 1959-60 t o 1969-70 
by an annual average r a t e of 7 »b% a t market p r i c e s and 7.7JL a t 
f a c t o r c o s t . In order to have more extens ive a n a l y s i s and 
comparable pos i t i on we break up the per iod as 1960-65»1965-69 
and deal with the year 1968 separa te ly(Table on next page) . 
I t appears from the cons idera t ion of t he per iod 1960-65 t h a t 
I r a n achieved a growth r a t e of 6 .6^ while China(Taiwan) I n d i a , 
11 . I r an Facts and F igures . White Hevolution. Minis t ry of 
Information,Tehran, I r an . January 1970. P.6 
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Indonesia, West Pakistan, Malaysia, Korea(Hep.of) and Thailand 
represented a growth rate of 10.1*, 3.3*, 1.8#, 5.5$, 5.9*, 6.8* 
and 7.3* respectively. In this period China (Taiwan) represented 
the highest growth rate. Next to this stood Thailand and Korea 
(Rep. of) which exhibited a growth rate of 7.3,4 and 6.8* 
respectively. 
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I r a n achieved a growth r a t e higher than Ceylon, I n d i a , 
Indonesia , Malaysia, West Pakis tan and P h i l i p p i n e s . From the 
cons ide ra t ion of the per iod 1965-69 i t appears t h a t I r an 
represented a growth r a t e of 9»3# while China(Taiwan) achieved 
a growth r a t e of 9«9# al though China(Taiwan) achieved a growth 
r a t e s l i g h t l y above than I ran but as compared to the per iod 
1960-65* i t s growth r a t e decl ined by G.2/£ while the growth 
r a t e of I r an switched over to 9»3> which means an inc rease of 
2.7t* 
Next t o Korea (Rep. of) and China (Taiwan) which 
represented growth r a t e of 12.8$ and 9.9/* during the per iod 
1965-69 I r an exhib i ted highest growth r a t e among the coun t r i e s 
l i k e Ceylon, Ind ia , Indonesia , /Malaysia, West Pak is tan , 
P h i l i p p i n e s and Thailaitd. As regards the year 1968, next to 
Korsa(Rep. of) I ran coaes on top by achieving a growth r a t e 
of 11.8/1 growth higher than che growth r a t e s achieved by 
China (Taiwan), Ceylon, Ind i a , Indonesia , Malaysia, West Pak is -
t a n , Ph i l i pp ines and Thailand. 
The I r a n i a n economy heavi ly depends on the o i l i ndus t ry 
which accounts for 13/5 of GMP and about one ha l f of Government 
revenues. Oil provides 65# of the coun t ry ' s foreign exchange 
requi rements . The development of n a t u r a l gas and pet ro-chemical 
i n d u s t r i e s w i l l inc rease dependence on petroleum but w i l l d i v e r s i f y 
products as wel l as sources of income, which now der ive mainly 
from the export of crude o i l . 
- 3 ^ -
To a t t a i n a high r a t e of economic growth, I ran has 
been inves t ing between 15,* *nd 2Ct of ii,s GK? iv^ry year . 
This enabled I r a r to a t t a i i i »^.--= .if the hignest r a t a of 
economic growth in the world i . e . 12,£ during 1^68-59 f i s c a l 
year , With the p o l i t i c a l s t a b i l i t y of trie country and -he 
steady and rapid economic development l a r g e r foreign f i n a n c i a l 
resources were being made a v a i l a b l e to I ran for i .T/estacnt 
which heloed to sus t a in the coun t ry ' s growth r a t e of the l a t e 
1960 ' s . 
I r a n ' s success a t mobil is ing resources has been a 
major f ac to r in the achievement of fa^t jconciaic g r o v t i s ince 
the raid 1953'.'i. In p a r t i c u l a r , ^is.'ng foraigij exchange r^o iep t s 
frora the o i l sec to r did not only permit a rapid increase in 
imports but a l so enhanced the oouiiZi-y1 s c r e d i t wozthir.cJS *nd 
hence i t s a b i l i t y to obtain auluitiona- e^ucr^a- , r ^ u i t . I ran 
has the advantage of hari/jg ,-i .-tinti-di-ly ^i^^ncd n««aoijax economy 
which ensures i t s coordinates, and systemat ic i^pLoisentakion. By 
v i r t u e of t h i s , I ran can p re fec t i t s future grc.vth witn the 
framework of i t s resources an^. p o s s i b i l i t y ana t-Llocate I t s 
resources to the most advantageous use . "ihe I ran ian economy 
i s based on free e n t e r p r i s e bo i s t e r ec by Government con t r ibu t ion 
and e n t e r p r i s e , " " ce r t a in i n d u s t r i e s are run by the Government, 
t hese are mainly heavy i n d u s t r i e s thau con t ro l p r i c e s . The S t e e l 
Mil l and Machine Tools , P lan t s are Government opera ted , but many 
of the smaller i n d u s t r i e s which are a n c i l l a r y to them a re run by 
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the private sector. Besides technical institutes programmes 
have been launched for establishing social insurance and 
12 industrial syndicates." 
Iran a t t r a c t s the a t ten t ion of the world (apart from 
other reasons) with po ten t ia l t reasure of o i l resources which 
his a great impact on her economy. The development of o i l 
sector shines under the period cf our coverage as a greatest 
s t a r on the economic fermament of I ran. As the implementation 
of development projects ca l l s for the mobilization of consider-
able f inancial resources and a major part of which in Iran i s 
provided by the Oil Sector. In view of t h i s , i t i s necessary to 
increase o i l production and make the maximum use of t h i s source 
of revenue, which plays highly important part in the country's 
economic and indus t r ia l development. The re la t ive importance 
of o13. sector to over a l l economic growth can be sssn by the 
fact that in 1959-60 o i l contributed 1+2.2 b i l l ion Rials or 8.7/S 
to GNP at market price and in 1Q69-70 i t s contribution wan 
enhanced to 88.6 b i l l i on Rials or 15*1/5 of GNP at market p r ice , 
an increase of 6U-.U- b i l l i on Rials or 266.6#. I t recorded the 
highest growth rate during the period. The contribution of o i l 
to GEP increased at an annual average ra te of 13.8^ o i l did not 
only contribute most to GNP but also exhibited the highest 
12, The Iran of Today. Information and Press Department, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Tehran, Iran. 1971 P.80 
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annual average growth rate. Next to this largest contributor 
to GKP was manufacturing sector. The share of manufacturing 
sector in QtUB during this period .substantially increased and 
showed a consistent upward trend. As we know mostly under-
developed countries are, agricultural based economies and 
farmers live on subsistence level. "The improvement in the 
economic position of subsistence farmers who tas&ke up two-
thirds or more of the people in many underdeveloped countries 
is dependent upon industrialization.M J 
Industrialization hence improved the conditions of 
farmers. Prof. Jorgenson says "The process of economic develop-
ment may be studied as an increase in income per head or as 
an increase in the role of industrial activity to that in 
agriculture. w' 
In 1959-60 the contribution or manufacturing sector 
to GNP at market prices was 27.5 billion Kials or 9.9/» which 
in 1969-70 Decame 81.0 billion Bials or 13.6^. The annual 
average growtn rate of manufacturing was recorded 11.k,i. This 
high growth rate of manufacturing sector was not in corres-
pondence with the growth rate of agricultural sector. The 
share of agriculture to GNP at market prices over this period 
recorded a decline. The snare of agriculture to GHP (at market 
13« Hoselitz. B.F. "The City, The Factory, and Economic 
Growth" American Sconomic Review Vol. XLV Bo.L May 1955 P.166 
11*. Jorgenson, D.W. "Surplus Agricultural Labour and the 
Development of a Dual Economy" Oxford Economic Papers, 
November 1967 P.288 
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prices) in 1959-60 was 85.1 b i l l i o n Rials or 30.9#. This in 
1969-70 became 122.1 b i l l i o n Rials or 20.9#. I t declined at 
an annual average ra te of 3-6/£. The annual average growth 
ra te of manufacturing sector , during t h i s period, was found 
more than the annual average increase in GrNP (at market 
pr ices) as the manufacturing sector has grown at an annual 
average growth rate of 11.M while the GNP (at market pr ice) 
increased from 275.1 b i l l i on Rials in 1959-60 to 583.8 b i l l i on 
Rials in 1969-70. The annual average growth rate was recorded 
7.8^.(Table and graph on next page) A country1s economic 
composition, however, should be balanced and over emphasis 
of one sector should not be permitted to lead to a lower 
level of ac t iv i ty in other sectors . 
As the share of modern sector in Iran increased 
(although lagged behind the o i l sector) the share of agr icul -
ture declined in successive years. This phenomenon while on 
the one side re f lec t s a s t ruc tura l change in favour of industry 
and on the other brings sectoral equality and downward tendency 
in the share of agr icu l tu ra l sector in the period of our study. 
Despite a proportional decline from 30.9# in 1959-60 to 22.9/S 
in 1968-69 the agr icu l tu ra l sector was the pr incipal contribu-
t o r to the gross national product and employed the majority 
of labour force. 
As a matter offact as the economy appeared to be 
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of income in different sector of the economy was getting 
reverse trend. Consequently structural equality was prevail-
ing. This structural equality was being achieved by a 
quickening in the pace of industrialization and thus accompanied 
by the urbanization. Apart from the urbanization diversifi-
cation of agricultural labour force to other occupations was 
taking place. To quote the Iran of today "In the past decade 
the Iranian economy has made revolutionary progress thanks 
to a great industrial upsurge. It has been one of the fastest 
moving economies in the world during the last few years." ' 
In fact the rapid pace of industrial development in 
Iran notably since 196U- has led to a sharp shift in structure 
of the Iranian economy. Industry predominated over agriculture 
in the formation of the gross national product with a 
economic structure typical of an industrial nation. The share 
of manufacturing in GKP equalled 13,&£ and oil and agriculture 
15.1# and 20.9^ respectively. 
Therefore we can 3ay that in the years from 1959-60 
to 1969-70 Iranian economy enjoyed high rate of growth with 
a relative price stability. With a population of 26 million 
that Increased at an average annual rate of 2.6/£, Iran was 
able to achieve an average annual growth rate of 8.6^ during 
15* The Iran of Today. Information and Press Department, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Tehran, Iran PA7 
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the Third Five Year Plan that ended in 1968. 
Due to a set of complex a socio-economic factors 
Sngland and France which were the f i r s t two to follow the 
path of indus t r i a l i za t ion , at tained slow ra te of growth, 
but each new entrant in the race of indus t r i a l i za t ion at ta ined 
a progressively higher ra te of growth because each new entrant 
wanted to catch up and had the advantages of accumulated 
technological progress. 
Under the l igh t of t h i s fact the annual average growth 
rate of manufacturing in Iran during the period 1959-60 to 
1969-70 was recorded 11.M although Iran has been a l a t e 
antrant to th i s race cf indus t r i a l i za t ion . 
Factors which contributed to t h i s increase in indus t r ia l 
production were the increase in development payment by plan 
organization and the increase in credi ts extended by indus t r i a l 
banks, u t i l i z ing the i r own and Government f a c i l i t i e s and 
extensive investment by the public sector in inf ras t ruc tura l 
p ro jec ts . Apart from these the steady rate of growth has been 
the resul t of be t te r u t i l i z a t i on of under employed a s se t s , 
the r i se of confidence among private entrepreneurs and 
accelerated ra te of investment by them. 
Therefore from the point of view of economic s t ructure 
of the country, the most important change which has taken place 
during the period under review 13 In the contribution of 
agr icu l tu re , Industry and o i l . 
- I f 1 -
The contributions of industry and oil were found 
on the upward trend while the contribution of agriculture 
on the downward trend. In terms of production growth the 
most rapid rates have been in order of magnitude, of those 
of oil and industry. The agricultural sector on the other hand 
has achieved lowest growth rate or negative, which resulted 
in Iran's further dependence on foreign countries for the 
importation of agricultural products. 
The rate of growth of industrial production in the 
period of our coverage has been faster than the rate of 
growth of Gross National Product as well as agriculture. 
However it must be noted that basic changes can only take 
place in the composition of any given economy over a long 
period of tiuie. Ihe important thing is to ensure balancea 
and coordinated growth in the various sectors so that over 
emphasis on any given sector does not reduce activity in 
others. This underlines the interdependence of different 
sectors. In the early stage it might nevertheless &e 
necessary to put greater emphasis on certain sectors as 
the vanguards of development process. As a result of extensive 
investments by both public and private sectors the country's 
economy has progressed towards industrialization . 
The Government's general policy towards agricultural 
sector was aimed at raising production to such an extent and 
In such a way that the needs of domestic consumption were met 
-*+2-
and at the same time necessary raw materials were provided 
for domestic industry. Improvement in the product ivi ty of 
agr icul ture i s one of the most sol id means of promoting 
indus t r i a l i za t ion ; in fact unless agr icu l ture does modernize 
subs t an t i a l l y , indus t r i a l expansion in most under-developed 
countries i s l ike ly to bo cut short by luSz. of aarkesc:, for 
the great majority of she population wi l l not have the 
necessary purchasing power. Conversely, agr icu l tu ra l improve-
ments cannot go very far unless there i s indus t r i a l develop-
ment to take up the released manpower and to provide a solid 
technical ba3e for the equipment and services essen t ia l to 
modernized agr icu l ture . 
I r a n ' s agr icu l tura l products were generally divided 
into two aiain cat2gories: f i^ld crops and l ivestock products, 
t h e i r respsc t i / e shares being about 60,i and kCji. Anr,ong yield 
crops ae r ia l s were the uiost important. The major part of these 
crops tfas grown on non-irrigated land. Yields depended on the 
amount of r a in fa l l which fluctuated from year to year. In 
view of th i s s i tua t ion and in l ine with other basic development 
in rura l areas , attempts have been aada to offset the adverse 
effects of unfavourable climatic conditions by constructing 
new dams, encouraging farmers to make more use of new seeds 
and f e r t i l i z e r s and extending other government services . 
16. Staley, E. The Future of Underdeveloped Countrias. Harper 
and Brothers, tow York, 195^ P.30»+ 
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To strive for the maximum rate of growth of aanufactur-
ing in developing without regard to the development of other 
sectors is bound to be self defeating sooner or later. Professor 
Mohammad Shabbir Khan in his book suggested "As a matter of 
fact it is wrong to pose the real question by asking whether 
we should have agriculture or industry. It is not the question 
of agriculture versus industry: it is indeed a question of 
agriculture and industry. In the underdeveloped countries 
17 both are poor and both have to be developed." 
Actually for thousands of years the economy of Iran 
has based on agriculture and it is only during the last few 
decades that the need for an economy based on contribution 
and manufacturing has been appreciated and attention paid 
to the latter and now industry is successfully carrying out 
her responsibility of providing country with its needs at a 
price which it can afford to pay for those needs. From the 
point of view of change in economic structure of the country 
the most important change which has taken place during the 
period under review is the relatively rapid decrease in the 
contribution of the agricultural sector to gross national 
product and the relatively rapid increase in the contribution 
of the oil, manufacturing industry and mining. However from 
the table and graph presented on page 38* it appears that as 
17'• Khan, M.S. India's Economic Development and International 
Bconomlc Relations. Asia Publishing House. Second Revised 
Edition 1966. P.32 
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a matter of fact as the economy moved on at a high annual 
average growth rate,parity of income in the different sectors 
of the economy got reversed trend. Consequently the economy 
was coming to structural equality. This structural change was 
being achieved by a quickening in the pace of industrialization 
accompanied by the urbanization. Apart from this urbanization, 
diversification of agricultural labour to other occupations 
was forthcoming. Iran is more fortunately placed than many 
of the less industrially developed countries for example 
India and China as she has the benefit of her revenue from 
oil and potential revenue from mineral and other resources 
and has not the high density of population in her early 
stages of development. On this account she can afforl to 
mechanize her agriculture and industry at a much higher 
rate of progress and thereby produce at a high level of 
productivity and lower cost without the same danger of 
creating initial or transitory wide spread problems of 
unemployment and disrupted economy suffered by so many deve-
loping countries. 
As It has been pointed out earlier the economic 
development in Iran since the mid 1950's has taken place 
as a result of the conscious efforts of His Imperial Majesty 
and the Iranian Government to develop the country by intro-
ducing modern technique in all sectors. Both by encouraging 
-**5-
the private sector and by direct investment, the Government 
found attempting to, establish a modern industrial base, 
Introduce advanced practices in agriculture, create an expand-
ing middle class as the core of an urban-oriented modern 





INDUSTRIALISATION BSFORK 1956 
For thousand of years Iran has been recognized as 
the agricultural country. Like all other countries which 
lack developed industries, Iran's agriculture has over-
shadowed her other resources, but due to the lack of fertile 
lands and lack of water and because of the availability of 
natural resources and mines, especially fuel and power if 
energetic actions were to be taken in the industrial fields 
doubtlessly the industrial aspect of the country would have 
overshadowed the agricultural aspects of the country. If we 
analyse the evolution of industrial development of Iran in 
historical perspective we distinguish two eras. The first 
goes back to the decade preceding World War II when relatively 
large number of industries were established through direct 
government investment during the reign of the late Reza Shah 
the Great. The second era begins in the aftermath of 1950«s. 
At the time of Reza Shah Pahlavi's accession to the throne 
of Iran In 1925 the major working population of the country 
was engaged in agricultural sector and the Industrial sector 
was lagging far behind. The industries well-equipped with 
modern implements, heavy machines and modern techniques of 
-h7-
productlon was a rare phenomenon. Some manufacturing Industries 
which were in operation set to rug and silk, had to depend on 
animate energies of men and beasts. The articles produced by 
the manufacturing during this period were entirely hand made. 
Foreign investors were not permitted to contribute. Reza Shah, 
therefore, under these circumstances, in order to increase the 
national income and consequently the purchasing power, launched 
the policy of industrialization. Since this accession of Reza 
Shah to the throne of Iran and introduction of a policy towards 
industrialization, Iran presents a most interesting example in 
the middle east of a state-directed efforts at economic 
organization. 
Various interests of different countries in the oil 
of Iran proved to be an important obstacle in the way of 
smooth and harmonious development of diffarent sectors of 
the economy. Moreover these oil disputes interrupted the first 
seven year plan. To quota Middle East Business Digest "In 
March 1951 the oil industry in Iran was declared nationalized 
and immediately afterwards the National Iranian Oil Company 
came into existence. With the formation of national National 
Iranian Oil Company a completely new situation arose in Iran.* 
1. Middle East Business Digest Volume VIII No. 113 
April 196if P.37 
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Prior to the industrial revolution in Europe, articles 
like carpets and rugs woollen fabrics and silk, namdas and felts, 
metal-wares and embroideries were export items to Egypt, China, 
Italy and other European countries. Apart from these carpets 
woollen industry and enamelling works in gold, silver and 
2 
copper deserved pride. 
Among the factories which had been established prior 
to the 1921 rug, refinery and a match factory had to be closed 
as result of their incompetency to compete with foreign 
commodities. 
In order to escape this phenomenon, the urgency of 
development of technical schools and workshops was realised 
and accordingly certain technicians were imported from 
Germany. A technical school which was opened under the 
direction of German teachers survived, flourished well and 
expanded. This school survived throughout the 30*s. 
The import of capital goods were encouraged by way 
of tariff exemptions in 1925. The government activities in 
the field of industrialization were accelerated in ^SO's 
when they encouraged the private sector to come up and the 
law was framed which allowed five years tax holiday to the 
privately owned factories. Bit the existing condition did not 
coincide with the more active private entrepreneurial activi-
ties in Iran and consequently the private sector did not 
2. Gupta Rajnarain. Iran - iin Economic Study. Printed by J.K. 
Sharma at Allahabad, Law Journal Press, Allahabad. YjlW? P.69 
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provide healthy result, which may be attributed to the lack 
of capital the contentment of the land owing class with their 
luxurious standard of living, a tendency to hoard savings in 
silver or gold or invest them in real estate and a comparative 
lack of faith in any long range political stability and the 
willingness or the ability of the Government to protect 
private investments. It appears from the report "The progress 
of industries long established in Iran, has been slow in the 
past, particularly during the Second World War when industrial 
activity was slowed down. During the last few years when the 
political and economic conditions of the country have become 
more stabilized in comparison with the past and as a result 
of the encouragement of the government towards industrial 
development as well as the granting of industrial loans out 
of the funds obtained from the revaluation of bank-note 
coverage, and again by the ratification, of the law relating 
to foreign investments, much interest has been shown iDy 
individuals in the increase of production and the establishing 
of factories. "-* 
Therefore the government thought it proper to impose 
strict control and promote industrial activities in the 
desired direction. The task was assigned to the Department of 
3. Industry and Mines Statistical Year Book 1958-1959(1337) 
Ministry of Industry & Mines, Tehran, Iran 1960. P.8 
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of Indust r ies and Mines In 1936 to govern the regulations 
regarding the indus t r i a l a f f a i r s . Pr ior i ty was given to 
the cotton, woollen and s i lk t e x t i l e s which v/ere established 
in Mazandsran, Isfahan and Tehran. The woollen Industry 
which centred at Isfahan, was referred by the people as the 
Manchester of Iran. Silk factory was established in Ghalus, 
Mazandaran, which did not only ful f i l country's demand but 
also gave a l i t t l e surplus for export. Different yarn spinn-
ing factor ies were also established, yet thass factories 
could not fu l f i l the needs of the cotton aiill Tally and 
consequently the def ic i t had to be imported. The ^ovarnraant 
encouraged and arcused among the peoule, a feeling of the 
use of heme U3de clothes and ult imately mil i tary
 find various 
schools uniforms were tn3de exclusively with honr>c nads niaceria^s. 
In order to pro-note Che ievslopment of s i lk industry, tne 
government prohibited the importation of s i lk fabrics by 
creating a brisk contraband trade in luxury items including 
stockings. 
The use of sugar in Iran war, very high and climatic 
conditions in Iran proved most sui table for growing sugar 
beets , but unfortunately prior to the Heaa Shah's accession 
i t seems no attempt was made to produce sugar local ly except 
the Belgium concerns which made a vain attempt to b u l l ! a 
sugar refinery in Kahrezak(eight miles south of Tehran). 
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Therefore much attention was paid towards the sugar production 
and eventually eight state owned refineries were built in 
different parts of the country and the old Kahrezak plant was 
also put to operation. As a result, the domestic production 
of sugar rose from 2*f19 metric tons in 1932-33 to 56636 tons 
in 19^0-Ul, The landlords in vicinity of these refineries 
were encouraged to grow sugar beets. Subsidies and aid were, 
however, extended to the landlords. But Subsidies and aid 
did not please the tenants because they were not getting modern 
equipments for the betterment of processing, storing and 
distribution of other products. In the process of industriali-
zation, factories which were opened with the help of foreign 
exports, the most important among them was the grain elevator 
which was constructed by Russian experts. 
Danish experts constructed a number of factories like 
Backeries, plant for fruits drying and packing, rice cleaning 
and meat canning, vegitable oil, refineries, wineries, uistilla-
ris and an excellent sardine packing plant on Persian Gulf. 
In the wake of an increasing need of the construction 
work in the country, different cement factories were constructed 
which partially fulfiled the total requirement of the country. 
Th£ Government established miscellanous light consumer goods 
industries like paper,matches and cigarettes. 
Apart from this, the government established soap and 
glass industry with the help of the Italian Engineer and all 
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of these were repor ted to have been in opera t ion by 19^-1. 
Due to the wide needs of r a i l r o a d and cons t ruc t ion 
ope ra t ion , the urgency of S t e e l Mill was r ea l i zed during the 
r e ign of Sszs Shah, accordingly in che last two of the* dying 
years of t ee fieza ohah ' s r e ign , tlia «ork for the -.nt-jfcl.ish-
ment of ar; I ron boundary and a -Steel Mill In I ran was s t a r t e d 
and the machinery v&i imported from f»er*eany. The preli-nic<\ry 
plans vere corapleted during th>2 time of Re^i Shin though 
much was yet to be done in -ieza ShahM country of 19'f1. 
Since the Departaent of Indus t ry and Mine* was ope ra t -
ing a l l the s t a t e owned f a c t o r i e s *>t the "'nstanc? of the 
Minis t ry of National Economy of I r^n , It. oroviio-i vide j;>b 
o p p o r t u n i t i e s to y.>ung engineers . Th-i eng^ner^s vho ware 
s tuaying abroad in ^aroi>*> got an !*•>?} I nat ion znC re turned 
t o t h e i r country . 
In the pre-war per iod indus t ry in I ran was baaed 
mostly on handicraf t s and a r t i s t i c aspect ~..nd thpre »rere only 
two spinning f a c t o r i e s e s t ab l i shed in the year 1900 and 1910. 
For the r e s t of her requirements I r an was dependent on foreign 
c o u n t r i e s . Sar ly s teps towards i n d u s t r i a l i z a t i o n were taken 
a f t e r F i r s t World War and the consumption goods i n d u s t r i e s were 
e s t a b l i s h e d . I t began with f lour o i l ] l ing , the f i r s t fac tory 
of which was e s t ab l i shed in 1920. The cot ton and wool spinning 
came i n t o opera t ion and gradual ly j u t e and s i l k i n d u s t r i e s *ere 
e s t ab l i shed in 1937. Sugar, cement, l e a t h e r and p o l i s h making 
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indust r ies were put in to operation in 1933. The foundation of 
22 factor ies was la id by the Government. A large number of new 
indust r ies had been s tar ted jus t before the World War I I and 
old indust r ies revived. The emergence of war upset further 
schemes of the Government. From 1937 > soap making, o i l ex t rac t -
ing, f ru i t preserving, tobacco industry, matches and glass making 
indust r ies were founded one a f t e r another. i4etal foundary, 
making lead and copper ingot which was t r ad i t i ona l in Iran 
since very old times, became indust r ia l ized and a wool impre-
gnating plant was established for railways t raverse , the ta r 
of which was produced by d i s t i l l i n g of coal in another small 
plant . 
During th i s period, the main policy was to me^t not 
only the pr inciple requirements of the people but -' '- * 
army's needs of glycerine, soap, conserves, copoor, teaJ and 
t e x t i l e as well as gas-proof roasts e t c . The same policy has 
been carried out in the inf ras t ruc tura l establ ish-uents such 
as building of cross-roads and railways of the country and 
por t s . During the period 1926-M, about 750 million h i l a r s 
had been invested in the whole economic a f f a i r s . 
Since the people were not acquainted with industry 
in that period they were not prepared to invest in the 
indust r ies other than food and t e x t i l e . Therefore before 
the World War I I most of the factories in Iran were estab-
l ished by the Government. 
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Condition of Industries of Iran in 19^5: 
There were 227 factories in Iran in 19*+i> excluding 
electricity, which vers as follows;-
Textile Industry; There were 19&G00 of spinning machines and 
700 sets of weaving machine with a capacity of 1*r million 
meters textile and k-$0 ton cotton yarn through consumption 
of 155°CO tons cotton per year. There were only two jute 
factories with 3600 spinning machines and 142 wearers which 
produced 3 million sugar bags and 130 tons of jute yarn 
through consuming of 3500 tons of jute. There were also 6 
factories for woollen textiles with 23680 spinning machines, 
378 sets cf weaving machines and 296 sets of nana weavers with 
a capacity of 136 million meters of woollen materials. 
A Government owned spinning and weaving mill, opened 
in 1927 with an annual capacity of one million taeters silk 
with 220 weavers, produced only 500 meters materials. 
Sugar Industry: The first sugar aill in Iran was established 
in 1893 with a capacity of 150 tons of sugar beets per day. 
In 19^5f the number of Government owned sugar mills was 6 
vith a total capacity of 3300 tons of sugar beets producing 
only 20 thousands tons of sugar and lump sugar in the same 
year. The daily capacity of these mills was 350-700 tons of 
sugar beets. 
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Food Industry: Besides flour and rice mills spread all over 
the country with a total capacity of 161 thousand tons of 
flour and H& thousands tons of rice, other food industries 
Included fish processing plant in Bandar Abbas with a capa-
city of 5 tons of Sardines in one shift, tha production of 
which was only 366000 tons of 1*4-0 and 230 grams because of the 
shortage of fish caught in 19'+5» Another food processing 
plant was established in Shahi in 19^2 with a capacity of 
h tons of aisat and 2 tons of vsgetable for providing amy's 
need but it did not operate in that year. Installation of 
vegetables oil extraction plant took place in the same year 
with a capacity of 20 tons per day. 
Alcoholic beverages plants sna soft drinks plants 
were fcunaed in Iran in 1939 3nd i?5o respectively. The 
production cf alcoholic drinks in l>"+5 was 39 thousands litres 
annually. Tobacco plant was r3tablisned by the Government in 
1937 and its production had been 3100 tons of several types 
of cigrettes, 2.55O tons tobacco and tobacco leaves in 19^>. 
Chemical Industry; boap rjahing has been traditional in Iran 
since ola tiaes by usin^, lord and fate vegetable alkali. The 
first industrialized plant in this respect was operational in 
1j)*f0, the production of which amounted to 2350 tons and the 
glycerine was used for military needs(supplying nitroglycerine) 
!+. Economic Condition Banke Iran va Khavar Miyaneh.Tehran, 
Iran 1956 P. 7 
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aulfuric acid plant also supplied array's needs through, 
burning the sulfur gained froa local min^s. The Chloriaeric 
sold pl'int wish an annual capacity of 100 tons by electro-
liking met, the r-ayirjnent of :he tivo and the resulted 
caustic *ods wore used in other industries* 
Tanning industry in Iran was established in "i932 
tnd ita production in 19^5 aaaounued to 530 ton3 of sole 
leathor and U5 aillion feet top lea-har. Match auki.ig 
indujjt^ y jtartei in '$2$ in Iran ana its production was 
about 2?3 mlJ. lion naabers in 19^5. 
Polish ^ak'ng industry cajie into operation in 1933 
anz its production aaounted to j12 thousands tons in 1y+5. 
Hon- iot.^ 1 inaustriss: Ihe first- cement plans w= s 
foundec it. 1"5^ f arx. *ts production amounted to 3p>00 sons in 
19 +5 * Ihe fir tit. glass making factory with an annual Capacity 
of 10 tons per day was established in 1939 out ln-s production 
did not reach over Juu tons cf several types of g^aas in 
19^5 • 3ricks and refractory clay aaking plane was operational 
with a capacity of 1C tons, per day in 19*+2 anu the production 
of the same wau 30C0 tons in 1A5» 
.;etal Industries and metallurgy: In addition to the 
small uetai shopy, industrialized mask making factory started 
opertvCiun in rAo which was uaed for ruooer products and 
army uniforms making from 19^5 • Oopper and lead melting which 
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had been traditional from old days in Iran in the clay furnaces 
was industrialized for the first time in 1939 by the establish-
aant of copper refining and metallurgy(by electro-lyzing) with 
a capacity of 5 tons per day to meet the army requirements in 
that time. The production of the above mentioned factory did 
not exceed kjQ tons of pure copper in 19**5 because of deficit in 
raw materials. The said copper was extracted from 5-6 percent 
copper ores. 
For citeel Kill a contract was concluded with Demage 
Group with a capacity of 300 tons per day which was not 
fulfiled because of war and delay in transport of the plant. 
Lead melting was done in the old clay furnaces with an annual 
capacity of 330 tons. 
From 193? when the Steel Mill contract was concluded 
exploitation of iron, coal ana discovering cf chro^ite, 
magnese, refractory clay and dolomite etc. came unaer programme 
but because of the postponement in the establishment of 
steel mill the excavation and exploitation of such minerals 
was limited. In 19^5 approximately 92 thousands tcn3 of 
coal, 1270 tons chrcnute and 165 tons red clay were exploited. 
Copper excavation amounted to 10 thousand tons of ore and 
lead about **5°0 tons of 10 percent ores. 
In 19^5» installed capacity of electric power was 
21000 kilo watts not taking into account the textile, sugar 
and other factories which had their own electric power 
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generating sets. 
In post war period there vas a lack of spare parts 
for different factories, which resulted decrease in the 
volume of industrial production. 
As regards the investment in modern industry in 
1938-39 it was estimated to have been 1*f00 billion Rials 
one third in state enterprises. W-0 percent of the total 
investment was in machinery and equipment and 60 percent 
in real estate* The number of industries was reported to 
have increased between 1931 and 19^ -5 from 38 to 635* 
Numerically the bulk of industry concentrated in 
Tehran(378 out of the 635 establishment) but the average 
capital in the provinces amounted to 3035000 million Rials 
as against 1919000 million .Rials in Tehran. This showed that 
the larger heavily capitalized concerns were located in the 
provinces. Market-dependent industries were clustered in 
and around Tehran, while industries that had to be close to 
sources of raw materials, developed in the provinces. In 
the Capital, the commercial and financial centre of Iran, 
industry had less than a third of the total incorporated 
capital In the provinces. Also in the provinces, the average 
capitalization vas considerably heavier in Industry than In 
other enterprises while In Tehran the reverse vas the case. 
- : : i : : -
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Chapter IV 
PLANNING AND INDUSTRY IN IRAN 
Economic Condition on the five 
of Second Seven Year Plan? 
Until the beginning of the thirty's industry in 
Iran (except for petroleum) was represented only by the 
makers of famous carpets and silks. Since then a network 
of factories came into existence. The First Plan (19*+8-
1951*) budgeted 62 billion Rials for expenditure but only 
21.2 billion Rials were made available for it. The reduc-
tion of amount was the outcome of the nationalization 
of the oil industry in 1951 and consequent shortfall in 
its production. This plan allocated 3 billion Rials that 
is 1*f percent of the 21.2 billion Rials, for industrial 
and mining development. Therefore until 1952 much of the 
industrial progress was confined to the public sector but 
as of that year a more active private sector started taking 
a great interest in the industrial development and assumed 
a large share in It. 
As regards the Industrial Census report of 1950 
It was divided into two separate sectors, public and private. 
a. The public sector covered 15£ of the enterprises. 
These employed 32.5# of the total number of workers, 
had 30 percent of the power installed and 50 
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percent of cap i ta l invested. All the sugar and 
tobacco p lan t s , the major cement p lants and a 
considerable part of the mineral chemical and 
t e x t i l e production were government undertakings 
and most of them had been established In the 
t h i r t i e s , 
b. The pr ivate sector which led in t e x t i l e s , mining, 
chemicals and public u t i l i t i e s accounted for Q$$ 
of the en terpr i ses , employed 67.5# of the workers 
had 70% of the power ins ta l led and 50% of the 
cap i ta l Invested. 
The public sector was slowly expanding with emphasis 
on the manufacture of sugar, t e x t i l e s and cement, with hollow 
g lass , l igh t engineering and food processing among the growing 
indus t r ies . The demand for house-hold e l ec t r i c i t y in 1953 
necessitated the i n s t a l l a t i on of generator of 70,000 k i lo watts 
in the large c i t i e s alone. 
As regards the t o t a l indus t r i a l employment in different 
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A breakdown for 1950 gives the following p i c t u r e : -
Petroleum indus t ry 67,000 
Government i ndus t ry 20,000 
P r i v a t e i ndus t ry 30,000 
Mining 5»000 
Carpet making 130,000 
Handloom weaving 20,000 
By 1956 I r a n i a n i n d u s t r i a l product ion had reached the follow-
ing l e v e l s . 
Sugar product ion 76,965 tons 
(from sugar bee t ) 
Cotton t e x t i l e s 6 ^ 7 9 ^ , 9 ^ a e t e r s 
Woollen t e x t i l e s ^000,000 .xeters 
Cement 65,000 tons 
C iga re t t e s 6 b i l l i o n 
Source: Ministry of Indust ry and Mines, 
Tehran, I r a n . 
P r i o r t o 195& t b e i n i t i a t i o n towards the f i e l d of 
i ndus t ry was taken by the government. I n d u s t r i a l a c t i v i t y 
remained in the hands of the government. But during t h i s 
per iod t h i s t rend was changed and p r i v a t e indus t ry s t a r t e d 
tak ing s u b s t a n t i a l pa r t in the t o t a l i n d u s t r i a l development. 
The Government aimed at s t rengthening p r i v a t e i n d u s t r y . I t 
appears t h a t during the year March 1956 - March 1957 apar t 
from Food and Drink Indus t ry which comprised of 25 Alchohollc 
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drinks, 37 Dried fruit, 2*f1 Flour milling, 6 Fruit canning, 
U- Rice cleaning, 8 Soft Drinks, 15 Sugar, 56 Tea, 1 Tobacco 
and 23 Vegetables Oil Factories, Light Engineering were also 
existing. Aanon^  these light engineering there were 15 chromoite 
plating, 1 coins, 40 Metal castings, 15 Metal furniture and 
29 Metal goods, 69 Wooden Furniture and some re hide repairs 
i 
factories. 
Due to low incomes, the purchasing power of the people 
was not high, this also in a way made the foreigners reluctant 
to invest in Iranian Industrial Development. The other problems 
were high transportation costs. "The obstacles in industrial 
development in Iran are not confined, however, to the physical 
limitations of inadequate mineral supplies and insufficient 
power. The movement of semi-manufactured products or of 
manufactured goods to markets in Iran or to ports for export 
requires a more highly developed transformation network than 
now exists. w<i 
There was shortage of trained managers, technicians, 
political and physical insecurity. Hence private investors were 
not prepared to invest in large projects without considerable 
Government subsidy and support. 
1. Mason, F.C. Iran Economic and Commercial Conditions in 
Iran. Published for the Board of Trade, Commercial 
Relations and Export Department. By her Majesty's Station-
ery Office. Reprinted 1959. P.107 
2. Vreeland, H.H. Iran. Research Chaiman and Editor, Human 
Relations Area Files New Haven 1957 P.203 
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In order to encourage private investors the Government 
facilitated later on through importing capital equipment, 
providing financial assistance and introducing a protectionist 
trade policy. Though the government had entered directly into 
industrial development on its own account but the policy of 
the Government came to full swing in 19J0. 
The Iranian industry during this period was in early 
stages of development. Although the textile industry suffered 
from the lack of technical •know-how' and capital buc it pro-
vided one third of the country's requirement. 
Till 1956 fewer than 2 percent of the people of Iran 
were engaged in industrial occupations, half of thea were in 
carpet making, handloom weaving and other occupations that 
were mainly home crafts. 
Apart froiB petroleum the country is possessed with 
large number of natural resources but as the resources except 
oil were not properly discovered at that time, country 
suffered from inadequate supplies of minerals and power. 
The transportation was also not sufficiently developed for 
the movement of semi-manufactured products or of manufactured 
goods to markets in Iran or to ports for exports. Dntill the 
reign of Reza Shah the paved roads were very few. 
The railway system was also not developed one. There 
was only one railway line connecting Russian border to 
Tabriz. However another line from Persian Gulf to Tehran 
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and Caspian Sea and branches were sent East and West on 
the South side of Elburz Mountains. Other obstacles to 
industrial development, apart from absence of highly deve-
loped transportation net work were political instability, 
lack of highly skilled labour, 1-ack of proper accounting 
practices and reinvesting part of the profits. 
Planning and Industry in Iranj 
Sconomic planning strives to mobilize the relatively 
limited rasources and potential inherent in a society to 
meet their material needs ani ensure their social welfare 
in the bsst possible way. It strives not only to improve 
the state of a nation's economy but at the same time to 
introduce desirable social changes. Anong the progressive 
societies of today there are few that do not plan for 
future, but are instead engrossed in the present without 
a thought for tomorrow or tomorrow1F generation. A nation 
that neglects to prepare plans for its future will always 
be living in the past since many of the problems which occur 
will be caused by its previous lack of foresight and 
shortcomings. The earlier failures and shortcomings in 
planning for the future will result in a tendency to devote 
its efforts and energies to solving the problems of yester-
day instead of those of tomorrow. 
Different authors and men have attempted to define 
planning in various ways. We may present here some of them. 
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As there is wide diversity of opinion with regard to meaning, 
nature and scope of economic planning. 
Mrs. Woottan has defined economic planning in the 
following words. "Economic planning is a system in which 
the market mechanism is deliberately manipulated with the 
object of producing a pattern other than which would have 
resulted from its spontaneous activity. *-* Here Mrs. Woottan 
has laid too much emphasis on the market mechanism and the 
control of market. 
Prof. Levy is of the opinion that "Economic planning 
means securing a better balance between demand and supply by 
a conscious and thoughtful control either of production or 
distribution of both, rather than leave this balance to be 
effected by automatically working, invisiole and uncontroll-
able forces. * 
This definition seems to be quite significant. It 
implies to have a control of production and distribution for 
the success of the plan. However, this too is not complete 
as it falls to explain the techniques to be adopted. According 
to Dr. Dalton, "Economic planning, in its widest-sense, is 
3. Woottan, B. (Mrs.) Lament for Economics. 1938 PP. 213-1*«-
If. Levy, H. New Industrial System 1936 P. 251 
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deliberate direction by persons in-charge of large 
resources, of economic activity towards chosen ends."^ 
Here Dalton appears to be not very confident. As large 
resources can be possessed by individuals, society, or the 
state, the question arises that out of these who is to 
plan? This definition too is considered as imperfect. Accor-
ding to Prof. Robbins, "Strictly speaking, all economic 
life involved planning... to plan is to act with a promise, 
a purpose to choose, and choice is the essence of economic 
activity," and "Economic planning is grand panacea of our 
7 
age.rtf 
Prof. Robbins here has approached planning in two 
ways. His approach is considered both realistic and suffi-
ciently appropriate, ijut still there are economists who do 
not agree with the above stated definitions. To Prof. John 
Jewkes, "The centrally planned economy implies the state 
determination of investment and its distribution, of 
occupation, of consumer's choice. It involves progressively 
the destruction of private property and it leads to national 
Q 
self-sufficiency." 
5. Dalton, H. Practical Socialism, Britain(1935>i P.2**3. 
6. Robbins, L. Sconoaic Planning and International Order 
1938, P.3 
7. Ibid. P.3 
8. Jewkes, J. Ordeal by Planning, 19*f8, P. X(Introduction). 
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He again remarked n Fashion in economic thinking are 
notoriously infections and fickle...they run through 
communities with the speed of forest fires... the current 
mania for comprehensive economic planning by the state 
may well appear, half a century hence, as just another 
of the red herring which fate throws across the forward 
o 
march of free people."7 
The controversy on the meaning and definition of 
economic planning however, is not yet over. It seems to be 
quite difficult to choose a suitable defintion out of the 
above stated definitions, as different authors have approached 
to define economic planning, in different ways. "To say that 
'planning' is a controversial word is as obvious as it is 
trite. For twenty-five years it has been the object of bitter 
denudation and enthusiastic endorsement. Like all woras 
which come to epitomize conflicting social concepts planning 
has different meanings and different uses. &ven among those 
who find no terret in the idea, there is little agreement 
about the meaning of planning." 
9« Ibid. PP. 1-2 
lO.Mi l le t t , J.D. The Process and Organisation of Govern-
ment Planning. P. 1 
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SBCOHD SEVEN YEAR PLAN (19^6-1962)i 
The idea of planning Iran»s development efforts 
gained ground in 1937 with, the establishment early in that 
year of a High Economic Council. However, with the onset 
of the Second World War, the developmental activities in 
the country came to a halt. The progress in this field was 
reactivated with subsequent establishment, of "The Committee 
for Preparing the Development and Reform Plan for the 
country" in 19*+6, "The High Plan Committee" in the same 
year in 19**8, "The Plan Organisation" which was responsible 
for the First Seven Year Plan(19^9-1955)» the Second Seven 
rear Plan(1956-1962) and the Third Sevan Year Plan(1962-68). 
The implementation of the first plan was interrupted 
by the oil crisis which led to a serious shortfal in the 
projected financial resources of the plan. By 195k-, however, 
the crisis was resolved and political stability was regained, 
creating a highly favourable economic environment- £fer since. 
The Second Plan was drawn covering a period (September 21,1955 
to September 21, 1962). 
"The Second Plan began in more favourable circumstances 
and in the period of greater prosperity and material welfare, 
and its total allocations amounted to 8*f billion Rials."11 
11. Planning In Iran- A brief study. Plan Organization. 
Tehran, Iran. October 1970. P.8 
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The r e tu rn of s t a b i l i t y i n the country and resumption 
of o i l revenue enabled the I r a n i a n government to launch a 
Second Seven Year Plan in 1956. After a r e a l i s t i c a p p r a i s a l 
of Government f i n a n c i a l r e sou rces , a t e n t a t i v e f igure of 
70 b i l l i o n R ia l s was chosen with an opt ion t o r a i s e t o t a l 
p lan spending t o 8*f b i l l i o n R ia l s ($ 1,098 m i l l i o n ) . 
The Second Seven Year Plan proposed t o spend the 
money in the following manners 
Million, fogs Percent 
Agr icu l tu re & I r r i g a t i o n 18,200 26.0 
Communication 22,800 32.6 
Indus t ry & Mining 10,600 15.1 
Publ ic Works 18,^-00 26.3 
Totals 70,000 100.0 
Sources Plan Organiza t ion ,Tehran , I ran . 
I t was noted in the general i n t roduc t ion t h a t the 
second plan was framed p r imar i ly as a f i n a n c i a l document t h a t 
made a l l o c a t i o n s of funds t o investment s e c t o r s , bu t , did not 
conta in phys ica l t a r g e t s nor any explanat ion of the philosophy 
governing the f i nanc i a l a l l o c a t i o n s . Never theless , the P l a n ' s 
approach t o i n d u s t r i a l i z a t i o n was guided by five unwri t ten 
o b j e c t i v e s : 
1. To assure the a v a i l a b i l i t y of e s s e n t i a l consumer goods, 
free of the d i s rup t ions caused by i n t e r n a t i o n a l even t s . 
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This policy found expression in Article 1 of the 
Law, where the Council stated its intention of 
producing "public necessities within the country." 
This policy underlined the large investments in 
sugar and textiles. 
2. To lay the basis for a greatly broadened pattern of 
industrialisation by starting the domestic production 
of iron and steel. 
3. To assure the availability of ceiaent, perhaps, the 
most important construction material for civil works. 
h. To demonstrate to private investors the feasibility 
of certain industrial and mining projects by making 
initial investments in industries not previously carried 
on in the country. This policy underlined the proposed 
Plan Organisation projects in paper, polyvinyl chloride, 
olive oil extraction, the canning plants (found in 
budget Chapter I), some of the mining projects, and the 
cane sugar experiment in Khuzestan. 
5. To assist private investment by giving suggestions, 
technical assltance and credit or credit guarantees. 
To exercise these functions Plan Organisation was 
authorized to establish a bank or similar specialized 
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The general pattern of Plan Organisation's industrial 
programme was given by the following table. The total appro-
priations for industries and mines in the second plan amounted 
to Rials 12.6 billion but actual expenditure was to be about 
Rials 6.7 billion. This was due to the dropping of many 
projects and not to economies in constructional cost which 
were on average 5° percent more than estimates. The following 
table gives the proportion of Plan Organisation expenditure in 
each industry during the second plan. 
Table IV. 2 
D i s t r i b u t i o n of A p p r o p r i a t i o n and 
Probab le g x p e n d i t u r e s f o r t h e gecpqd 
( I n m i l l i o n R i a l s ) 
S. 
No. S u b - c h a p t e r 





1 . Completion of S t a t e - 360 2 . 8 



















































































The establishment of a basic Iron and Steel Industry-
a 20 year objectire of the Government- received the largest 
appropriation. Almost equally large funds for direct invest-
ment were appropriated for sugar and cement, with slightly 
less for textiles. Nine percent of the appropriation was to 
be used as a loan fund to assist private Investment. The 
proportion of funds used to complete state-owned factories 
was, in practice, much larger than suggested by table IV.2 
on page 72s much of the textile appropriation, all of the 
sugar funds except those for the Khuzestan project some of 
the cement and mining and fisheries funds, all of the sub 
chapter 6 and 8 funds, and some of the B credits were to be 
used either to complete or to expand existing state factories. 
Setting aside these completion- expansion projects, a programme 
had attempted the establishment of twelve new production units 
to be owned entirely by Plan Organisation or its subsidiaries. 
1. A cotton spinning and weaving mill at ohahi 
2. A textile finishing plant at Shahl 
3. A jute mill at Shahl 
*+. A basic Iron and steel plant, near Azna 
5. Two new cement plants (Loshan and Doroud) 
6. A fishing company In the Persian Gulf 
7. An olive oil mill at Hudbar 
8. A paper mill (Khuzestan or Caspian Coast) 
-7>*-
9. A sugar mill and refinery at Ahwaz 
10. A gold mine in Mutteh 
11. A chemical fertilizer plant in Ahwaz 
12. A chemical fertilizer plant at Abadan 
In addition to the above projects Plan Organization 
had contributed money to the establishment of a "mixed" 
public-private textile mill at Shush; to one new wool scour-
ing plant than owned and operated by the Iran Carpet Company} 
and to whe establishment of four pedal-loom cooperatives 
intended to improve the lot of handloom weavers in Isfahan, 
Kuypayeh, Yazd and Kerman. 
A small portion of the budget was earmarked for non-
productive purposes. About two percent was appropriated for 
assistance to vocational training, an industrial laboratory 
and the creation of a Bureau of Standards. Moat of these 
non-production projects were sponsored and directed by the 
Ministeries, Plan Organization furnished funds but had not 
been closely associated with the planning or control of the 
projects. 
Changes in the Programme: 
Several projects once considered part of the programme 
had then been dropped; certain others had been reduced In 
size. It may be pointed out that the programme as It existed 
In mid 1337 was somewhat larger programme than that provided 
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Dia t r i bu t i on of Plan Organisat ion 
ax^erKm^req fry Sec tors 
( In b i l l i o n R ia l s ) 
o««4.«« Or ig ina l Program* Revised Program
 A_4.,1_1 ni^„„^,44. b e c t o r 1955-56 1959-60 Actual Expendltu 
Expenditure !• ifixpendlture T~ Expenditure ~$T 
A g r i c u l t u r a l & 
I r r i g a t i o n 
Transport & 
Communication 
I n d u s t r i e s & 
Mines 
Soc ia l Affa i rs 
Regional Develop-
ment 










18.9 23.7 16.6 21.8 
30.h 38.0 30.1 39 .5 
6.7 8A 6.6 8.7 
11.7 1^.6 10.7 1*f. 1 
12.2 15.3 12.0 15.8 
79 .9 * * 100.0 76.0 100.0 
Source: Plan Organisat ion, Tehran, I r a n . 
* The o r i g i n a l appropr ia t ion for the Plan was 
Ria l s 70 b i l l i o n . In 1957-58 the Plan Organi-
sa t ion obtained Par l iamentary approval for a 
20 percent Increase without s p e c i a l i s a t i o n as 
t o use . The p o s s i b i l i t y t h a t t h i s a d d i t i o n a l 
financing might be required was foreseen in the 
Plan Law. 
** The remainder of the R ia l s 87 b i l l i o n cons i s ted 
of admin i s t r a t i ve expenses, i n t e r e s t and prepa-
ra to ry work for the Third Plan . 
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in the lav. In particular, the steel project was, in 
financial terms, four times larger in 1337 than at the 
time the Law was passed, and a paper mi.Li costing over one 
billion Rials had been added. These increases, plu3 unexpected 
cost increases in projects already going forward, meant that 
the programme a3 it existed in oaid 1337 would have cost 
perhaps 50 percent more than 12.6 billion Rials daring the 
plan period. The dropping of soaa larger projects net then 
started and the reduction in others, bad then reduced the 
programme to 6.8 billion Rials;this was J>.8 billion below 
the Parliamentary appropriation of funds. 
The following list shows the nine projects that 
were considered part of the programme in mid 1337 that had 
since been dropped from the Plan Organization programme. 
1. Completion of Shush textile mill 
2. Molasses plant for Abkuh and Chenaran Sugar iiills. 
3. Expansion of capacity at Rey cement plant. 
h. Rehabilitation of Aainabad copper foundry. 
5. Rehabilitation of Aminabad firebrick plant. 
6. Establishment of a paper mill. 
7. Establishment of a polyvinylchloride plant. 
8. Establishment of an iron and steel mill. 
9. Establishment of a chemical fertilizer plant. 
The dropping of these projects from the Plan Organisa-
tion does mean that all the projects had been stopped. Two of 
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the more important pro jec ts , the s tee l and chemical f e r t i l i z e r 
pro jec ts , had been transferred to the Ministry of Indust r ies 
and Mines and were then going forward as part of t h e Govern-
ment's t o t a l indus t r i a l programme. Trie sugar company had 
taken over respons ib i l i ty for financing the Abkuh-Chenaran 
molasses plant out of i t s own resources, ifour other projects 
had been reduced in size uhough not eliminated from the Plan 
Organization programme. 
Mineral prospecting (65 percent reduction; 
Vocational t raining for soldiersQSU percent reduction) 
Indus t r ia l c i ty of Karaj(65 percent reduction) 
Loan fund for pr ivate D ndustryOi? percent reduction) 
Tne elimination oi reduction or these projects mainly 
reflected the iiecesbity of reducing the Pier.' Organisation t o t a l 
programme from around 115 to 8? b i l l i on Rials . 
The major indus t r ia l projects to be completed during 
Second Plan were as follows: 
Texti les - Rehabilitation of 2 large cotton spinn-
ing and weaving railln and 2 new mills 
b u i l t , 1 new finishing mi l l . 
Sugar - 2 new mills and ref iner ies( t iee t ) , 1 cane 
sugar mill. 
Ceo.ant - 2 new plants 
Vegetable oils - 2 new processing plants 
Fisheries - 1 fishery and 1 fish canning plant on 
thr» .Persian Gulf. 
The Plan Organisation had estimated that private 
industrial investment during the Second Plan period would 
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have been about Rials M-5 b i l l i o n ( $ 591*- m i l l i o n ) . 
The new government p l a n t s had mainly been s i zeab le 
e n t e r p r i s e s such as l a r g e t a x t i l e and cement p l a n t s where 
i t was f e l t t h a t the ope ra t ion would be beyond the resources 
of p r i v a t e e n t e r p r i s e s both f i n a n c i a l l y and t e c h n i c a l l y . In 
f a c t , p r i v a t e i nves to r s had tendsd to follow the government 
i n t o these l a r g e -mte rp r i se s . The larg<33« t e x t i l e m i l l and 
the l a r g e s t cement p lan t were both in p r i v a t e hands. The 
r e s u l t had thus been to concent ra te on a few i n d u s t r i e s and 
develop these in depth . The d i s t r i b u t i o n of t ona l p r i v a t e 
and pub l i c investment during the Second Plan per iod seemed 
to have been about as fo l lows: 
Table iy,*t 
The d i s t r i b u t i o n of Tota l P r iva t e 




Chemicals & Pharmaceuticals 
Food processing 
Construction material 
Plastics and Rubber 
Mining 
Leather 


























oource: Review of Second Plan, Plan Organizat ion. 
Tehran, I r a n . ^^(>\ P . / 
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Under the Second Plan, public investment in industry 
concentrated on modernisation of existing government textiles 
factories and establishment of some new mills, During the 
past decade also four beet sugar factories and one cane sugar 
plant started production, bringing the total annual capacity 
12 
upto 1,^0,000 tons of refined sugar. Two government owned 
and five private cement plants had a combined capacity of 
8,10,000 tons. One of the government plants and all of the 
private cement plants had been completed during the Second 
Plan period. Two vegetables oil processing plants and a 
fertilizer plant with an annual capacity of 30,000 tons 
(nitrogen content) were added to the list of government 
enterprises. As a result of the combined industrial invest-
ments of the Government and the private sector, production 
had increased as shown in table IV.5 on page 80. 
Productive capacity of government cotton mills was 
about 35 percent of the total, jute raiils 85 percent, sugar 
70 percent ana cement 1^  percent. Iran was about self-
sufficient in cotton textiles, 33 percent self-sufficient in 
sugar and nearly 100 percent in cement. 
The industrial structure of the country had been 
somewhat diversified by the completion of three small 
assemblly plants for motor vehicles and a tyre plant. 
12. Production of sugar was a government monopoly untill 
1959-60 but after that it was open to private Initiative. 
Equipment for eight private mills and uhree refineries 
had been ordered. 
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Table IV. 5 
AnnMP1 Production of Main Industrial 
Products 
(Thousands of uni ts ) 
Production 1955-56 1959-60 
Cement(tons) 
Sugar ( tons ) 
Tfegetabls o i l ( t o n s ) 
Tea( tons) 
Glass ( tons) 
Soap(tons) 
Cotton t ~;:tila31-deters) 
hancl-wovon t e x t i l e s ( E e t e r 3 ) 
Woollen t e x t i l e s ( o e t e r s ) 
Matches(ooi:3s; 























Source: Plan Organization, Tehran, Iran. 
During the Second Plant psriod(rp56-52) tne satptasia 
in the public sector development prograxxe had been on infra-
structural projects with msre than half cf the t o t a l expendi-
tures a l located to roads, large data and i rr igat ion projec t s , 
and other infrastructural Investments* 
Although Iran was f i r s t Middle 3ast country to begin, 
orer half a century ago to exploi t her o i l resources, and 
achieved some progress In indus tr ia l i sa t ion and modernisation 
before World War I I , the country was s t i l l at a very early 
stage of economic development when the second seven year Plan 
was launched in 1955-56. 
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iff? wqpp ?Mff» 
When the second plan was prepared no attempt was made 
to estimate Its results In terms of economic growth, Increased 
output In specific fields, or employment. Mo choice was made 
among such objectives as employment, production or Improved 
Income distribution. An Improvement of the foreign trade 
balance was Implicit In the Industrial program but no explicit 
targets were set* Therefore, It Is not possible to measure 
the results of the plan against any pre-established set of 
goals. Nor, owing to lack of comprehensive basic production 
or national accounts data, is it possible to quantify in retro-
spect the contribution which the development expenditures in 
the Plan hid made to the growth of the Iranian economy. Although 
the actual expenditure under the second plan approximated that 
originally planned, since an Increase of some 30 percent occurred 
in wholesale prices of home produced goods and ^5 percent In 
the cost of living from 1955 to December 1961, it is evident 
that physical accomplishments fell below expectations when the 
Plan was drawn up. Before examining the Industrial sector we 
have a look over agriculture and transportation. 
In agriculture, plan organisation earmarked most of 
the capital outlay to irrigation structures, It concerned 
Itself primarily with building fixed capital assets without 
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worrying about the additional operating and maintenance coats 
that were required; it failed to insist that funds should be 
allocated on the condition that proper programming technique 
for evaluating projects and programmes detecting defects was 
Introduced in the Ministry and related agencies, and finally 
it considered institutional arrangements such as land tenure 
of no great importance to the outcome of its investments 
13 programme. J 
Agriculture; 
About Rials 16.6 billion of the Rials 18.9 billion 
1*f 
allocated for agriculture and Irrigation was spent. Dam 
and generating facilities and some of the irrigation and 
water supply installations connected with the Karaj and 
Sefid Rud multiple purpose projects had been carried out 
close to schedule. Fourteen smaller irrigation and soil 
survey projects had been completed and some seven others 
were underway, but in this field accomplishments had been 
fallen short of expectations. The agricultural training 
programme including the veterinarian college and Karaj 
Agricultural College had been completed. Continuing projects 
13* Review of the Second Seven Year Plan Program of Iran, 
Division of Economic Affairs, Plan Organisation,Tehran, 
Iran, March 10, 196O. PP. 30-33 
1*t. Includes allocations for power development at Karaj and 
Dez dams. 
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in anlaal and plant husbandry and farm mechanization had 
proceeded as planned and allocations had laregely been 
spent. This Is also true of such programmes as construc-
tion of grain silos, training for foresters and forest 
mapping and research and industries for using agricultural 
products. It is safe to say that plan had made only a very 
limited Impact on Iranian agriculture. 
As far the achievements plan organisation succeeded 
in laying the foundation of a much expanded seed improve-
ment, fertilizer and pesticide programme. It initiated two 
large-scale improvement, fertilizer and pesticide programme. 
TransportationJ 
The allocation for this sector was spent by the 
end of the Second Plan. About 2,000 kilometers of main 
roads were completed by the end of the second plan as part 
of the Plan Organization programme and another 500 kilo-
meters were made under construction. The Ministry of Roads 
(with Plan Organization flnandng) completed or was well 
towards completing about 3,000 kilometers. That was an 
impressive record though it fell considerably short of 
the 10,000 kilometers set when the plan was drawn up. How-
ever, a very significant start had been made towards pro-
viding Iran with a national highway system. Highway surveys for 
the Third Plan had also been done. The railway allocation 
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in the Plan was reduced by about 30 percent. Major projects 
such, as lines from Tehran to Tabriz and Mashad were comple-
ted but the railway administration secured foreign loans 
for investments outside the Plan. Much new rolling stock 
and dlesel locomotives were purchased and needed rail replace-
ments were largely completed. Tehran airport was completed 
and eight other airports were under construction at the end 
of the Plan. 
Industry! 
Almost all of the Rials 6.7 billion for industry 
had been spent. The Plan Organization constructed two new 
textiles factories of 70,000 spindles and about 2,300 
looms with a capacity of 56 million meters. Three additional 
textile factories were modernized or otherwise improved and 
enlarged. A jute factory was constructed with a capacity 
of 7 million square meters of bagging material. The total 
capacity of government owned textile plants was increased 
by about 70 million square meters and additional finishing 
capacity was provided for $0 million square meters. Also, 
the Plan Organisation invested Rials *f0 million in a 
privately owned textile factory(Shoosh Textile Factory) and 
Rials 15 million in hand-loom workshops. Rials 3*+6 million 
were loaned to private investors in the textile industry. 
The total investment in the textile Industry had been Rials 
2-6 billion or nearly hO percent of the allocation to the 
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lndustrlal sector. In the sugar industry, about Rials 580 
million had been spent on six plants with a capacity of 
3,1*50 ton3 a day for processing sugar beets. A project 
for both the production of sugar cane and sugar refining 
was carried out in the Khuzestan area(Haft Tapeh). Works 
completed on this project Included, the establishment of 
an initial sugar cane plantation 2,500 hectares an Irriga-
tion network and construction of a refinery with a capacity 
of over 30,000 tons a year. 
Over Rials 1.5 billion were spent on the cement 
industry during the Second Plan by the Plan Organization 
and Rials 113 million were loaned to private cement enter-
prises. Plants with a capacity of 170,000 tons a year were 
constructed in the public sector. Among other industrial 
enterprises were vegetable oil and olive oil extraction 
plants, a soap factory, cannery and fish packing establish-
ment. Rials 685 million of capital were provided by the 
Industrial Credit Bank for loans to medium and small scale 
industries. 
In industry the Plan Organization had not been very 
successful in its primary objective of demostrating to 
private Investors the feasibility of some new industrial 
and mining ventures. Large amounts had been invested In 
Loshan and Doroud cement plants as well as In Chitsazi textile 
mill. It was almost a unanimous judgement that these amounts 
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oould have been spent much more fruitfully by private 
investors. Further, Plan Organization had a fair degree 
of success in rationalizing most of government enter-
prises. But it was to be demostrated whether additional 
output of these units justified the large amounts Invested 
in them in the Second Plan. 
As for the achievement, production of the construc-
tion material industry, textile and sugar had augmented 
significantly. Private Initiative had also been quick in 
responding, in an unprecedented scale, to the easy credit 
terms provided by government and the banking system and 
also to a buoyant market. There had, however, been a lack 
of appreciation by the Plan Organization of the role that 
could be played by the private industries. In the transport 
and communication sector the fact that the Plan Organization 
had to construct the major highways of the country on the 
basis of 13 ton axle load standard as compared to an 8 ton 
international standard- had increased the cost of building 
the 2,Mf1 kilometers of major highways by about one-third.1-* 
Similarly, the inability of the Plan Organization to convince 
the government of the need for a new type of administrative 
arrangement had affected adversely the large Investment made 
in increasing the port capacity of the country. Major ports 
15* Review of the Second Seven Year Plan Program of Iran, 
Division of Economic Affairs, Plan Organization,Tehran, 
Iran, March 10, 1960. P.Mf 
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had been very congested. This had prevented an expeditious 
and effective service for t ransferr ing exports and imports 
between ocean-going and inland t ranspor t . In order to 
avoid congestion in Port a reas , IBRD recommended that the 
goods-handling function in the po r t s ' should be separated 
from the custom col lect ion a c t i v i t y . This was because at tha t 
time warehouses and t rans i t - sheds were both a prof i table 
source of revenue for the Custom Department. The Department 
which was also in control of the ports had, therefore, 
been unwilling to sacr i f ice a good part of i t s revenue in 
the in t e re s t of a more expeditious clearing of the t r a n s i t 
sheds. If port administration, including the administration 
of the t r a n s i t shed was made independent of the Custom 
Department, the port authori ty would enforce steeply progre-
ssive warehousing ra tes on goods that remained in the sheds. 
This measure reduced appreciably the congestion in the 
port area and Increased the unloading capacity considerably. 
As far achievement, by the end of the Second Plan 
the major railways, already under construction, reduced the 
cost of transport and brought about a much greater Integra-
t ion of the domestic market. 
Also the ra i l - road connection to Tabriz and Mashad 
which was financed by the Plan Organization had linked two 
of the r ichest provinces of the country to the Trans-Iranian 
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railway network and to the two major ports of the country. 
Above all} the port capacity which at the commencement of 
the Plan was woefully inadequate to handle the unprecedented 
increase in Iran's foreign trade by the end of the Second 
Plan, had enough capacity to carry the country almost through 
the Third Plan. 
During the Second Plan period, the favourable climate 
provided by the government for encouraging industrial invest-
ment and ea.yy credit terms for private investors, led to 
substantial investment in industry. The spurt in investment 
expenditure was, however, hapazard and exceeded the volume 
of domestic resources that were to be mobilized. It was 
roughly estimated that during the Second Plan period private Indus-; 
16 trial investment reached ftlals k-5 billion. As a result of 
government and private efforts there was a dramatic rise in the 
output of major industries(table IV.6 on page 89). During 
1956-61 perhaps about $ 10 million of foreign capital was 
invested in Iranian industry. The remarkable increase in 
oil revenue after 195iKfrom Rials 6.8 billion in 1955 to Rials 
19.7 billion in 1959)» the steep rise of American loans and 
grants(the average annual flow amounting to Rials $.h billion 
during 195I*-59» and the sharp Increase in public borrowing 
from foreign sources gave rise to an unprecedented upsurge 
16. This estimate is based on the Import of machinery and 
equipment which includes machinery and equipment not 
only manufacturing but also for building and construction. 
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in the rate of public expenditure. 
Table jyt$ 
Annual Production of Majn Industries 






























































Sources Plan Organization,Tehran,Iran. 
However inflationary pressures mounted in 1959 as 
fiscal deficits and credit expansion(two-fold increase in 
advances by the banking system since 1955) did not result 
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in proportionate production increase but rather chiefly 
financed Inventory accumulation, consumer instalment 
buying luxury housing 3no. real estate transaction, and 
rising costs of Government administration. Capital expen-
diture which did occur added short-run prices pressures. 
Much of the Government investment went into non-productive 
channels, like defence and security, and for economic deve-
lopment outlay which required a long maturation period* 
Between 1955 to 1959 the cost of living went up 
by *f0 percent. The rapid increase in prices and. the liberal 
trade policy of the Government, raised the volume of imports 
considerably. This in turn drew down the foreign exchange 
reserves, giving rise to an average fall of Rials k-,2 billion 
per year in the year 195& and 1959- Towards the end of 1959, 
Iran found herself grappling with rising prices and with no 
free reserves to finance part of the exceptional increase 
in her imports. At this juncture the Government was forced 
to cut back some of its expenditure and to enforce higher 
taxes on imports. 
A "stabilization programme" which involved a drastic 
restriction of banks advances significant budgetary surpluses, 
and ceiling of Rials 87 billion of the development expenditures 
of the Plan Organization, was launched. 
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The discipline of the programme proved too rigorous 
for the private sector which had invested haphazardly and 
in excess of the amount of domestic resources that it could 
mobilise. In the two remaining years of the Second Plan 
period the Plan Organization was in no position to maintain 
its former rate of expenditure. 
The Second Plan got under way in 1955* when the 
flow of foreign exchange receipts from oil began to rise 
rapidly following 1951*- agreement with the Consortium of 
Foreign Oil Companies. The flow which more than doubled 
from 1956-57 to 1961-62 has been the most dynamic and impor-
tant factor in the growth of the economy. Despite near-
stagnation in other respects, Income from oil (than over 
$ 300 million a year), together with substantial net inflow 
of foreign capital to the public sector, sustained a rapidly 
rising level of imports and of domestic investment. This 
investment had produced a rate of growth estimated at 6 
percent a year for most of the Second Plan period. The 
industrial and oil sectors of the economy grew at a much 
more rapid pace, but the growth of the agricultural sector 
was probably about 3 percent, only a little faster than 
the estimated increase in population. 
Particularly after mid 1957 this rate of growth was 
not achieved without monetary Instability and balance of 
payments problems* The incrase in foreign exchange Income 
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permltted imports to expand as a counterpoise to rising 
public expenditure. However the Import flow was not suffi-
cient to offset the effects of the nearly 90 percent 
expansion in private bank credit which too took place in 
the two years following March 1958. Investment and consum-
ption demand substantially exceeded available resources, 
and prices rose very rapidly. At the sane time the net 
Inflow of foreign capital, which had averaged about $ 100 
million a year in 1956-57 fell by $ hO million. By late 
1960 an acute foreign exchange crisis had developed and 
this In turn made necessary the adoption of a stabilization 
programme. During the plan period foreign exchange reserves 
had been restored to normal levels and prices had more or 
less stabilised. The usual consequences of monetary and 
fiscal retrenchment some unemployment and a slowing down of 
the rate of growth were being experienced. 
In financial terms the Investment target of the 
Second Plan about dials 80 billion or $ 1056 million was 
nearly reached. In physical terms, however, It fell some-
what short of the original targets. An important departure 
from the original plan was in Its methods of financing. As 
originally conceived, plan expenditures were to be almost 
entirely financed from oil revenues. However, mainly because 
oil revenues Intended for the Plan were diverted to the 
ordinary Government budget, only about 73 percent of the 
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plan expenditures were financed from oil. Despite the fact 
that the oil revenue had exceeded original estimates, 19 
percent of the expenditures were met from net foreign loans 
and grants and 8 percent from domestic credit. 
frqducH<W 
The lack of basic s t a t i s t i c a l information makes i t 
extremely d i f f i cu l t to measure production and other general 
economic trends in I ran. The only comprehensive estimate of 
I r a n ' s GNP i s an aggregate of the contributions of the diff-
erent sectors of the economy compiled for the year 1337 
(1958-59). According to t h i s estimate, the sectors cont r i -
butions to I r an ' s GNP were as follows? 
Table nf7 
ORIGIN OF GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT 
in 1337(1958-59) 
(In billions Rials) 
Sector 
Agriculture, Forestry & Fisheries 
Industry and Mining 
Oil 
Power, Transport & Communications 
Construction and Rental 


















Gross National Product 257.8 100.0 
~~ ~ *—*•* -- •P^Hi^n. Iran. 
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This indicates a Gross National Product of about 
Rials 258 b i l l i o n ($ 3 A b i l l i o n ) and a Gross Domestic 
Product of Rials 276 b i l l i o n ($ 3.6 b i l l i o n ) . Besides on 
a population of about 19 mil l ion in 1958-59 t h i s indicated 
a per capita GNP of about $ 180 probably somewhat above the 
average for the Middle Sast . 
The Plan Organization had estimated that the 
economy's annual rate of growth was over 6 percent per annua 
in the f i r s t f ive years of the Second Plan 1956-62 period. 
The production indices that have been obtained for 1956-57 
through 1960-61 show a combined rate of growth for the 
indus tr ia l , agricultural and o i l sector of over 9 percent 
per year. 





















































Source: Plan Organisation, Tehran, Iran. 
1. Based on value added in 1337(1958-59) 
2. Plan Organization data 
3. Production of crude oil 
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The rate of growth in agriculture would have been 
substant ia l ly higher except for the r e l a t i v e l y poor growing 
conditions in 1960-61. Considering only the period 1958-59 
through 1960-61 and i f there had been a normal harvest in 
the l a t t e r year they would obtain an annual rate of growth 
of l i t t l e over 6 percent. 
Inyesl^e.njtj 
Iran's economic growth during the f i r s t 5 i years of 
the Second Plan was based on a rapid increase in the develop-
ment expenditures in both the public and private s e c t o r s , 1 ' 
only extremely rough estimates are avai lable of the magnitude 
involved. These indicate that t o t a l development expenditures 
had increased over 23 percent per annum as between 1956-57 
( f i r s t f u l l year of the plan) and 196O-61(table IV.9 on page 
96) . 
As in the case of production, the largest increase in 
development expenditures occured during the f i r s t three 
years of the period. From 195&-59 through 1960-61 development 
expenditures probably increased by about 13 percent per 
annum. There are no indicat ions regarding the l e v e l of priv-
ate development expenditures In 1961-62 but some decrease 
17. "Development Expenditure" Is admitedly rather loose 
term* In the Plan Organization's terminology I t Includes 
In addition to gross Investment, the current expenditures 
required for the maintenance and operation of fixed 
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Source: Prepared with the help of Plan Organization and 
Iran S t a t i s t i c a l Centre, Tehran, Iran. 
1. 1955-56 through 1957-58 estimates are by Plan Organi-
zat ion, Tehran, Iran. 
1958-59 through 1961-62 estimates are by Iran S t a t i s -
t i c a l Centre, Iran, Tehran. 
2. Fixed investment in public sector plus t o t a l development 
expenditures in private sector l e s s B/P d e f i c i t on current 
account. 
3 . Using 1958-59 estimates of ONP & assuming 6 i annual increase 
if. Using price index for home produced goods. 
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probably occured as compared with 196O-61. If we substract 
from total development expenditures development outlays in 
the public sector for purposes other than construction of 
fixed assets, some measures of gross Investment may be 
obtained. 
The Second Plan provided the necessary incentive for 
the private sector of the economy to Invest in Industry. 
During the Plan, 17# pf the gross national product was being 
re-invested. The plan was therefore able to achieve a $.7 
percent annual economic growth. The steady rise in the 
living standard and the vast development expenditures placed 
a heavy strain on the foreign currency reserves and intro-
duced monetary inflation by the end of the sixth year. 
To counter these adverse effects, the Government 
launched an austerity programme in the summer of i960. While 
succeeding in correcting the financial trends and reducing 
the pressure on the foreign exchange, this temporary policy 
had ths inevitable effect of diminishing capital Investment 
and thus slowing the rate of economic growth. Cuts In Govern-
ment spending, designed to counter inflationary trend, slowed 
the tempo of development and left some of the projects 
Incomplete. But despite the financial problems in the closing 
years of the plan, the Second Plan succeeded in laying the 
basis for developaent planning in the country. 
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The Second Plan's nost Important achievements were 
In the field of agriculture, Irrigation and communications. 
Several large dams considerably Increased the amount of 
water for Irrigation and drinking, also the supply of elec-
tricity while major highways improved transportation over-
land. The construction of major International and domestic 
airports brought in many airlines; the expansion of ports 
allowed a greater volume of foreign trade. 
The Second Plan saw a rapid development of the 
light and consumer industries, in which the private sector 
took a major active part. Production of textiles, sugar, 
cement, and other building materials, foodstuffs etc. rose 
considerably. In the field of public health, Malaria was 
completely eradicated throughout the country* and a compaign 
against small-pox proved most successful so that outbreaks 
of small-pox became a rarity. Drinking water supply projects 
were completed in Tehran and several other towns and more 
electricity was provided through hydro-electric and thermal 
power stations. A highway linked the south to the north of 
the country through asphalted roads, totalling 2,¥f1 kilo-
meters. The railway was extended to Meshad in the £ast and 
Tabriz in the West. 
The Second Seven Tear Plan went a considerable way 
towards its goal toi increase production, develop exports, 
provide for public needs and requirements, develop agriculture 
o 
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and industries, explore for, discover and exploit mines; 
Improve communications and telecommunications, raise the 
level of health and education; and improve living conditions 
and standards. 
The Second Plan achieved a larger measure of success 
while in the First Plan only 15«6 percent of planned invest-
ment was realized, in the Second Plan 89»6 percent of over-
all investment target and 93*9 percent of the $ 120 million 
public sector investment target in industry wa3 achieved.(Tables 
1,2,3, d k in Appendix) 
In the Second Plan major outlay went into the 
creation of the infrastructure. Expenditure on infrastructure 
accounted for some 80 percent of the outlay in agriculture. 
This ratio together with the continued expenditure in the 
two sectors of social affairs and communications constituted 
more than 80 percent of the aggregate spending by the 
organization. 
Since mid-nineteen fifties the rapid development 
of Industry in Iran has largely been due to the activities 
of the private sector. The Government, encouraging a policy 
of Import-substitution Industries formulated laws for the 
promotion and protection of private investment, Including 
foreign investment, while providing credit facilities through 
the formulation of Industrial financial institutions. The 
sharp increase in oil revenue after 1955* and an increase 
-102. 
in public borrowing from foreign sources contributed to an 
unprecedented upsurge in expenditures. It is estimated 
that the private industrial investment during the Second 
Plan period reached some $ 600 million, with perhaps 
$ 10 aillion foreign investment in joint ventures. However, 
inflationary pressures mounted in 1959* The economic 
recession was perpetuated further by the drought in the 
years 1961 and 1963 with its adverse effects on agricultural 
output and the economy. Consequently a stabilization policy 
was launched by the Government In i960 which proved a great 
success as evidenced by an upsurge in the economy about two 
years latters. 
The Second Plan aimed at financing a broad range 
of economic and social projects deemed to be required for 
the improvement of the country. However, in the words of the 
"Review of the Second deven Year Plan programme of Iran" 
prepared by the Division of Economic Affairs of the Plan 
Organization, "little or no attempt was made to make these 
programmes consistent with each other." The Plan did not 
comprehend or seriously contemplate providing guidance for, 
or direction to what was going on in the private sector or, 
for that matter, in the public sector as a whole. This 
was perhaps most significant In the Industrial field where 
Is good deal of competitive Investment by the public and 
private sectors took place. The lack of internal consistency 
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in the Plan, its lack of comprehensiveness and lack of 
coordination with agricultural and industrial activities 
in the private sector resulted in some exccess capacity 
(particularly in industry) as Second Plar; projects were 
completed. However growth of the country probably absorbed 
most of the excess capacity with a reasonably short 
period. 
-10l+-
Third Development Plant 
As the tempo of development gathered momentum, It 
was felt that a plan with a shorter duration would be more 
suitable. It was therefore, decided that the Third Develop-
ment Plan should be for only five years. In July 1961 an 
outline of the Third Development Plan was drawn up and 
submitted to the Cabinet as the basis for a new law. In the 
Third Plan, which ended in the spring of 1968, a total of 
some 20 billion Rials was allocated to the industrial 
sector. 
The Third Development Plan was lauched on 23rd 
September 1962. The Plan was more detailed than the previous 
two; with Its targets more clearly defined. 
In the introductory report of the Third Development 
Plan it was envisaged that total development expenditure and 
private sector investment would exceed 3*+8 billion Rials, of 
which 290 billion Rials would represent fixed Investment 
and 5& billion Rials would represent current supporting 
expenditure. 
After that Government reduced the public sector 
development budget to 1^ 5 billion Rials. Then In 13^3 this 
figure was raised to 200 billion Rials. As the pace of 
development activity quickened, however, and Government 
revenue rose, the volume of development expenditure was 
-105-
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Estimated Receipts for Third Plan(Revlsed) (Million Rials) 
Oil Revenues 1,33,000 
Domestic & Foreign Loans 65,000 
Long Term Treasury Bonds 10,000 
Foreign Technical Assistance 5,000 
Repayment of Loans given to U-,200 
Municipalities etc. 
Balance of Loans from Second Plan 2,800 
Total 2,20,000 
Estimated Payments under Third Plan (Revised)(Million Rials) 
Development Expenditure 
Repayment of Principal and Interest 
on Past Loans 
Repayment of Principal and Interest 








Sources Plan Organisation, Tehran, Iran. 
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reviewed again and finally approved at Rials 230 billion. The 
changes which occurred in the Third Plan development credits 
resulted both from revised estimates of grant revenue and 
from the actual progress of individual projects. 
The following table shows total credits approved and 
actual expenditure relating to development projects during 
the Third Plan period by Plan Chapters. 
Table t y . n 
Tota l Approved Credi ts and Disbursements by 
glan C h a f e r s during the W r d plan Period, 
( B i l l i o n R ia l s ) 
Approved C r e d o s Disbursements Percentage of 
Chapter Amount Percentage Amount Percentage disbursements 
t o t o t a l to t o t a l to approved 
c r e d i t s 
1. Agr icu l tu re *f7.9 21.5 *+7.3 23.1 98.7 
& I r r i g a t i o n 2. Indus t ry & Mining 2.7,1 
3 . Power and Fuel 35*1 
h. Communications<Sfc 57.0 
Telecommunications 
5 . Education 17.6 
6 . Health 13.3 
7.Manpower 2.9 
8 . Urban Development 7*3 




Par t payments t o Minis t ry 
of Finance in respec t of 
cur ren t development 
p r o j e c t s 












































Sources F inanc ia l Bulletin(Mehr 13*t1 t o Esfand 13*f6), 
Plan Organisat ion, Tehran, I r an 1969 P.13 
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ObJectlves of the Third Plan for 
Industry and Mining; 
The main objective of the Third Plan as regards 
Industry and mining was to establish and develop industries 
best able to increase national income. Other objectives 
of the Third Plan in this field were to increase employment, 
save foreign exchange and ensure a more equitable distribu-
tion of income among various social groups. At the same 
time in the Third Plan period special attention was paid 
to the protection and encouragement of specific industries, 
and it was emphasized that the Government would only invest 
in industry in case where the private sector was financially 
or technologically unable to do so. 
Table IV.1*f 
Projected I n v e ^ g ^ s , in Sndu^ry and Jflqln^ du^ng 
the Third Plan by major categories of Investment 
(Mill ion Rials) 
Category of Investment R e g i m e n t 
1. Development of 10 major ex i s t ing industries (Cotton t e x t i l e s , Woolen t e x t i l e s , Vegetable 
o i l s , Sugar, Dried f r u i t s , Dates, Carpet- 9,62^.0** 
weaving, Leather, Glass, Fruit & Vegetable 
canning*) 
2. Establishment of major new Industries (S tee l , 16,7**0*75 
Paper, A r t i f i c i a l f ibres , petro-chemlcals) . 
3 . Mining 3,5?8.13 
if. Small scale and medium sized industry l8,3*+2.86 
5* Development of f e r t i l i z e r , tea and tobaoco 
Industr ies , f i s h e r i e s , ' other Government 1,20^.^3 
Industr ies . 
6. Miscellaneous projec t s ( s tud ies , technical 2,105*85 
and f inancial aid) 
7« Spare parts and overhauls 1j.5M-.lQ 
Total 65,160.16 
Source: Plan Organisation, Tehran, Iran. 
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Investment In Industry and Mining: 
In order to achieve the objectives of the Third Plan 
as regards industry and mining it was envisaged that a total 
of 65•160 million Rials would be invested by both the public 
and private sectors, of which k? percent of 30,650 million 
Rials would be for the account of the private sector and 53 
per cent, or 3*+»510 million Rials for the account of the 
public sector. The distribution of this projected investment 
by major categories has been given in Table IV. 1*f. It was 
envisaged that 1,20,000 new job opportunities would be 
created as a result of this Investment. 
The amounts which were allocated for the implementa-
tion of various industrial and mining projects were later 
changed and the final result of these changes was that during 
the implementation period of the Plan a total of 27,323 
million Rials had been paid to those responsible for the 
implementation of projects by Ssfand 13*^ 6. 
Projects forming part of this Plan were divided into 
six categories, as shown in the Table 17.15 on page 109. 
Therefore the main objective of the Third Plan was 
to develop and expand those industries which would contribute 
to a maximum increase in national income. The secondary 
objectives of the Plan were to increase employment opportuni-
ties, realise foreign exchange earnings, and bring about a 
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Tatfle JHMf 
ADDroved Credi t s for Indus t ry and Mlnin* & 
Disbursements during the Third Plan by Ma.ior 
Sec to r 
Actual 
Pro jec t GrouDs 
(Mill ion Hlals) 
Approved 
credi t s 
Disbursement upto 
the end of 13$6 
1. Technical assistance to private 
sector investment in industry 
2. Investment in existing Government 2,09*+ 
firms 
3. Technical assistance to private 
sector investment in mining 
*+• Investment in new Government 
mining projects 
5. Investment in new Government 
industrial projects 
6. Granting of long-term credits 
to private investors and public 
sector equity participation 













Total 27,323 17,092 
Sources Plan Organisation,Tehran,Iran. 
more even distribution of Income among regions and social 
classes. In practical terms, those Industries In which Iran 
had advantages in terms of raw materials, skills and market 
potentialities at home and abroad were to be developed, when 
selection was to be made among projects showing substantially 
-110-
the same contribution In national income, priority was to 
be given to those which had the most favourable effect on 
the balance of payments and those which Increased effects 
on the balance of payments and those which Increased the 
degree of self-sufficiency in essential consumer goods. 
To help achieve the objectives of the Plan, the 
Plan Organisation set targets expressed in terms of produc-
tion by industries, employment and/or investment, the Plan 
aimed at a gross investment of about Rials 62 billion, 
Rials 35 billion of which was to come from the private 
sector. These Investments were needed to realise the produc-
tion targets, which had been set for the expansion programme 
of some fifteen of the most important existing industries, 
establishment of major new industries and expansion of 
Government-run enterprises. 
The fifteen existing industries to be expanded 
included cotton and woolen textiles, cement, sugar, vegetable 
oil, leather, glass, soap, rubber, beverages, food preser-
vation, handwoven carpets, etc.(Table IV.16 on page 111) 
For the establishment of major new Industries 
Rials 18000 million was allocated In the Third Plan. The 
main beneficiaries, In order of importance, were to be steel, 
petrochemicals, sugar and southern fishery and such others 
as chemical fertilisers and foundry. 
-111-
Table IV.16 
Expansion of Major Industries.Third 






1. Cotton textiles 
2. Woolen textiles 
3* Cement 




6. Dried fruit «Stnuts 






















11. Food preservation Glasses 
4 Tins 
















































Sourcex Outline of the Third Plan, Plan 
Organisation, Tehran, Iran 1965 
P.1*f 
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To stimulate medium and smal l -scale industry, the Plan 
was to launch a programme consis t ing of spec ia l credit f a c i l i -
t i e s , establishment of three industr ia l e s t a t e s , surrey of 
small industry problems and trade promotion of Persian carpets . 
The programme for the establishment of major new indus-
t r i e s i s shown below. 
Xalfle XVt17 
Major New Industries 
(Million Rials) 
Industries Investment needed 
1. S tee l 
2. Southern f i s h e r i e s 
3 . Sugar 
if. Petrochemicals 
5* Other such as fertilizers, 
foundry. 
Total 
Expansion of Major Government 
Industriess 
1. Sugar 
2. Food industry 
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As shown In table 5 given In appendix the appropriation 
of Industries and Mines amounted to Rials 27 billion or 11.7 
per cent of the Plan total development budget. Data relating 
to the first four and a half years of the Third Plan shown 
in table IV. 18 indicates a total actual investment by public 
sector of nearly Rials 10.5 billion out of the Rials 27 billion 
allocated or 38.5 Per cent of the total appropriations for 
Industries and Mining. 
Actual investment in Industry by the public sector 
has Increased over the plan periods Rials 1.25 billion and 
Rials 2.33 billion during the Second and Third Plans respectively. 
For observing the comparative position of different Plans tables 
5 and 6 in appendix may be referred. It did not seem that Plan 
Organisation could be able to attain its expenditure target In 
the Third Plan in this sector. 
There were a number of reasons to explain this shortfall. 
To begin with the years 1962 and 1963 were the years of recession 
during which the Plan Organisation was In no position to mount an 
aggressive programme for Industrial expansion. Moreover, the 
private sector remained depressed and unresponsive to the incen-
tives directed by the Government to boost private industrial 
investment well Into 196*f, when the worst was over. The social 
reforms Initiated at the beginning of the Third Plan in 
-115-
pa r t i cu l a r the land reform, did not prove to f a c i l i t a t e 
the implementation of the plan. Funds al located for other 
purposes had to be diverted to agr icul ture so that land 
reform programme could be successfully executed. 
Achievements and Failures of the 
Third Plant 
The early 1960's marked the beginning of the th i rd 
phase of Iran's Indus t r i a l Development. This coincided with 
sweeping reforms which Included replacement of the feudal 
land tenure system by land-owing, free farmers. Following 
a recession in the f i r s t two and a half years of the Third 
Plan, the Iranian Economy expanded rapidly in the following 
three years when real GNP grew on an average oy 10 per cent 
per year. For the Third Plan period as a whole the growth 
ra te of GNP(at market pr ices) was 8.8 per cent.(Table IV.19 
on page 116). Two sectors played a pa r t i cu la r ly notable 
role in making the achievement of such a high ra te possibles 
Industry and mines with an annual ra te of growth of 12.7 
per cent for five years and petroleum with a growth ra te of 
13.6 per cent. On the other hand the annual average 
ra te of growth of output in agr icul ture and animal husbandry 
was only 2*8 per cent* 
The basic aim of the Third Plan was to achieve an 
annual ra te of Increase in GNP of 6 per cent, whereas in 
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Tatfle 3tYr19 
Production Contribution of Main Economic 
Sectors to Gross National Product at the 
beginning and the End of Third Plan 
( B i l l i o n Ria ls ) 
Sector Ji i t i JLM. Value Per cent Value Per cent 
Average annual 
growth during the 







2 . Industry and 
Mining 
3 . Construction 
k. Wanter and 
Power 
5. OiKlran's share)38.0 
6. Other sectors 128.3 













9* Gross National 
Product(at 350.0 























Sourcet Plan Organisation, Tehran, Iran. 
fact Iran's Gross National Product rose from 3^0 b i l l i o n 
Rials in 13^1 (at 1 3 ^ market pr ices ) to 53^.6 b i l l i o n Rials 
in 13*t6f an increase of ^2,7 percent during the plan period 
or an average annual increase of 8.8 percent. 
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Gross National Product per capita rose from 1*f,900 
RlalsOJ.S. $ 197) In 13**1 to 20,0M) Rials (U.S. $ 269) In 
13I+61 an average annual rate of Increase of 6*5 per cent. 
Iran's national Income rose during the period from 301.6 
b i l l i o n Rials to U57.8 b i l l i o n Rials (at 13Mf pr ices ) and 
per capita Income rose from 12,800 Rials t o 17,200 Ria l s , an 
average annual Increase of 6 per cent. The most important 
change in the country's overal l economy to take place during 
the Third Plan was c lear ly the rapid decl ine in the contr i -
bution of the Agricultural sector and a rapid Increase in 
the contributions of the Oil Industry and Mining sectors( 
Table IV.19) . In terms of production growth the most rapid 
increase was made by the Water and E l e c t r i c i t y sector , followed 
by Oil , Industry and Mining. By contrast , Agricultural sector 
showed the slowest rate of production growth, which led to 
greater dependence on foreign countries for the import of 
agr icul tural products. 
The basic object ive of the Industrial sector under 
the Third Plan was to develop those Industries which would 
make the maximum contribution to the National Income. The 
secondary target was to improve country's employment f igures , 
e f f ec t greater savings In foreign exchange and a more 
equitable dis tr ibut ion of income among various soc ia l groups. 
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The Third Plan also clearly emphasized that the Government 
should Invest directly only In those industries in which 
the private sector was unable, for technical and financial 
reasons, to make any commitment. 
It was estimated that capital investment in Industry 
during the Third Plan would amount to about Rials 65 billion, 
the public sector's share being Rials 3*f*5 billion. In 
practical terms the investments made in the Industry and 
Mining sector under the Third Development Plan exceeded the 
original estimates. Together the public sector and the 
private sector had made a total investment of 70 billion 
Rials in Industry and Mining by the end of 1967* Of this sum, 
Rials k6 billion was Invested by the private sector and 
2k- billion Rials by Plan Organization. Private investment 
thereof exceeded that originally provided for by the Third 
Plan by 50 per cent. At the start of the Third Plan it was 
recommended that Government intervention should be confined 
to a few basic industries and to investment in projects which 
for one reason or another fell outside the private sector. 
The Third Plan stressed the development of small scale and 
medium scale industries and in the field of heavy industries 
begaln the preliminary stages of setting up the steel, petro-
chemical, machine tool, aluminium, tractor and pipe manufact-
uring industries. 
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At the start of the Third Plan, the private sector 
owing to economic stagnation, did not show much Inclination 
towards making new investments. But from the end of 1963 
private investment started picking up at an unprecedented 
rate. In this revitalized activity the assistance provided 
by the Plan Organization and the Industrial Banks played 
an important role. The policy of the government In private 
sector resulted In increased confidence on the part of 
private investors who channelled their savings into the 
industrial sector. During the Third Plan period, the Government 
policies of industrial expansion were as follows: 
Protecting domestic Industries by restricting the 
Import of goods similar to those manufactured at home; exempting 
customs duty on machinery equipment, spare parts and raw 
materials essential for domestic industry; tax exceptions; 
encouraging exports, encouraging foreign investment; granting 
credit facilities and long term loans and equity participation 
through the Industrial and Mining Development Bank of Iran, 
the Industrial Credit Bank and the Industrial Guarantee Fund: 
establishing vocational schools and industrial cotton-the-Job 
training of workers, technicians and engineers, training 
industrial management, Industrial accounting and related 
fields providing technical assistance and facilities by employ-
ing Iranian and foreign technicians, preparing feasibility 
studies; establishment of Industrial Laboratories and Poles. 
- 1 2 0 -
As a resul t of these e f for t s the range of manufactured 
goods produced by the private sector increased rapidly. This 
tendency paved the way for the export of a greater volume 
of manufactured goods excluding o i l products. Curing th i s 
period, the average annual ra te of growth in the indus t r i a l 
sector , despite two years of economic stagnation, exceeded 12 
percent. The enterpr ise and investment of the pr ivate sector 
throughout the Third Plan were extremely important factors 
in providing greater employment opportuni t ies . Although 
accurate s t ruc tu ra l data are not avai lable , preliminary calcula-
t ions indicate that the employment target had been real ised. 
Squally, the Third Plan contributed to an improvement 
in the handicrafts and cottage indus t r ies and the rura l iza t ion 
of the Carpet industry. These industr ies have created further 
employment on a part-time basis and have brought about a more 
equitable d is t r ibu t ion of income. The industr ies that had 
achieved the best ra tes of growth a re : 
Cotton and Woollen Text i les , Metallurgy, Cement, Rubber 
products, Automobile, Tyres, Sugar and Food-stuffs, Transport, 
E lec t r i ca l appliances, Building materials and Heavy Industry. 
Although the main indus t r i a l emphasis in the Third 
Plan was on the pr ivate sector, the plan as I t stood provided 
for major public investment in an integrated s t ee l p lant , a 
new o i l refinery f e r t i l i z e r and petrochemical plants and the 
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£aMe JYt20 
GrQWtft* *$%** l n SOffle Industries durin* 
Industry 
Cotton Text i l e s (Mil l ions of meters) 
Woollen Text i l e s (Mil l ions of meters) 
Cement 
(Thousands of tons) 
Vegetable o i l (Thousands of tons) 
Sugar 
(Thousands of tons) 
Dried f r u i t s 
(Thousands of tons) 
Dates 






(Thousands cf tons) 
Canned Food (Thousands of tons) 
tto ThAN Plan* 
Production 
At the s tart Plan 








































Sources Plan Organisation,Tehran,Iran. 
* These particular industries have been selected 
for comparison because specific objectives were 
indicated for them in the Third Plan. 
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modemization and improvement of existing Government owned 
industries. The policy towards public Investment in Industry 
was obscure, since both public and privately owned establish-
ments were competing In such fields as textiles, sugar and 
cement. In general government had gone into lines where, the 
resources of the private sector were deemed Inadequate both 
financially and technically. Private investors however had 
tended to follow the Government so that the largest textile 
mill and cement plant were in private hands. 
The biggest handicap to the efficient operation of 
Government plants was the heavy overhead of redundant adminis-
trative personnel. At factory level, the efficiency of many 
of these plants compared favourably with similar plants in 
the private sector. The Third Plan aimed at the encouragement 
of private industry. The Government had provided various 
incentives for private industrial development including 
financial assistance to the privately owned Industrial and 
Mining Development Bank and the Plan Organization Industrial 
Credit Bank, tax exemptions for new industry, and was prepared 
a programme of technical assistance on an expanded scale during 
the Third Plan* Since few of the industrial enterprises in 
Iran used modern management techniques, so that the emphasis 
on technical assistance to Industry in the Plan was commendable. 
The reliance on foreign management and technical personnel was 
-123-
very heavy, so that the skilled manpower and technical 
training aspects of the education programme were essential. 
Despite two years of economic stagnation the Third Plan 
exhibited an annual growth rate of about 12.7 per cent In 
18 industrial sector. 
The report speaks "in terms of the creation of 
new employment opportunities the measures taken by the Indus-
trial and mining sector in the Third Plan and the investments 
made, specially from 13^ -2 onwards, were most effective and 
although detailed statistics on this subject are not yet 
available, preliminary calculations indicate that the employ-
ment objective of the Third Plan was achieved as a result of 
the increase in the level of investment in industry."^ 
However the growth and diversification of industry 
during the Third Plan period were remarkable. To quote the 
report "the manufacture of goods by the private sector became 
Increasingly diversified, and the way was cleared for the 
export of manufactured goods other then oil." 
During this period conditions were relatively favour-
able for Industrial Investments and growth and progress 
achieved was significant. In order to encourage private 
18. Third Development Plan, Final Report. Plan Organlsa 
tlon, Tehran, Iran. December 1970. P.52 
19. Ibid. P.52 
20. Qp.cit. P.52 
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l n d u s t r i a l i s t s to make greater e f for t s to develop ex i s t ing 
Industr ia l and Mining f a c i l i t i e s and e s tab l i sh new ones, 
11 major projects were prepared and approved during the 
Third Plan. The main measures taken during the Third Plan 
to help private investors were as follows*(1) the propaga-
t ion of management techniques, cost accounting and improved 
methods of production; ( i i ) the propagation of internat ional 
standards for industr ia l products; ( i i l ) the establishment 
of the infrastructure of the industr ia l e s t a t e s ; ( i v ) the 
completion of technical and management studies in re lat ion 
to ex i s t ing industr ies ; (v) the employment of Iranian or 
foreign s p e c i a l i s t s for the preparation cf such reports ; (v i ) 
the training of 5»000 persons on the various courses run by 
the Industrial Management I n s t i t u t e . 
Between the structural shape of the economy as against 
the complexity of the content there was s t i l l a s igni f icant 
and obvious gap between Iran and advanced Industrial nations. 
Per capita income for Iran*s 26 mil l ion people had risen 
remarkable 25 per cent over the past three years to 1967, but 
i t was 3 t i l l a low $ 2h0. 
I t appears that at the s tart of the Third Plan most 
ex i s t ing Government industr ies were engaged in the manufacture 
of non-durable consumer goods. Not only the production was 
economically unsound but i t was a lso insuf f i c i ent to meet 
Internal demand. Therefore while Implementing the Third Plan 
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a special attention was paid to the Government factories. 
The Government detemined, to give an injection of new capital 
for the purpose of increasing the capacities of the above 
industries as well as making each unit economically more 
viabls. 
Consequently fourteen major projects were implemented 
during the Third Plan. Soaa of the most prominent among them 
were as indicated belowi 
(a). Tha expansion of the following sugai* factories; 
ChanaranCriaar iiashhad), 
3ardsir (rjaar Xerman), 
Abkuh (near Mashhad), 
Torbat-e-iiaidarish, 
Fassa 
(b) . The expansion and overhaul of the following spinning 
and weaving mi l l s ; 
3 ha h i , 
Chitsazi lahran, 
Behshahr, and 
the modernization of the Chitsazi Tehran Mill 
(o ) . The development of the carpet industry by the es tabl i sh-
ment of new carpet-weaving centres and the development of the 
industry in rura l areas; 
(d) . The expansion of the dried f r u i t , canning and food 
processing factor ies ; the Khorramshahr date-processing plant , 
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date packing facilities in Baluchestan and Slstan, the Shahl 
canning factory, the Margheh dried fruit factory, canning 
factories in Mashhad and Esfahan; 
(e). Increasing the number of fish stores in the North of 
Iran; 
(f). The completion, expansion and fitting out of tobacco 
21 
factories. 
Iran possesses a rast treasure of natural resources 
which had helped het to undertake an upsurge in the overall 
economic development of the country in general and industrial 
development in particular. Industrial upsurge during the 
period of this coverage has brought tremendous changes along-
with increase in the total employment in the country. But 
unfortunately Iran has been lacking skilled labour force. 
As the evaluation report says na shortage of skilled 
labour-felt even in the most developed industrial nations-
has in Iran the proportion of a major problem. Iran has a 
remarkable variety of natural resources and can find capital 
for a wide range of ambitious development projects, but faces 
a shortage of skilled labour, particularly in the middle 
level where there is a lack of a sufficiently large cadre 
22 
of skilled technicians." 
21. Report of the Industrial and Mining Development Bank 
of Iran, Tehran. 1968. P.15 
22. Iran. Published by the Ministry of Information,Tehran, 
Iran 1969. P. 1^ 3 
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This seems to be one side of the coin because Government had 
beconae increasingly conscious of i t and taking posi t ive steps 
to enhance the nusaber of technicians and make the Iranian 
working fores more e f f i c ien t . An wy be observed nA Plan has 
been prepared by thu Plan Organization to turn out technicians 
as a more rapid rnt<? and increase the efficiency of the 
Iranian vork force." * As regards the interdependence of 
manufacturing units i t has been observed that manufacturing 
uni t s and i l l i ndus t r i e s , large and ^raall, were interdependent 
in one *ay or another with other firms and indus t r i e s . Increased 
spending pover provided by one industry created Increased 
demand from other indus t r ies , with consequent increased employ-
ment and improved standard of l iv ing for a l l concerned. This 
sort of s i tuat ion found before the Third Plan and consequently 
steps were taken to eradicate the same. 
With regard to the Government plan for increasing 
leve ls cf productivity i t i s gratifying to note that at the 
ins t iga t ion of thf Plan Organisation, the Government in Third 
Plan paic. par t icu la r a t tent ion to increasing the level of 
productivi ty. Ths Government under t h i s plan undertook number 
of schemes Including agr icu l tura l t ra in ing , in-plant vocational 
t r a in ing , vocational t ra ining for conscripts , management t r a in -
ing and i r d u s t r ' g l reorganization and advanced technical t ra in ing . 
23. IbijU ? . 1 ^ 
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a ) . Status of employment in the Third Plan* With regard to 
the s ta tus of employment in the Third Plan important social 
events took place. These events included land reform and the 
par t i c ipa t ion of workers in the net p rof i t s of factor ies 
where they were employed. Moreover greater r ights were given 
to women which enabled more of them to enter labour market. 
b ) . Agricultural t r a in ing : So many schools wer^ r«ported 
running by the Miniptry of Education during the Third Plan 
period and 25»000 and 30,000 pupils were expected to success-
fully complete vocational course In indus t r i a l and agr icul-
t u r a l subjects . Though the number of pupils attending technical 
and vocational schools bad Increased during tb»? plan froa 
9000 to 17,000 but only 9»200 pupils could successfully complete 
the courses. I t , however, appears that great progress was 
made in improving the quality of vocational education, 
c ) . In plan vocational t ra in ing , vocational t ra in ing for 
conscr ipts , management t ra ining and indus t r i a l reorganization. 
The t a s t of arranging in-plant vocational t ra ining 
for labourers was entrusted to the Ministry of Labour and 
Social Services while the Ministry of Economy was assigned 
the t a s t of management t ra in ing . Under management t ra ining 
programme, the Indus t r ia l organization arranged management 
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Sources Third Development Plan f ina l Report. 
Plan Organization, Tehran, Iran. P.1^5 
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Advanced Technical Tra in ing ; 
Government during ths Third i-'lan period with r»gard to 
supply of highly s k i l l e d u?.npov«Qr( angina arc 3nd grade-one 
t e c h n i c i a n s ) gav^ p r i o r i t y t o the development of . jaalicy 
r a t h e r than quant i ty . At the s t a r t of tfce Third Ploui the t o t a l 
nuxtor of s tuden ts a t advanced engineer ing and &.{ricultural 
t r a i n i n g via3 2EQ3. I t T.ay be appreciably noted b u t data a t 
the end cf T t i r i Plan nurabsrac **3C0. IXriug th^ Plan per iod 
3300 s tudent? success fu l ly completed t r a i n i n g ccurss.s. 
Labour and Labourers ' Af fa i r s ; 
In order to examine current t r ends in the labour 
market and the supply and demand for manpov/er, as well as 
dea l ing with those seeking employment, 37 employment and 
placement o f f ices were e s t a b l i s h e d in d i f f e ren t p a r t s of 
the country during the Third Plan per iod . Moreover for conduct-
ing labour s tud i e s and ensuring i n d u s t r i a l hea l th , the Centre 
for Labour Research and Training and Pro tec t ion was formed 
which conducted number of surveys concerned with manpower 
a f f a r l s such as manpower resources , the economically a c t i v e 
popu la t ion , p r o d u c t i v i t y , labour mob i l i t y , employment, unemploy-
ment and underemployment and manpower needs. 
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Basic Problems Facing the Rapid Growth 
of Industry In I ran: 
Despite the effor ts made in the Second and Third 
Plan to indus t r i a l i ze the country and the success achieved, 
the Indus t r i a l Sector was facing some basic problems, which 
are enumerated belowi 
a ) . Insufficient number of sk i l led workers, spec ia l i s t s 
management experts and d i f f i cu l t i e s in employing foreign 
experts; 
b ) . Legal problems regarding the protection of share 
holder 's r ight that obstructed the re-djrect ion of t h e i r 
savings in to large-scale en terpr i ses . Without larse companies 
i t was p rac t i ca l ly impossible to have lar^e-scale indust r ies 
flourishing in the private sector; 
c ) . The inefficiency of some of the exis t ing indus t r i a l 
en te rpr i ses , inadequacy of the prof i t r a t io and improper 
u t i l i z a t i o n of machinery and equipment; 
d ) . The lack of sufficient a t tent ion on the part of the 
pr ivate sector t o technical and marketing s tudies , which were 
e s sen t i a l for the operation of eff ic ient indus t r i a l enter* 
p r i s e s , without these studies modern Industry i s faced with 
enormous dangers; 
e)« The absence of special ised In s t i t u t i ons for advising 
and guiding investors In the f ie ld of small-scale Indust r ies ; 
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f ) . Inadequate a t ten t ion of factory-owners to improving 
t h e i r products and lowering p r i ces . The absence of proper 
systems for controll ing the qual i ty of products so as to 
guarantee t he i r conformity with in te rna t iona l standards; 
g ) . The shortage of operating cap i ta l for factor ies and 
the lack of adequate f a c i l i t i e s and sui table regulations for 
making working capi ta l loans to the pr ivate sector: 
h) . The unwillingness of pr ivate investors to invest 
outside the Capital resul t ing in a concentration of unbalanced 
credi t f a c i l i t i e s in Tehran. 
i ) . Lack of clear-out legal procedures In tha labour law 
to c lar i fy the re la t ionship between oiaririge.Ti«nt an 5, labour.. 
Comparison of two plan? daring fcb,~ 3 j ;oui Plan period 
(1955-62) the eapnasJs jn the public ssc^o? development programme 
had been an infrastructure*?, pro jec ts , with >uorj. than half of 
t o t a l expenditures al located to ro^ds, largL- dam and i r r i ga t i on 
projec t? , and other in f ras t ruc tu re ! investment-?. In i t s or ig ina l 
version, the Third Plan implied a major fjhxft in tap ha s i s from 
large inf ras t ruc tura l promts to quick yielding investibaats with 
short gestation period:., pa r t i cu la r ly ir. ths, commodity producing 
sectors . Ir. l ine with th i s basic s t ra tegy, the re la t ive 3hare 
of the t ransportat ion and communication sector in the develop-
ment programme was reduced sharply, while the a l locat ion to 
Industry was Increased subs tant ia l ly . The re la t ive share of the 
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agricultural sector was increased only moderately; and the 
programme for thia sector was closely associated with Lend 
Reform Programme. The Third Plan also gav? increased 
emphasis on social development particularly education, health 
and manpower training. In the first and second plans the 
Government concentrated its resources on infrastructure 
activities such as the construction of: highways and dams, 
and paid relatively little attention to industrial and 
mining activities. Thus in the First Plan only 1180 million 
Rials were allocated to the establishment and development 
of industry .nd mining. In the Second Plan the corresponding 
figure was only 6765 million Rials, representing 8 per cent 
of total Second Plan credits. In the ThJrd Plan, however, 
particular attention was paid to the industrial and mining 
sector and a larger share of development credit was allocated 
to this sector. 
The Third Plan's basic objective was to increase 
production. The Plan Organization recognized that this will 
require emphasis on projects with relatively short gestation 
periods economic stability to prevent a misuse of scarce 
resources, and adequate credit facilities for Industry and 
agriculture* There was to be some shift of emphasis, therefore, 
from the large capital intensive projects that dominated the 
Second Plan to undertakings geared to achieve short-run 
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increase in productivi ty. 
hs the primary objective of the plan was to increase 
production, the planners s ta ted that i t might fiot achieve 
important changes in income d i s t r iou t ion or create maximum 
employment per unit of investment. I t l a d i f f i cu l t to compare 
the Second and Third Plans quant i ta t ive ly , because of the 
greater comprehensiveness of the l a t t e r and also because of 
considerable rearrangement of the sections and sub-sections 
in to which the various projects were grouped. For example, 
e l e c t r i c pow^r investment was in large p a n included under 
cam construction as a sub-sector of the agr icu l tu ra l sector 
in the second plan were as i t i s l i s t e d as a separate item 
in the thi rd t)lan. The different aspects of regional develop-
ment ware Included under t he i r respective substantive headings. 
However soae useful comparisons can oe made pa r t i cu la r ly in the 
f ie lds of transport and communications and social a f f a i r s . The 
components of these remained fa i re ly uniform as between the 
two plans . The sector al locat ions included in two plans were 
as given in Table IV. 22 on page 135. 
The greater comprehensiveness of the Third as compared 
with the Second Plan i s ref lected in tne fact that al locat ions 
for a l l major sectors are larger than estimated actual expendi-
tures during the seven years of the Second Flan. I f we add to 
the Second Plan expenditures, best estimate of the amounts 
invested in the various sectors outside the plan, we have the 
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Xfi£LaMI&22 
Qou}Dari sun-Third Plan Sec to r Al loca t ion? 
And Actual SxpcnoJ turus decoi?d i 'lan 
Second f l an mrt ftUa, Bi l l i on Peccanta£3 B i l l i o n Percentage 
Hlals of plan :?ia ls of plan 
A g r i c u l t u r e 3rid 
I r r i g a t i o n 
Of v h i c h i r r i g a t i o n 
T r a n s p o r t anc* 
Gomsun ic s t i o r s 
Of which roads 
I n d u s t r y 
Of which e ra l i t f j r 
p r i v a t e s e c t o r 
S o c i a l A f f a i r s * 
Reg iona l Development 
Other 
l o t a l : 
16 .58 
( 1 2 A 0 ) 
30 .06 
C18.?9) 
O . O l 
C0.70) 
10.72 
1 2 . OH-
* * 4 » 































Source: Plan Organisat ion, I<joran, I r a n . 
• Inc ludes Si&la 13 b i l l i o n for o i l s e c t o r . 
"*" Including l e s a l and aufclcipal power apart 
froa cost of aajor dans and hydro projects . 
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following r e s u l t s . 
Table IV. £1 
Sat in^tes^ of, the Amounts Inves ted 
Sec tors ( 7 years ) Third Plan ( 5 i years ) 
Agr icu l tu re and 
I r r i g a t i o n 
Transport, and 
Communications 
Indus t ry 
Soc ia l Affa i rs 
Tota l i 
31. ' r* 









Source* Flan Organiza. t ion,Tehran,Iran. 
* Plan Organization a i a l s 16.58 b i l l i o n , 
A g r i c u l t u r a l tiank jfcUia rJ oi i l ic :- . , Khuzeatan 
X-axcluding sugar m i l l ) Kials 9.1 b i l l i o n and 
a l l o the r r eg iona l expend!cure of Plan Organiza-
t i o n . 
•* Plan Organisat ion Hia l s 30.06 b i l l i o n , Hallways 
3 oillioHUfccludins. & 33. J B i l l i o n 'Sxiubank 
Loan), Airport R ia l s 3.20 bil l lon(2xlaibank Loan) 
2ha3c da:z on tbs Second Plan are s t i l l not coeprehen-
sivo as they do not inc lude Investment of deprec ia t ion reserve 
of Government e n t i t i e s and the non-fixed investment development 
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expenditures that are included in the Third Plan. 
During the Third Plan several revisions were made 
in the or ig inal ta rge t for government development expenditures, 
as v e i l as in the sec tora l d i s t r ibu t ion of expenditures. These 
revis ions , which included both downward(to Rials 1^5 b i l l i on ) 
and upward ( to Rials 230 b i l l i on ) adjustments of the or ig ina l 
expenditures al located to the main sectors of the economy in 
the or ig ina l plan, the major revis ions of the plan made in 
196U- and 1966 (the f inal rev is ion) , and in actual Third Plan 
expenditures. Expenditure target ref lected mainly changes In 
the projections of Government revenue from o i l . The tab le 
IV.2*f on page 138 shows percentage d i s t r ibu t ion of development 
expenditure. 
The general approach of the Third Plan differed from 
the Second in several Important aspects . Whereas the Second 
Plan covered only about 60 per cent of development expenditures 
in the public sector and set no investment targets for the 
pr ivate sector , the Third Plan was or ig inal ly intended to 
Include a l l development in both sectors while investments of 
the municipali t ies and some other e n t i t l e s in the public sector 
bad been excluded from the plan, i t remained considerably more 
comprehensive than the Second Plan. I t also included In the 
2*t. According to Plan Organization estimates t o t a l development 
expenditures of the public sector during the Second Plan was 
Rials 150.7 b i l l ion or Rials 21.5 b i l l i on a years as compared 
with Rials 25.5 b i l l ion a year projected for the Third Plan. 
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Sectoral Distribution of Government Development 
Expenditure In the Third Plan* 
Sectors Original 1 9 5 5 1 9 c T 




(In per cent of total expenditures) 
Agriculture and 
Irr igat ion 
Industry and 
Mining 
























Total1 100 100 100 
(In billions of Iranians Hials) 
















Source: Plan Organization, Tehran, Iran. 
* Sectoral distribution of investment expenditures is 
not available separately. 
** The break down between investment expenditure and 
recurrent development expenditures is based partly 
on estimates. 
n.a. Mot available 
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expendlture target a substantial but rather uncertain amount of 
recurrent expenditures of a development character. Secondly 
whereas no growth targets were set for the Second Plan, the 
expenditures In the Third Plan as initially proposed were 
expected to maintain a specific rate of growth, namely, the 
6 per cent which was probably achieved during the Second Plan 
period with subsequent modifications and reductions In plan 
expenditures. However, a precise growth target had been 
dropped. Thirdly the Third Plan as contrasted with the Second, 
incorporated specific assumptions regarding public savings 
credit expansion and foreign borrowings. Initially, the total 
development expenditures contemplated amounted to Rials 3kQ 
billions ($ ^ .6 billion), of which Rials 190 billion($ 2.$ 
billion) would have been made by the public sector and Rials 
158 billion($ 2.1 billion) by the private sector. The Central 
Bank in its first review of the Third Plan, felt that without 
substantial additional efforts to mobilize Internal financial 
resources which did not appear to be in prospect, the public 
sector programme should be reduced. However this had not been 
done till 1962. Subsequently due largely to difficulties in 
meeting the expenditure for the public sector was reduced to 
Rials 1*+5 billion ($1*91 billion). Mo systematic reappraisal 
of savings and investment prospects had been made for the 
private sector, but the Plan Organization had ventured the 
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oplnlon that gross private Investment might not exceed 
Rials 100 to 110 b i l l i o n , a reduction of about one third 
from the or ig ina l estimate* The depressed condition of 
the economy and soc ia l measures such as land reform and a 
prof i t sharing scheme for indus tr ia l workers had apparently 
l ed t o t h i s conclusion while agreeing with the Plan Organiza-
t ion that the predict ion of private Investment over the next 
f ive years was rery speculative under those condit ions. 
The Rials 1»f5 b i l l i o n ($ 1.91 b i l l i o n ) of develop-
ment expenditures contemplated for the public sector was a 
l i t t l e higher than the rate of achievement during the l a t t e r 
part of the Second Plan, This was certa in ly not an unreasonable 
target given Iran's needs and p o t e n t i a l i t i e s . However, as noted, 
the plan did not comprehend a l l the public sector as i t did 
o r i g i n a l l y . For example, the gross surpluses (gross income 
before depreciation) of government-owned enterprises including 
indus tr ia l p lants , the r a i l roads and National Iranian Oil 
Company were excluded from the plan frames estimate of finan-
c i a l resources that was supposed to be avai lable for the 
public sector programme included in the Plan, 
As indicated e a r l i e r the actual l e v e l of public sector 
Investment expenditures exceeded the plan target by about 16 
b i l l i o n ( 10 per cent) . However, due mainly to the large amount 
of carry-over projects from the Second Plan and delays in 
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projeets preparation, the overall strategy of the original plan 
with regard to the sectoral distribution of expenditures was, 
only partly followed. In particular, eapital expenditure in 
infrastructure continued on a high level and exceeded the plan 
targets. Expenditures in the transportation and communication 
sector were considerably higher than envisaged in the Plan, both 
in absolute and relative terms. While expenditures on agriculture 
and irrigation also exceeded the plan target, the emphasis conti-
nued to be on infrastructural investments, and, consequently, 
relatively small amounts were spent for production support progra-
mmes. The major deviation from the original Third Plan allocations 
was in expenditures on Industry and Mining which amounted to only 
about 8 per cent of total plan expenditures as against the target 
of 18 per cent. Expenditures in the power and fuel sector exceeded 
the plan target as a result of the large increase in the last 
year realized. A large part of development expenditures for 
education, health and other social services was in the form of 
recurrent development expenditures. 
-tuts-
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Chapter V 
nrcifTO«tf i m s m ^ mmwrntt 
Iran possesses a vast treasure of o i l resources but 
t h i s has unfortunately served to be a source of world p o l i t i c s * 
To quote Middle East Business Digest "Iran enjoys a pos i t ion 
of neutral i ty in the fiast-West confrontation, and benef i ts a 
great deal from the p o s s i b i l i t y of playing the two blocs 
against each other* Iranian crude has been wisely u t i l i s e d to 
obtain credit t o finance \;he country's development projects.** 
I t may be further observed "Iran steers a neutral course in 
i t s re lat ions with the two inajor blocs . This pol icy adopted in 
the past few years has earned Iran not only the respect of 
other nation* but at the same time attracted international 
suppliers of investment and capita l goods, which are widely 
2 
needed fco finance the country's development oro jec t s ." 
The declared Government pol icy has been to promote 
Industr ia l expansion by the private sector while the public 
sector was to poineer In capita l intensive and unfamiliar 
areas of investment* This means that the public sector was 
1. Middle Hast Business Digest , Volume XZI Do. 169 
December, 1968. P.1W 
2. Ibid. P.1*f 
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supposed to concentrate in new Intermediate and heavy 
Industries, while the broad field of light and medium 
industries was to be given over completely to the private 
sector. 
The policy effected the development of a major struc-
tural change within industry itself. Iran has been found 
passing from light industries and relatively simple process-
ing to more complex industries. From simple food processing 
and the manufacture of cotton textile the new direction of 
private industrial Investment in Iran was toward synthetic 
fibres, pharmaceuticals, sheet glass, paper and a wide range 
of capital goods sach as electrical appliances, paper 
products, farm tools and implements and an automotive industry 
including tractors, heavy trucks, vans, buses and passenger 
car assembly with 60 percent of components locally manufac-
tured. 
The new direction of public sector Investments was 
in the chemical, metallurgical and engineering fields large 
basic industrial units were grouping up in a decentralized 
pattern throughout the country In an attempt to create 
'industrial poles* around whicn subsidiary industries were 
to be developed by the private sector. The earliest Govern-
ment efforts for promoting the Industrial development of the 
country were taken during the decade preceding World War II, 
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when a number of Government indus t r ies primarily t e x t i l e s , sugar 
and cement i ndus t r i e s , were established* These pioneering ef for ts 
by the public sec tor were conceived primarily as a par t of the 
modernization of Iran during the reign of Heza Shah the Great; 
and presumably as a demonstration to the pr ivate sec tor of 
technical and economic f e a s i b i l i t y of establ ishing such indus-
t r i e s in I ran . During t h i s period the private sector showed 
l imited in t e re s t in investment in industry and i t was not 
u n t i l mid 1950*s that the pr ivate sector entered the f ie ld 
of industry on a large scale . A clear policy s ta r t ed to emerge 
only recently with respect to the ro le of the pr ivate and 
public sectors in the indus t r i a l development of the country. 
The dic ta ted Government policy as i t emerged in recent years, 
i s di rected towards indus t r i a l expansion by the pr ivate 
sector and when necessary by the public sector, and to pioneer 
i t s e l f in currently unfamiliar areas of investment to demons-
t r a t e to pr ivate investors the prof i t potent ia l of such indus-
t r i e s . Actually In the l a s t three years namely 1966, 1967 and 
1968 the public sector began to direct i t s investment away from 
l i gh t indust r ies in to capi ta l goods and Intermediate indus t r ies . 
Some of the heavy Industr ies and Intermediate indus t r ies which 
were being developed by the public sector Included the Steel 
Mill in Isfhan, Engineering plant and Tractor Factory In Tebrls, 
Manufacturing Machine Plant in Arak, Aluminium Reduction Plant 
-1**5-
ln Ahwaz; Fertilizer Plant Shapour and Petro-chemical plant 
in Abadan. The field of light industries was left primarily 
to the private sector and the public sector was supposed to 
confine itself to industries that were deemed socially 
desirable3as well as unfamiliar industries that the private 
sector was unwilling to develop. 
Government Factories Sold or Offered 
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Sources Ministry of Economy, Tehran, Iran. 
* The sale of all the securities had been carried 
out against land reform bonds. 
3. Such as the Planned establishment of sugar refinery in 
Mamasani and Yasudg In Fars primarily developed for the 
settlement of the nomadic population of the region. 
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In pursuance of the above policy the Government in recent 
past has declared Its intention to sell existing public 
plants to the private sector. Private investors however 
showed limited response. The*Government agencies controll-
ing public enterprises have been reluctant to part with 
operations of the concerns that gave them control over 
patronage and cash flows. Additionally the Government 
contrary to prevailing investment practices has insisted 
upon large down-payment and short term investment payments. 
As part of the reform programme of 1962-6.3, a number of 
public enterprises were merged into a single entity, the 
share of which was supposed to be distributed for former 
landlords as a compensation for expropriation under the 
land reform acts. The value of factories sold under this 
arrangement amounted to about Rials 280 million. 
Moreover "the economic policy of Iran is based on 
free enterprise in such a manner as to allow the private 
sector to invest in nearly all industrial fields and to 
collaborate with the Government in execution of many joint 
projects. The private sector is, however, not authorized 
to Invest in heavy industries that determine and control 
k 
prices and this remains a Government domain." 
*+. The Iran of Today, Information and Press Department 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Tehran, Iran 1971 P.60 
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2. Protection and Incentives: 
Both direct and indirect incentives have been offered 
to encourage private investors. The decade of the 1950's 
witnessed the initiation by the Government of a number of 
policies and measures to promote investment in industry. 
Prior to this incentives were primarily concentrated in 
offering import protection to private investment in Industry* 
The Foreign Trade Monopoly Act of 1931 aimed at controlling 
all imports with a view to give encouragement to national 
industries. 
Under the provision of the income tax law 50 per cent 
of the net income was tax exempt in the case of industrial 
productive enterprises as well as for companies formed for 
the purpose of mining, refinery of smelting of minerals. The 
law provided also that 10 per cent of the net income was 
tax exempt in the case of join stock companies, hew productive 
enterprises located more than 120 kilometers outside Tehran 
and 50 kilometers outside Isfhan enjoyed a full tax exemp-
tion for five years from the date of commencement of product-
ion. At the expiration of the five year tax holiday, the 
enterprise qualified for the 50 per cent tax exemption 
mentioned above. Also all industries which were located on 
the borders of the country enjoyed 100 per cent exemption 
from income tax for 10 years. Additionally the Government 
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offered customs exemptions, under the law for encourage-
ment for export and production (1955) ?or machine and 
raw materials required under any approved investment for 
the purpose of local production and export. Any enterprise 
could aply and expect to receive protection from competi-
tive foreign importers in the form of increased tariff 
rates against such goods in addition to complete prohibi-
tion against import of goods directly competitive to those 
produced by domestic enterprises provided that local 
producer proved ability to supply adequately demand. 
3. Government Control: 
An important direct measure at the disposal of the 
Government in controlling industry and effecting its 
policies was through granting or refusing issuance of indus-
trial licenses. Every new industry was required to obtain an 
"Establishment License" and to begin production on "operation 
license". Until about 1962 permission was given to practica-
lly all applications for the establishment of industrial 
units with little security with respect to their economic 
and social feasibility. Since then the Ministry of Economy 
has exercised more control over granting permissions. Most 
applications were appraised and permission given only to 
those which were economically and technically feasible and 
complied with the Government industrial policies and indus-
trial objectives of the plan. Also for the purpose of Issuing 
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licenses all industries were divided into eight groups.The 
criteria used for classifying an industrial unit were the 
extent of its impact upon the economy and relative importance 
of the role played by that industrial groups in its own 
geographical area. These groups were (a). Industries, the 
economic effects of which were slight in their own regions 
and which did not require imported capital equipment to 
benefit from any customs duty exemption, were supposed to 
register their intentions and receive their licences. Appli-
cants in this group of industries received their establish-
ment licenses as well as their operation permit from local 
economic bureaus immediately on request, (b). Industries, 
the impact of which did not exceed their respective townships 
and where the local number of workers was below 50 and the 
local value of their equipment less than Rials 1.5 million, 
received their establishment licenses and their operation 
permits from provincial economic bureaus without any preli-
minary investigations, (c). Industries, the economic impact 
of which spread over an administrative district (Shahrestan) 
and which had a total number of less than 75 workers and a 
total value of capital equipment of less than Hlals 5 million 
received their establishment licenses only after the provin-
cial economic bureaus had approved their projects.(d). Indus-
tries, the economic impact of which spread throughout their 
respective province, were supposed to receive their establishment 
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11 censes and operation permits a f te r approved by the Director 
General of the Department of industry at the Ministry of 
Economy ( e ) . Indus t r i e s , c lass i f ied under t h i s group were 
those with nation-wide economic impact. The Ministry of 
Economy was exclusively authorized to issue l icenses for 
such indus t r i a l uni ts as t h e i r l icenses were signed by the 
Minister of Economy, ( f ) . This group included those indus t r i es 
where one unit could meet the en t i re demand of the country, 
and possibly had a surplus for export. Licenses for th i s 
group of Indust r ies were issued within the framework and 
long-range indus t r i a l development policy as was set by the 
Government, (g) . Indus t r i a l enterprises in which the foreign 
cap i ta l was involved came under the seventh group. The estab-
lishment l icenses for such indus t r i a l uni ts had to be approved 
by the centre for Attraction and Protection of Foreign Invest-
ment in Iran and by the Council of Ministers, (h) . This group 
included indus t r ies , the establishments of which were contrary 
to the established pol ic ies of the Government, indust r ies 
where there existed excess capacity, and indus t r i es , the 
market for which product was not high enough to warrant 
an economic size plant . Establishment l icenses were not 
granted for such indus t r i e s . Refusal and grant l icenses could 
be temporary as determined and announced by the Ministry of 
Economy. 
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**•• P r ice Control; 
Although l e g a l framework and d i r e c t Government con t ro l 
over p r i c e s were a t the d i sposa l of the Government yet in 
p r a c t i c e they were app l ied on a l i m i t e d s c a l e . The an t i -hoa rd 
l aw ' allowed the Government t o f ix p r i c e s and was used 
p r imar i l y during the war t o con t ro l p r i c e s of e s s e n t i a l goods. 
As regards imported goods, l e g i s l a t i o n was passed in 19*f8 
imposing a l i m i t of 15 per cent p r o f i t in imported goods. I t 
may be mentioned a l s o t h a t import was a Government monopoly , 
however, i t s e f f ec t s as a d i r e c t instrument for c o n t r o l l i n g 
p r i c e s have been very l i m i t e d . In p r a c t i c e the government 
granted permission t o the p r i v a t e s e c t o r t h a t under-took most 
of the coun t ry ' s import in exchange for tax on t h e i r p r o f i t . 
The dec lared Government po l icy has been to have a minimum 
i n t e r f e r e n c e in d i r e c t p r i c e c o n t r o l . Pr ice con t ro l s have 
the re fo re been imposed on e s s e n t i a l p roduc t s , sugar, t e a , 
f l ou r as well as on tobacco and petroleum produc ts . Recently 
p r i c e s of cement and cars both imported and l o c a l l y produced 
have been f ixed. 
JSxport Promotion: 
To quote the I r an of Today "The Government of I r an 
f irmly be le ived tha t success In I n d u s t r i a l development I s 
5 . Anti-Hoard Law, March 17, 19**1(Isfand 27, 1320) 
6 . Law No. 13829 of I r an of 19**6\ 
7 . Foreign Trade Monopoly Act,1931 of I r a n . 
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rea l ly correlated with the increase of exports, because an 
indus t r ia l ized country cannot survive on loca l consumption. 
Hence marketing represents a major f-actor in the present 
economic policy of Iran. In th i s connection Iran has achieved 
a great deal of success and has been able to s e l l many of 
i t s products, such as motor vehicles , r e f r ige ra to rs , water 
heaters , t e x t i l e s , woven material and vegetables, shortening 
to a number of East European countries l ike the Goviet Union, 
Romania, Bulgaria and Poland. Likewise exports of Iranian 
commodities to Asian countries have been increasing s teadi ly 
and indicate a promising future ." With regard to the 
pr inc ip les of I r an ' s foreign policy, during one of his v i s i t s 
abroad the Shahanshah summed up his policy as follows:-
"Our policy i s based on maintenance and preservation 
of peace. We follow a l ine in Iran which we caxi "Independent 
National Policy" by vir tue of t h i s policy we refrain from 
inter fer ing in the affairs of other nations and t ry to co-exist 
with them peacefully. We even take a step forward and firmly 
believe that there should exis t ful l understanding and coopera-
t ion between a l l nations especial ly those with different 
p o l i t i c a l systems we appreciate the fact that no power in the 
world would be able to remove single handedly a l l the 
d i f f i cu l t i e s humanity faces, such as i l le t racy,hunger ,d isease 
8. The Iran of Today, Information and Press Department, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Tehran,Iran. P.60 
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iBalnut.rit.ion, ve have co^-c t o the conclusion that to achieve 
peace we must co -ex i s t and cooperate wjtln a l l n a t i o n s . t t ° 
Non o i l export t i l l 1968 comprised about 20 per cent 
of t o t a l expor t s . As mentioned above most of these expor t s 
col! an 
were a g r i c u l t u r a l products such as d r i e d f r u i t s , . a s well as 
the important export of Pers ian c a r p e t s . 2-lanufactured goods 
have been exported on a l i m i t e d sca le and p a r t i c u l a r l y t o 
the Pers ian Gulf a rea . "Two thousand f ive hundred years ago 
the founder of the Achaemenian dynasty, Cyrus the Great , 
f i rmly be le ived in the p r i n c i p l e of mutual respec t between 
na t ions and the maintenance of f r i end ly r e l a t i o n s between 
them. Today I ran follows exac t ly t h i s po l i cy and has e s t ab -
l i s h e d close r e l a t i o n s with a l l n a t i o n s , r ega rd l e s s of t h e i r 
p o l i t i c a l sys tems." 
The >loverntHent ha? developed ^ number of p o l i c i e s 
and measures t o promote export inc luding export of manufactured 
goods. The law for encour?^eranr.t of expor ts and production 
(1955) mentioned above, s t a t e s t h a t a i l companies whose opera-
t i o n s a re exc lus ive ly d i r ec t ed towards expert of one or 
s eve ra l types of goods or i n d u s t r i a l commodities or towards 
e x p l o i t i n g mineral resources or smelt ing and r e f in ing 
minerals o r t o the production of i n d u s t r i a l products s h a l l 
be exempted from oaying income t a x as from the time of the 
9 . The I ran of Today, Information Press Department, Minis t ry 
of Foreign A f f a i r s , Tehran, I ran 1971 P.39 
10 . Ib id . P.39 
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commencement of explo i ta t ion for a period of f ive years. In 
addition to t h i s l e g i s l a t i o n a l so provides for the exemption 
from Import duties of materials used for the packing of 
goods to be exported. 
Recently barter trade agreements hare been concluded 
between Eastern European countries and Iran. In these agree-
ments export of Industrial goods are Included. These agree-
ments are with USSR, Romania, Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria and 
Polant. The Industrial goods covered In the agreements 
Include export of shoes, t e x t i l e s , apparel, buses, re fr ige-
rators and gas rangers. 
aside from the b i l a t e r a l trade agreements, the 
Government has announced other indirect measures to promote 
export. This i s directed to countries having free trade with 
Iran and where Iran's Import far exceeds i t s export. The 
announced pol icy i s to request that these countries af fect 
a voluntary increase In the ir Import from Iran and particu-
l a r l y the Import of manufactured goods and f a l l i n g to do 
so measures may be taken to discourage Import from such 
countries . 
The Government has been offering export cash 
subsidies to promote export of certain commodities. Between 
1953 and 1965 value of cash subsidies offered t o t a l l e d 
Rials 275.6 mi l l ion as indicated in table 7.2 on page 155* 
However most of these subsidies have gone to the promotion 
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Source1 Ministry of Economy, Tehran,Iran. 
of non-manufactured goods primarily in agricultural and mining, 
the exception being the subsidies for export of cement to 
neighbouring countries, for a few years in past. 
The establishment at the beginning of the Export 
Promotion Centre in the Ministry of Economy i s another 
Important step towards promoting export of Industrial goods. 
The centre i s supposed to engage in promoting the marketing 
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of Individual products and give Incentives In the form of 
cash or other Indirect means to producers In order to bring 
t h e i r prices and quality products t o competitive l e v e l on 
the International markets. The centre I s supposed to derive 
I t s Income from certain percentage of revenues from t a r i f f 
Imposed on Imported metal products. 
ftffftionql PfYf^tCHPfrt and frKlmWal 
Decentral isat ion t 
Although development plans have been undertaken for 
certain regions Including Ghazvin, J l ro f t and Khuzlstan vet 
they concentrated primarily on the development of agriculture 
and Irr igat ion systems. Only ad hoc Industrial studies have 
been undertaken for certain regions to ascertain prospects 
of es tabl i sh ing new industr ies . Additionally certain p o l i c i e s 
and measures have been taken to decentral ize Industries away 
from Tehran and to a extent Isfahan that have been the major 
Industr ia l centres of the country. More l i b e r a l Income tax 
exemptions have been offered for Industries establishment 
outside Tehran and Isfahan. Furthermore no l i c e n s e s were 
Issued for the establishment of industr ies within a radius 
of 120 kilometers of Tehran. 
The Government has been taking direct measures through 
the establishment of a number of Industrial poles In the 
11. Lav concerning the establishment of an Export Promotion 
Centre. January 1967 
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rarious parts of the country. They include 3 industr ia l po l e s . 
These industr ia l poles which are primarily financed through 
direct public investment concentrate on the development of 
txaavr and intermediate industr ies . The s e l e c t i o n of these 
poles were based i n t e r a l i a on a long run assessment of the 
resources of each of the se lec ted regions. 
These poles are (1) Isfahan, located i n the centre o f 
the country where a s t e e l a l l l ( i n l t l a t e d capacity half mi l l ion 
ton) and related industr ies are planned. Isfahan i s a l so the 
centre of t e x t i l e Industry in Iran, (11) Tabriz In the province 
of Azerbaijan to be spec ia l i sed in production of medium s i z e 
machines such as machine too l s electro-motors, water pumps, 
compressors, tractors and d ie sa l engines , ( H i ) The triangular 
pole of abadan, Ahwaz and Shahpour in the South. Heavy metal 
industr ies including ro l l ing mi l l s and sponge iron reduction 
plants aluminium reduction plant as well as petro-chemicals 
have been developed or planned for development. 
Exports of Manufacturest 
Iran has reached a stage of Industr ia l izat ion when 
exports of manufactures and semi-manufactures need to be 
given high pr ior i ty . External factors , such as the changing 
pattern of International trade as well as Internal factors , 
such as balance of payments problems, which are d i r e c t l y 
re la ted t o the adverse terms of trade and technological 
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considerations which determine economies of scale Indicate 
that without progress In export of manufactures and semi-
manufactures, further development of Industry and In fact 
of individual economies would be great ly Inhibited. 
A vigorous growth of manufactured exports la nece-
ssary for two major reasonss f i r s t , I t breaks the balance 
of payments constraint which otherwise threatens to block 
Industr ia l and other development through foreign exchange 
l i m i t a t i o n s , and secondly, I t I s necessary in the case of 
•any Industr ies , t o make poss ib le adequate economies of 
sca le and to stimulate a competitive outlook. Iran has there-
fore been quick to se ize export opportunities part icu lar ly 
in the l a s t two years t i l l 1968. 
Iran's s t ra teg ic geographic locat ion provides I t 
with ready physical access to Sast Suropean, Middle JSast, 
Persian Gulf, Sast Aflrean and Indian Ocean markets. Sizeable 
exports were f i r s t gained in Sast Suropean countries and t h i s 
was followed by the growth of exports to the Persian Gulf 
area. While transport c o s t s , re la t ive stages of development, 
economic complementarities and cultural and other a f f i n i t i e s 
suggested greater re la t ive growth p o s s i b i l i t i e s for exports 
t o these markets in the f i r s t Instance, t h i s has by no means 
ruled out p o s s i b i l i t i e s for exports t o the more dis tant and 
advanced market economies, despite t h e i r more s e l e c t i v e , 
competitive and sometimes r e s t r i c t i v e character. 
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Durlng the past decade reasonable advances nave 
been made by the countries of the BGAFE region In exports 
of manufactures and semi-manufactures, although the 
Impacts made by the total volume of such exports in 
comparison to total exports was negligible. 
I f l^t Tt3 
Origin of Industrial BxPOrts(excluding base 
Mar*** goop.9lMa 
(1962 and 196*0 
(JftUloR I) 
Average annual 
























































Source1 OBCD Stat i s t i ca l Bulletin, Foreign Trade Series C, 
trade by commoditiest United Nations S ta t i s t i ca l 
Papers, Series D, commodity trade s t a t i s t i c s . 
Motet According to the average annual rate of growth of 
Industrial export (excluding base metals) during 196*f-
66, the S9ran Asian countries may be arranged In order 
as followsx Chlna(Talwan) 32.0£, Bong Kong 23.9£,Israel 
22.0*, Pakistan 16.7* Philippines 15-5*, Iran 11.M 
and India 9.2*. 
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As the table shows, the percentage of manufactured 
exports to t o t a l exports In many countries was l e s s than 
10^. In long Kong, the percentage was as much as 93# almost 
equal t o the t o t a l volume of manufactured exports of India* 
Industrial exports as compared with primary, exports 
are s t i l l small} the former however are growing while the 
l a t t e r hare become stagnant in post war years. This t rans i t ion 
from primary to Industrial exports was under way In Iran 
just as I t took place In dereloped countries during the 
past* Sxport promotion In Iran has been concentrated in 
s p e c i f i c products and markets rather than broad spectrum 
trade f a i r s and e x h i b i t s , the Export Promotion Board has 
brought potent ia l foreign buyers to Iran to negotiate export 
contracts with manufacturers who have been a s s i s t e d to 
prepare and display t h e i r goods for t h i s purpose. Although 
trade with Bast European Countries has taken place in the 
framework of government to government agreements, the Board 
has nevertheless found i t productive to bring Bast European 
buyers t o Tehran t o a s s i s t them t o s e l e c t goods t o f i l l 
agreement quotas, and these a c t i v i t i e s have increased with 
the new recent s t r e s s on western markets. Particular at tent ion 
has been paid to the promotion of handicraft export, and i t 
i s intended to a s s i s t small scale industr ies to part ic ipate 
i n exports a j soon as i t I s practicable to provide them with 
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suf f lo lent serv ices to ensure that t h e / can maintain the 
high l e v e l of quality which Iran i s seeking t o e s t a b l i s h as 
a mark of i t s export. 
The growth of exports of manufactures plaoes Iran 
among the fa s t e s t growing developing country exporters of 
these goods but the Government i s aware that problems 
remain, and the system of incent ives i s at present s t i l l 
being evolved. Manufacturers complain that the rebate system 
i s cumbersome and that rebates are not avai lable on products 
not Imported d i r e c t l y but imbedded in domestic Imports. In 
oases where Imports are prohibited, the exporter may have 
t o pay a r e l a t i v e l y high price for a l o c a l l y manufactured 
inpur without rebate. 
The structure of Iran's trade i s s i gn i f i can t ly 
af fected by the vast o i l revenues which account annually for 
about 75 P«r cent of t o t a l Iranian foreign exchange earnings. 
On non-oi l export side,however,the leading export products 
are raw cotton hand-made carpets and dried f r u i t s . Iran's 
manufactures and other f inished exports though s t i l l very 
small , show signs of increasing rapidly in the present 
decade such exports w i l l most l i k e l y include petro-chemical 
products l o c a l l y assembled motor veh ic l e s and l i g h t and 
heavy industr ia l goods. 
Iran's i;«nort Structure;! 
The largest item of import has consisted of capi ta l 
goods which between 19*+$ and 196O accounted for over 50 per cent 
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of the t o t a l r i s e In Imports and have been increasing at a 
rapid rate In the l a s t decade. Another important Import 
item i s raw materials which, together with capi ta l goods 
Imports account for about four- f i f ths of Iran's t o t a l 
Import b i l l . 
The growth of domestic industr ies in underdeveloped 
countries ma/ lead to a reduction in Imports of the type 
of goods that the new Industries produce the e f f e c t may be 
o f f s e t by an increase in the Imports of capi ta l equipment 
or of spare parts for maintenance plus varying proportions 
of raw materials and semi-finished goods and components 
which form the input of new industr ies . I t i s d i f f i c u l t to 
predict whether the forces making for an increase In t o t a l 
Imports are greater than those tending to curb Imports. How-
ever, i t may be noted that in the absence of r e s t r i c t i v e 
commercial p o l i c i e s and currency disorders imports of manufac-
ture tend to be stimulated by the Industrial growth of the 
12 l e s s developed countries . 
Fortunately for Iran, and unlike many developing 
countries she i s sel f -supporting in s taple foodstuffs , 
e s p e c i a l l y wheat and r i c e , the leading grains. In recent 
years , Iran has even been able to export wheat in large 
q tumt l t i t l e s averaging 100,000 tons a year between 1966 and 
1968 Inc lus ive . As for the larges t food Import item t h i s baa 
12. League of Katlons Industr ia l i zat ion and Foreign 
Trade P.91 
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t r a d i t l o n a l l y consisted of sugar and tea though under the 
Third Derelopment Plan(1962-67) there was some source In 
building up domestic production of both of these Items. 
Greater success was attained In Increasing domestic t e x t i l e 
production, for long the larges t item of consumer non-
durable Imports. F ina l ly , turning t o consumer durable Imports, 
these hare cons i s tent ly been much small than non-durable 
Imports reoughly only 25-35 per oent as much as the l a t t e r 
Item. 
Despite the recent increase In Iranian trade with 
Bast European countries conducted large ly on a b i l a t e r a l 
b a s i s , most of Iran's trade has been, and s t i l l i s , done with 
the West e spec ia l l y West Germany, US* and the United Kingdom, 
an Increasing amount of trade I s a l so transacted between 
Iran and Persian Gulf States and Sheikhdoms. 
From the table V.*f on page 16**, I t appears that during 
1967 among the goods being Imported to Iran, the machinery 
(excluding e l e c t r i c a l ) stood on top by displaying 96*7 per 
cent Import of the t o t a l requirement of the country for the 
same. "The major portion of the Imports of the underdereloped 
countries i s In fact made up of manufactured food(especia l ly 
in orerpopulated underdereloped countr ies ) , t e x t i l e manufact-
ures and manufactured consumer goods. The pr ices of the type 
of food Imported by the underdereloped countries , and par t i -
cular ly the prices of t e x t i l e manufactures, hare r isen so 
hearl ly In the Immediate postwar period that any adrantage 
Tablc VA 
Imports as percentage of Bamand 
Industry 1967 1972 1977 
Food processing and. Tobacco 
Text i l e s & Wearing apparel 
(excluding carpet; 
Leather & l eather products 
Wood products & furniture 
Rubber and products 
Paper and printing 
Chemicals & Petrochemicals 
Non-metallic minerals products 
Basic metals 
Metal products 
Machinery(excluding Elec tr ica l* ) 

















































Sources Ministry of Economy, Tehran, I ran. 
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whleh the underdeveloped countries might have enjoyed In 
the postwar period from favourable prices realized on 
primary commodities and low prices of capital goods has 
been wiped out.* •* 
IntiwgtfrtaA Prefltirtlon Sirttrtvigv 
1967 1972 1977 
Food processing,Beverages 
and Tabacco 
Text i l e s and Wearing Apparel 
(excluding carpet) 
Carpets 
Leather A leather products 
Wood products & furniture 
Rubber and products 





Machinery(excluding S l e c t r i c a l s ) 


















































Sources Ministry of Soonomy,Tehran, 
Iran. 
13* Singer, H.W. The Distribution of a alns between Investing 
and Borrowing Countries. From Readings In International 
Economics (ASA) London George Allen and Unwln Ltd. 1968 
PP. 313-311* 
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If we have a look on the structure of Industrial production 
of Iran In 1967 the Machinery exhibited the share of Q.h% 
of the to ta l Industrial production. The Industrial production 
of Machinery (excluding e lectr icals ) was the lowest and 
closely followed by the 0.7 per cent production of basic 
metals. This clearly necessitated the Import of Machinery. 
A part from this just if ication of laport by the fact that the 
country's requirements of machinery were not being fu l f i l l ed 
with the local production. It designated an strong urge to 
mechanise the process of production and make use of modern 
techniques of production. 
Basic metals, the production of which marked only 
0.7 per cent of the total Industrial production, stood second 
In the l i s t of import in 1967* This means that country 
produced a very significant part of the total demand for basic 
• e t a l s . naturally the country had to look for import. They 
Imported 88.5 per cent of the tota l requirement of basic 
metals. 
Following these two stood the Import of e lectr ica l 
equipment which shared 1.9 percent of the tota l Industrial 
production. Since It could not meet the country's tota l 
requirement of e lec tr ica l equipment they had to Import the 
same. In 1967 the country's Import of e lectr ica l equipment 
was 61.2 per cent. Next to these Import items stands 
chemicals and petrochemicals. In 1967 the import of chemicals 
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and petrochemicals was 57*6 per cent of the t o t a l demand. On 
the scene of Industr ia l production structure chemicals and 
petrochemicals designated a share of only 3.*+ per cent. 
Ho werer i t appears that In 1967 the lowest Import was 
of food processing bererages and tobacco as only *f*5 per cent 
of the t o t a l requirement was Imported. The Food processing, 
Beverages and Tobacco occupied the larges t share of t o t a l 
Industr ia l production which was 1+0.2 per cent In 1967* Next 
t o t h i s stood t e x t i l e and wearing apparel (excluding carpet) 
which held 2$.h per cent share of the t o t a l Industr ia l produc-
t i o n . 
After non-metallic minerals and transport equipment 
which in 1967 shared 6.1 per cent and 5*5 P«r cent respect ive ly , 
other items shared quite ins ign i f i cant parts of the t o t a l 
Industr ia l production. Leaving metal products and carpet which 
occupied shares of *+.9 per oent and h.l per cent respect ive ly , 
the share of each remained below 3.U- per cent 
- i t i n * 
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Chapter VI 
IKDPSTRIAL GHOWHi A QBS8BAL gYALDAIIOK 
Most people are familiar with ancient Iran became 
of Its brilliant history and Its Influence on the drillaa-
tlon of aan. But what Is not so well known, is that today 
a new country Is emerging under the guidance of a farslghted 
leader, In which the principles governing the old cirillRa-
tion and the traditions of the centuries are being used 
together with modern technical know-hos to eradicate backward-
ness and adrance with great-speed towards progress and a 
restoration of the ancient grandeur. "From a traditionally 
agricultural state Iran has therefore been transformed into 
one In which no single sector has such a great predominance 
over the others." 
In fact two decades ago no natural or logical factors 
existed which suggested that Iran could achieve an Industrial 
status. Its basic production was farming and there was great 
lack of water resources. In white revolution Shahanshah pointed 
out "until a decade ago, because of our classic nineteenth 
century economic system, Iran was regarded as solely an agri-
cultural country and few people seemed to believe that Iran 
could become highly Industrialised country. They totally 
1. Bharler Julian. Economic Development In Iran, 1900-1970 
Oxford University Press, Hew York, Toronto 1971* P.61 
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ignored the fact that we had great Industrial potent ia l 
that oould be v a s t l y developed. We have now deelded to 
u t i l i s e a l l our resources to expand our Industries*"^ The 
carpets , metal-work, pottery and crafts work In general 
of Iran, celebrated throughout most of the world for many 
centuries but industry in I t s aodern sense only took shape 
in Iran during the reign of Reza Shah the Great. The new 
industr ies l i k e t e x t i l e s , cement, sugar and power were 
Introduced and a railway system was bu i l t . Modern, contem-
porary Iran begins with the Pahlavi Dynasty whose founder, 
Reza Shah the Great, gave a pos i t i ve direct ion to the 
great work of transforming a tradition-bound soc ie ty into 
a progressive Industrial nation. The gathering momentum 
of t h i s change was temporarily halted by World War I I , but 
within a decade of the post-war period the momentum was 
regained. 
Iran i s a major o i l producing country providing 
over 7 per cent of the world o i l output. The o i l Industry 
In Iran contributes about one s i x t h of gross national product, 
three fourths of the foreign exchange receipts and one half 
of budgetary revenues. "Iran alms at becoming a aodern advan-
ced, industr ia l !xed country and I s making a major effort to 
2 . Mohammad Reza Shah. White Revolution. Published by Bank 
Melli Press , Tehran, Iran 1962. P.6 
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achieve t h i s goal."-* The Government of Iran recognises that 
to ensure a substant ia l rate of growth In a balanced develop-
ing economy rapid Industr ia l development i s e s s e n t i a l . 
Rationale of Indus tr ia l i sa t ion! 
Actually soundest and moat Important reason for 
embarking on a program of Industr ia l i zat ion I s that I t may 
be a way to increase the national Income of the country. 
The main stimulating force behind the argument for industr ia l 
expansion "is the assumption that transfering members of 
rapidly growing labour force from agriculture to modern 
Industry w i l l increase the general l e v e l of productivity. 
This assumption i s related to a tenet of c l a s s i c a l theoryi 
that agriculture is" "flntrjrtftti tv riimlnl fltrine returns whereas 
Increasing returns prevai l in industry.M indus tr ia l i za t ion 
produces high productivity. I t i s in t h i s sense that some 
writers such as Gondliffe and Rosenstein-Rodan have viewed 
Industr ia l izat ion as an a l ternat ive to emigration for solving 
the problem of overpopulation and of rais ing the national 
income in economically l e s s developed areas. To quote Myrdal 
"Industrial izat ion i s held to be crucial to development 
strategy a l so because i t w i l l rediate stimuli throughout 
the economy and l i f t i t out of stagnation. Direct ly or 
3* Industrial Development in Iran, Present and Future, Ministry 
of Economy Research Centre for Industrial and Trade Develop-
ment, Tehran, Iran. January 1972. P.1 
U-. Hyrdal Qunnar. Asian Drama - An Inquiry into the Poverty of 
Bations. Vol. I I Allen Lane The Penguin Press , London,1968 
P. 1156 
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ind i rec t l y modern Industry I s expected to raise the producti-
v i t y of the labour force and increase national output and 
income; r i s ing incomes are then expected t o swell the 
volume of savings and thus finance further investments in 
industry."* 
Moreover a United nations report s t a t e s that "The 
reason for emphasizing industr ia l i za t ion i s that industr ia l 
development would absorb rural under-employed persons into 
those f i e l d s of production where higher productivity i s 
poss ib le without reducing t o t a l agricultural output." 
Since industr ia l i zat ion Is a quick and sure way to 
shortening the gape between underdevelopment and development 
by undevelopment wa aean the lack of modern industr ies . As 
has been r ight ly said "when the i n t e l l e c t u a l l y e l i t e say 
the ir countries are underdeveloped, they aean, in the f i r s t 
instance , that they have too l i t t l e industry. Thus spokesmen 
for the South Asian countries frequently use the terms "pre-
industr la l H or "under-industrialized" as synonyms for "poor" 
7 
or "underdeveloped". The leading indus tr ia l i zed countries of 
today were once predominantly agr icul tural . Professor Khan, 
in his book emphasizing industr ia l developing in the case of 
India suggested "it has often been suggested that since 
5- IbJ,d. P.1150 
6. United Nations E8AFS Economic Bul le t in for Asia and the Far 
Bast Vol. XII No.3 December 1961. P.11 
7* Myrdal Gunnar. Asian Drama, An Inquiry in to the Poverty of 
Nations 7 o l . I I Allen Lane The Penguin Press London, 1968 
P.1150 
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Zndla i s primarily an agricultural country caught in the 
•riclous c i r c l e t there i s an inherent re lat ionship between 
agriculture and stagnation. Therefore, the only way of 
coning out of t h i s v i c ious c i r c l e i s t o i n d u s t r i a l i z e . " 
A major and often bas i ca l l y sound, addit ional 
reason for Industr ia l izat ion i s that i t may be a means t o 
improve the s t a b i l i t y of foreign exchange earnings and 
national Income through d ivers i f i ca t ion of exports. Most 
underdeveloped countries re ly on the export of one or a 
few products for much of t h e i r l i ve l ihood . Industr ia l i sa t ion 
which permits the economic production of goods for domestic 
use which would otherwise be Imported has an equally good 
s t a b i l i s i n g e f fec t - such l o c a l manufacturing reduces demands 
on the country's foreign exchange resources. In time of low 
earnings from exports, the consumption of the Items can 
continue Instead of having to be curta i led . Moreover, 
domestic production of t h i s kind, l i k e any creation of 
addit ional wealth, I s In I t s e l f an addition to the national 
Income. 
Employment of the unemployed or p a r t i a l l y employed 
can be another sound reason for i n d u s t r i a l i s a t i o n under 
certain condit ions. These conditions are that the unemployed 
people could not be used more productively In agriculture 
8 . Khan, M.S. India 's Economic Development and International 
Economic Relat ions. Asia Publishing House, Bombay. Second 
revised edi t ion 1966. PP. 3*1-32 
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or some other a c t i v i t y and that the part icular Industrial 
projects In which they could be employed are sound enough 
to make a net contribution t o the national Income. 
The f i r s t countries t o take part In the Industrial 
revolution were Britain and Belgium but even In these the 
process was far from being complete by the f i r s t half of 
the nineteenth century. In the words of great historian 
of nineteenth century Industrial progress,° even in the 
f i r s t decade of the nineteenth century . . . . the use of machi-
nery was s t i l l l imited to certain indus tr i e s , and these 
industr ies to certain s p e c i a l i t i e s or certain d i s t r i c t s side N 
by side with great i ietal works. . . the small workshop.. .continued 
to ex i s t and survived for many decades. Side by side with the 
Lancashire Cotton Mills and the West Riding Woollen Mi l l s , 
thousands of workers went on working at home on the ir old 
handlooms. Steam which was to multiply and generalize the 
resu l t s of a l l other meohanical inventions, had hardly begun 
i t s triumphant progress. Nevertheless the modern industr ia l 
system did already ex i s t with a l l i t s e s s e n t i a l features 
and i t i s poss ib le to detect in the developments which had 
taken place at the time the main character i s t i c s of the 
great change. 
By the middle of the nineteenth century Britain 
was 'the very model of industr ia l excel lence and 
9* Paul Mantoux, The Industrial Revolution in the 18th 
Century, f i r s t published in English translat ion in 
1928 quoted here from 196*f, Methuen Paperback 3d. PA7*f 
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achlevement.' She produced 'about two-third3 of the world's 
coal , more than half of I t s Iron and cotton c loth and her 
income per capita was very considerably higher than that of 
a l l other countries In Europe. l e t , while Britain*s indus-
t r i a l output continued to grow very s i g n i f i c a n t l y from the 
middle of the nineteenth century, that of some other countries 
grew even more. Foremost among these were Germany and the 
United States of America. This comes to l i g h t even in a super-
f i c i a l examination of the production or consumption data for 
the major sources of energy, minerals or of other industr ia l 
materials . 
The ultimate objective of any industr ia l i zat ion 
programme, as Dr. Chauahuri has pointed out i s "to raise the 
standard o f /nutr i t ion , housing ana health and a large per 
—
 12 
capita volume of manufactured products.H I t s prac t i cab i l i ty 
can be observed by the statements given below by two economists. 
An Indian economist i s of the opinion the existence 
of large surplus labour force in agriculture i s the main 
reason for industr ia l i za t ion in India . . . . reasonable productive 
employment cannot be provided for additions to the labour 
force without a rapid expansion of industry. ** 
10. Laudes, D.S. In the Cambridge Economic History of Europe 
Vol. YI Ft. 1, P. 353 
11. IbJ^.p.353 
12. Chaudhurl, M.R. Indian Industries Development and Location. 
An economic-geographic appraisal, Fourth revised Edition 
Oxford & IBH Publishing Co. 1970. P.2 
13. Ramaswaml, V.K. "The promotion of Industrial Development," 
The Industrialisation in Developing Countries, Ronald 
Robinson 3d. 1965* P.122 
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A Pakistani economist s tated "ours Is the task of 
transferlng the unemployed agr i cu l tur i s t s to other sectors 
of the economy. In such circumstances, Industr ia l izat ion 
becomes an imperative need for the development of the 
economy. There I s a potent ia l source of economic surplus 
In the form of Idle manpower which can be tapped only by 
i n d u s t r i a l ! zat ion." 
Apart from these considerations while pleading 
indus tr ia l i za t ion as a too l for economic development George 
Baldwin observes "In almost every country industry i s the 
glamour sector of economic development, people look to Indus-
t r i a l development to provide much-needed employment, to gene-
rate higher individual and national incomes to re l i eve the 
balance of payments by import subst i tut ion , to open up 
markets for primary products of agriculture , mining, forestry 
and f i shing, to give the country greater economic indepen-
dence to generate new tax revenues, and to furnish an 
Important source of sound Industr ia l izat ion I s often low 
on the layman's l i s t I . e . t o lower the prices of industr ia l 
goods for consumers. By and large , these hoped for benef i ts 
of Industr ia l izat ion are sens ib le and r e a l i s t i c provided 
a country makes sensible choices ." ' 
1*t. Husain, K. "Problems of unemployment in Pakistan*i 
Sconomy. H Enterprise November 1M-, 1959« Annual Report 
Bank Markezi, Iran 1967 P.13 
15* Baldwin, Q. Planning and Economic Development in Iran. 
Kayhan Weekly January 7» 1971* Tehran, Iran. 
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Industr ia l l za t lon , as Professor Hirschman has 
emphasized, nay be i n i t i a t e d for many reasons. A country's 
supply of imports may suddenly be out off beeause of war, 
and the Government may respond by promoting domestic import-
replacing indus tr i e s , or indus tr ia l i sa t ion may occur 
"naturally" as incomes r i s e in response, say to growth of 
exports . Al ternat ive ly , industry may develop as a part of 
planning strategy. Final ly manufacturing may be encouraged 
in an attempt to economize on scarce foreign exchange. 
"Iran i s often thought of as being simply 'one of 
the developing oil-producing countries of the Middle JSast.' 
I t has not yet been fu l ly recognised that the Iranian economy 
i s one of the most dynamic in the Worlds United Nations 
s t a t i s c i c s for 1y68 place Iran among the s i x fas tes t develop-
17 
ing nat ions ." 
Since 1959 the industr ia l sector recorded a sustained 
growth ecjual t o about 12 per cent per annum. The industr ia l 
investment of $ *^60 mil l ion in 1?66 has been overwhelmingly 
in the private sector . Over the past ten years ending in 1966 
the public sector investment in industry has been l e s s than 
one per cent of the GM? while the private sector Investment 
has been between 2 and 2*5 per cent. 
16. Hirschman, A.O. "The P o l i t i c a l Xeonomy of Import -Subs i s t -
ing Industr ia l i za t ion in Latin America11 Quarterly Journal 
of Soonomlca, February 1968. PP. W-6. 
17. Middle East Soonomic Digest , Weekly Report Vol. XIII-40 
October 3i 1969 P.1231 
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However public sector investment in Industry stepped 
up In an attempt to lead Iran rapidly Into the f i e l d of 
heavy indus tr i e s . The public sector has played a v i t a l role 
in the development of Iranian economy. The rat io of t o t a l 
Government revenue t o the OMP has r i sen reaching 38 per cent 
in 1966, The Government o i l revenues are a major contributing 
factor to th i s high rat io and are the main source of public 
sec tor investment. 
While the greater pare of t o t a l public investment 
has in the past been directed towards the creation of modern 
Infrastructure t the current trend i s towards a larger share 
to be directed 10 producing sec tors , such as industry. The 
Government pol icy in promoting Industrial expansion has been 
pragmatic one, in general leaving to the private sector as 
much as i t was capable of undertaking. Iran has been found 
passing from the pnase of l i g h t and medium industr ies to 
•ore complex industr ia l production. From manufacture of 
simple non-durable consumer's goods such as food processing, 
t e x t i l e , e t c . the new direction of Industr ia l a c t i v i t i e s in 
Iran has been towards the production of more sophist icated 
consumer goods, intermediate and capi ta l goods including 
synthet ic f ibres , pharmaceuticals, sheet g l a s s , e l e c t r i c a l 
appliances, paper and product, farm t o o l s and implements amd 
an automotive industryCincluding t rac tors , heavy trucks, vans, 
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buses and passenger cars) chemicals, metal lurgical( lncluding 
s t e e l , aluminium, copper, lead and zinc) and engineering 
products. In recent years private foreign investment has 
undergone an unprecedented expansion In partnership with 
both the private and public s ec tors . 
Iran has followed a t rad i t iona l pattern of Industrial 
development just l i k e other underdeveloped countries . A 
pumphlet speaks of '•The direct ion of industr ia l development 
in recent years has bean towards the production of durable 
consumer goods, intermediate goods and capi ta l goods Including 
bas ic metals, chemicals and pharmaceuticals sheet glass e l e c t r i -
cal appliances, paper products, farm too l s and implements and 
an automative industry Including trac tors , haavy trucks, vans, 
1S 
buses and passenger ears ." As food industr ies and t e x t i l e s , 
carpets contributed over *f0 per cent of value added in 
industry. Less important Industries appeared to be tobacco, 
non-metall ic mineral products, clothing and metal products. 
The Government p o l i c i e s have emerged In the recent past 
aiming at the development of capi ta l goods and Intermediate 
indus tr i e s . 
Three major eras could be Ident i f i ed In the evolution 
of Industrial development In Iran. The f i r s t i s the era 
before world War I I when the f i r s t Industr ia l un i t s were 
18. Industr ia l Development in Iran. Present and Future Pros-
pects . Ministry of Economy, Tehran, Iran. January 1972 
P.1 
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es tabl i shed . The second I s the post-war period through the 
195G»s covering the f i r s t two development plans. The third 
and current era has been given Impetus by the basic soc ia l 
and economic reforms which have recently taken place In 
Iran. Unt i l recent past , the bulk of Iran's industr ia l 
expansion was devoted t o t e x t i l e s and food processing. Since 
196O, a range of new industr ies including p l a s t i c s , rubber 
products, pharmaceuticals, g lass b o t t l e s , asbestos and 
corrugated boxes, have been inaugurated. A3 a result the 
production value of the industr ia l sector as a share of 
3JNP has increased from 12 per cent in 1963 to 1*+. 1 per cent 
in 1968. 
The t e x t i l e s industry i s the oldest in Iran employs 
11 per cent of the country labour force, more then any other 
3ingle industry. Total cotcon, c loth production exceeds 350 
mil l ion waters per year. Only small part of i t i s exported. 
The centre of th i s industry 13 Isfahan, but new plants have 
been establ ished in Tehran and the Caspian sea area. These 
new plants are completely Integrated operations and equipped 
with automatic and semi-automatic machinery for a l l phases of 
production. Anout 25 per cent of the Investment In cotton 
t e x t i l e s has been made by the State . 
Output of woollen c lo th has exceeded(5.5 mil l ion metres 
per year) . Domestic demand for wool has been Increasing as a 
resul t of the several new ventures which have recently been 
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Increasing as a result of the several new ventures which hare 
recently been Initiated In Industry. 
Food Processings- The output of Iranian sugar refineries has 
continuously expanded reaching 527,000 tons In 1967-68. Ninety 
two per cent was produced from beets, rather than cane. There 
were about 26 sugar mills operating In 1968, about half of them 
privately owned. The Government has some monopoly revenue rights 
In this Industry. 
The Flour milling Industry ranks second to cotton 
textiles In terms of total Invested capital and In terms of 
the number of individual producing units, far exceeds any 
other activity. The bulk of flour milling operations appeared 
to be privately owned, however small capacity units produced 
primarily for local consumption. The vegetable oil industry 
has been found growing at about 10 per cent per year, and 
consumption reached 120,000 tons In 1967-68. As this industry 
continues to rely, to a large extent, on imported raw materials 
several projects are planned to Increase domestic production 
of oil seeds. 
Over several million cans of fruits and vegetables 
were produced by Iranian plants in 1967-68. However, the 
market for canned goods has developed slowly because of 
lack of quality control, Inadequate promotion, and year round 
availability of Inexpensive fresh fruits. Considerable poten-
tial was existing for foreign investors in this field, parti-
cularly those planning to export. Recently hygienic dairy 
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products have been Introduced to Tehran by an American firm. 
The higher 11ring standard and aggressive sales policies of 
local manufactures has greatly Increased the demand for 
confectionary In recent years. 
Iran has had an active bear, vine and liquor Industry 
for many years* In the past fifteen years, the major U.S. 
soft drink firms have entered the Iranian market with marked 
and Increasing success. Tobacco Is a Government monopoly and 
the tea Industry is controlled by Tea Organization, which 
leases plants to private parties. 
Consumer durable goods:- Refrigerators, evaporative coolers, 
water and space heaters, air conditioners, transistor radios, 
Irons washers, vacuum cleaners, and the like were being 
assembled in Iran. As the standard of living was increasing, 
and the prices of these commodities was reducing, the demand 
for appliances was exceeding rapidly. Several firms were 
already participating in this lucrative market. 
Automotive Industry:- Automotive industry in Iran started 
in i960 with assembly of oars, trucks and trailers from 
imported components and parts. The production of vannets 
and tractors started in 1968. Production of motor cycles 
was supposed to be started In 1972. 
There are 13 factories producing or assembling 
cars, buses, trucks, trailers. Production and/or assembly of 
motor cycles is under way. Automotive^produced in 1969 
totalled 39106 units, 23,691 of which were passenger cars. 
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Some components and parts were already being produced 
in Iran, covering total needs of radiators, leaf springs, and 
batteries and (In part) brake lining, oil and fuel filters. 
Future planning is to Beet the requirements for helical 
springs, ball bearings, piston, piston pins, piston rings, 
cylinder liners, plain and flanged bearings, gaskets, shook 
absorbers, spark plugs, air filters, wheel rims, discs and 
covers, starters with accessories generators (dynamos) 
switches and relays. There were other needed components 
and parts for new cars, buses and lorries in 1968 which as 
yet were not produced in Iran and for which the license 
had been granted to the Industrial and Mining Developing 
Bank, to be produced in near future. 
Previous to 1967, only bus bodies were manufactured 
in Iran with several foreign firms participating in automobile 
assembling operations. In 196** regulations were passed requir-
ing that 50 per cent of the components be produced in Iran. 
In 1967, the Iran National Factory in cooperation with Rootes 
Group of England, began producing the first Iranian passenger 
car, the Paykan. Production has reached 30 ears per day and 
the long waiting list for Paykans evidences the enthusiasm 
with which they have been received. In 1968 American Motors, 
In conjunction with Iranian Investors, began production of 
two models similar to the "Rambler" called "Arya" and "Shahln". 
This factory produced 30 oars and 12 jeeps a day. Leyland 
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corporatlon of England has Invested in the manufacture of 
bus bodies and diese l engines. Other foreign investors in 
t h i s f ie ld includes Willeys, Landrover, Volvo, Dalmlter-Benz, 
and F la t . 
Manufacture of auto-accessories has expanded to 
p a r a l l e l the development of the vehicle industry. Nearly two-
th i rds of t i r e requirements net by two local manufactures. 
B.F. Goodrich and General Tire and Rubber Company. 
Chemicalsi- The largest exist ing operation in t h i s f ie ld was 
the Shlraz Chemical F e r t i l i z e r Plant which began production 
In 1963. The plant used natural gas to produce about *+0,000 
tons of f e r t i l i z e r per year. The chemical industry wa3 most 
act ive in u t i l i z i ng processes which extracted separate and 
upgrade raw materials rather than in the synthesis of 
chemicals products. Basic process chemical produced from 
domestic sources: Sodium sulphate, alum, s a l t , caust ic soda, 
Chlorine, sulphur and sulphuric acid operations in the 
pharmaceutical f ie ld were almost en t i re ly concerned with 
converting operationst blending, t a b l e t t i n g , v i a i l ing and 
aaupoullng of materials imported in balk. Foreign par t ic ipa t ion 
In t h i s Industry has been more prevalent than in any other. 
The p l a s t i c industry likewise consisted en t i r e ly of 
converting operations. There were several firms, both pr ivate 
and s t a t e , which converted PTC into a wide range of house-
hold and constructional-type items. A jo int venture for the 
manufacture of detergents has been set up with Proctor and 
Gamble. Paints and varnishes were produced loca l ly on a 
small scale . 
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The most s igni f icant step in the development of Iran's 
petrochemical industry was an agreement signed in 1965 between 
the National Petro-chemical Company( a Government agency) and 
A l l i e d Chemical Company of U.S. t o e s tab l i sh a major petro-
chemical complex in the Bandar Shahpur area, u t i l i z i n g sour 
gas. The operations were supposed t o eventually represent the 
larges t foreign investment in Iran outside of the o i l industry. 
The complex, named Shahpour Chemical Compnay, was i n i t i a l l y 
supposed to produce ammonia, urea sulphur and mixed f e r t i l i -
zers and l a t e r expand into melamlne, formaldehyde, polye-
thylene , e th lene , g lycol and caprolactam. 
Metals and Metal Goods*- Iran's metal industry i s composed 
of small , pr ivate ly owned metal working shops, mostly 
employing l e s s than ten workers. The Government has given 
high pr ior i ty to the development of th i s Industry. 
Two pipe factories commenced operations in 1967 near 
Ahwaz. These factor ies constructed with American ass i s tance , 
and using imported sheet i ron , were supposed to supply pipe 
for o i l and gas l i n e s . One ro l l ing mi l l was completed in 
Ahwaz and two were under construction. An aluminium factory was 
nearlng completion in Khusestan. The factory was bu i l t by 
Iran, Pakistan and Reynolds Aluminium, and was supposed t o 
have an a l n l t l a l capacity of 50,000 tons of aluminium 
Ingots annually. 
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Construction of the f i r s t Iranian Stee l Mi l l , the 
biggest project in th i s industry, began near Isfahan in 
March. 1968. The mi l l was being set up by the Soviet Union 
in return for natural gas from the trans-Iranian gasl ine 
than a l so under construction. The mi l l was supposed to hare 
an I n i t i a l capacity of 600,000 tons which was to be gradually 
expanded to 3,000,000 tons. The construction of the Arak 
Machine Tool Plant was part of t h i s agreement. 
The table below shows the growth of Iran's major 
industr ies (outs ide of the o i l sector) in the past five years 
and the contribution of each to t o t a l industr ia l and mining 
value added. 
Value Added of Maior Industries 
(SUHon, i ttals) 
Industry 1962-63 Per cent 1967-68 Per cent 
Food 
T e x t i l e , clothing ft l eather 





Mechanical .e lectr ical & vehic les 5 A 
Won-metallic minerals 























































Total Industry ft Mines 39 .2 100.0 70.0 100.0 
Sources Plan Organisation, Tehran, Iran. 
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State Enterprises*- In 1963, the Industr ia l companies owned 
by the State were consolidated in to a s ingle company ca l l ed 
the Iran Factories company. Each Company was converted Into 
a jo in t stock company and the shares were placed at the 
disposal of the Agricultural Credit Bank for sa le t o the 
publ ic . The bulk of these companies were In the agr icu l tura l , 
food processing t e x t i l e s , and e l e c t r i c i t y and water f i e l d s . 
The Government maintained a complete monopoly of 
the Tobacco Industry, and had ownership and/or revenue rights 
In a number of Industr ies , including o i l , railways, the mint, 
e l e c t r i c power, cerea l s , tea and sugar. In order to promote 
Industrial development, a Centre for smal l -scale industr ies 
and industr ia l e s ta t e s one in Ahwaz (south west of Iran) , 
and one In Tabriz (north west of Iran) . The ISA I s a body 
working within the Iranian Ministry of Economy. The two 
Industr ia l e s t a t e s were planned to be constructed In Ahwaz 
and Tabriz respect ive ly . The industr ia l e s ta te at Ahwaz has 
already been completed while the l a t e r has not shown the 
same progress. 
The development of Industr ia l e s ta te l a one of the 
pos i t ive e f f o r t s that have been adopted to accelerate the 
growth of small Industry In Iran. The principal objective 
of Industrial e s ta t e s i s t o provide appropriate factory 
accommodation to small units at suitable s i t e s with 
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sa t i s fac tory arrangements for infrastructural f a c i l i t i e s 
Including e l e c t r i c i t y * water, banks, post and telegraphs 
o f f i c e , transport, f i r s t aid and congenial Industrial 
c l imate. 
There I s a natural tendency on the part of new 
Industries to be at tracted t o Tehran, the capi ta l of Iran, 
because of marked derelopment there. The existence of 
f a c i l i t i e s , such as a v a i l a b i l i t y of raw materials , machines, 
trained personnel, transport ready markets for f inished 
products, e l e c t r i c power, water telephones and banks, t i l t 
the balance in favour of Tehran. For the reason, the rest 
of the country has not been developed to any s igni f icant 
degree. Thus there e x i s t s a considerable and increasing 
gap between progressive and backward areas and t h i s happens 
in sp i t e of the existence of many other growth centres in 
the country with a comparatively much fas ter rate of growth 
of economic a c t i v i t i e s in Tehran, more opportunities for 
bet ter employment are avai lable , and t h i s has the undesir-
able e f fect of at tract ing persons from the rest of the 
country and overcrowding the cap i ta l . The solut ion to t h i s 
problem i s to arrange for the dispersal of Industries to 
other parts of Iran by means of the establishment of indus-
t r i a l e s ta tes at se lected centres , as rapidly as possible* 
The pol icy of industr ia l d ispersal In Iran has also 
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been extended t o large soale Industrial enterprises . The 
vast soope for promoting anc i l lary units In the small-
sca le sector to meet the requiresents of these large under-
takings In respect of components, parts sub-assemblies e t c . 
has been wel l recognized and steps are being taken to 
develop anc i l lary industr ia l e s t a t e s . 
The principal object ives of the industr ia l e s t a t e s 
programme in Iran are (1) To bring about a greater rate of 
growth of small scale i n d u s t r i e s . ( i i ) To achieve industr ia l 
development at growth centres other than Tehran and ( i l l ) 
To encourage the se t t ing up of anci l lary uni ts to meet 
certain needs of the large sca le enterprises . 
Industrial e s ta tes In Iran are a completely new 
phenomenon and the preliminary steps for the establishment 
of one were taken only recently . In August 1962 the United 
Nations at the request of Iranian Government sent technical 
experts t o s e l ec t an appropriate s i t e for the f i r s t indus-
t r i a l es tate in the country working in cooperation with 
the ir Iranian col leagues , they examined seventeen towns, 
and f ina l l y se l ec ted a s i t e at ahwaz. The development of 
the Industrial e s ta te at Ahwaz has been undertaken with 
f inancial ass is tance from the United Nations spec ia l fund 
for part of the cost . The infrastructure f a c i l i t i e s have 
been more or l e s s completed. In addition f i f t een works beds 
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(three large , s i x medium and s i x sna i l ) have been cons-
tructed, together with a common f a c i l i t y centre consis t ing 
of three vorksheds (foundary, machine too l s and e l e c t r o -
p la t ing) equipped with modern machinery. Most of the cons-
tructed worksheds hare been a l l o t t e d and some of them harm 
begun production* Construction of another s i x large work-
sheds i s progressing wel l . 
The country has an ambitious programme to e s t a b l i s h 
Industr ia l e s t a t e s at various growth centres . I t decided t o 
construct three more Industrial e s ta tes during the period 
between 1968 t o March 1973* These new s i t e s were supposed 
t o be Tabriz, Mashad and Easht. Industrial e s ta te s at Tabriz 
and Hasht aimed to be primarily anci l lary e s t a t e s . At Tabriz 
large scale units for manufacturing machine t o o l s , tractors 
and d iesa l engines were being erected and Rasht has been 
earmarked for the production of e l e c t r i c a l equipment. The 
development of these e s ta t e s has been in tent iona l ly timed 
t o coincide with the establishment of large fac tor i e s . 
The concept of industr ia l e s t a t e s as a means of 
promoting small industry has been adopted only recently in 
Iran. The country i s now ser ious ly engaged in developing 
industr ia l e s t a t e s in order t o accelerate the growth of 
small industries on s c i e n t i f i c l i n e s , develop anci l lary 
industr ia l units and promote dispersed industr ia l growth. 
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Bconomically viable units, utilising modern technology, 
are being encouraged. Various facilities necessary for 
their effective development are being provided. It is 
believed that facilities and Incentives afforded will 
be adequate for a strong and healthy development of the 
snail Industries sector and permit It to fill the need 
for Industrial and consumer goods in neighbouring count-
ries. 
PnranUationaitr s^ rTftge? for in^^ria,* 
a. Industr ia l tfftnfl«?l«qtf I n f t f t W ? - T h e I n s t i t u t e was e s t -
abl ished as an independent organization by the decree of 
the Council of Ministers on April 7, 1962. The object ives 
of the Ins t i tu te as set forth in I t s charter i s to render 
ass i s tance that w i l l strengthen management and increase 
the productivity and growth of industry in Iran. More 
e s p e c i a l l y the i n s t i t u t e ' s task i s t o a s s i s t the owners 
and managers of Iran's industry t o develop more e f f e c t i v e 
management s k i l l s and to Introduce modern methods of 
operation. 
The industr ia l management I n s t i t u t e operates as a 
non-profit making Ins t i tu t ion serving private Industry in 
Iran. Although i t I s sponsored by the Government, I t s 
charter provides for operating autonomy under the overal l 
d irect ions of a Board. This Board cons is ts of f ive represen-
t a t i v e s from sponsoring government agencies , Industrial 
Credit Banks and private Industry in whom Is vested board 
policy-making respons ib i l i ty for the I n s t i t u t e within t h i s 
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po l i cy guidance the executive d irec tor I s responsible for 
d irect ing the professional serr ioes and general a f fa i r s of 
the I n s t i t u t e . 
The I n s t i t u t e of fers profess ional serv ices that I t 
I s qual i f ied to render by reason of the background and 
experience of I t s profess ional staff* The ass i s tance , advice 
and council that I t renders are object ive and free from an/ 
prejudice or commercial*Interest In I t s c l i e n t s a f f a i r s . 
The I n s t i t u t e charges I t s c l i e n t s , a nominal fee for serv ices 
t o help defray I t s costs* These fees are In a l l cases based 
on actual aan-hours of members plus out of pocket expenses 
for t rave l . To achieve the foregoing object ives and to carry 
out the provisions of I t s charter* the Industr ia l Management 
I n s t i t u t e renders services to Industry In related f i e l d s of 
management consult ing, technical ass i s tance and management 
tra in ing . 
b. The I n s t i t u t e of Standards and Industrial Research of 
Iran(ISIBI) . - This was establ ished In 1959 and s ix years 
l a t e r became a member of the International Electro-techniques 
Commission which I s a f f i l i a t e d with the International Standard 
Organisation. The object ives of the I n s t i t u t e are the 
standardisation of indus tr ia l , agr icul tural and mine products, 
and t o ensure that goods produced and exported are In 
accordance with the standards establ i shed by the I n s t i t u t e . 
Further, the standards I n s t i t u t e s tudies d i f ferent production 
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technlques and examines various saaples of machinery In 
order to Impart Information regarding the use and character-
i s t i c s of such machines and techniques. Among i t s other 
functions are marking and evaluation of previous metals, 
giving technical guidance to producers and d i s t r ibu to rs 
of goods, and supervision over the weights and scales . The 
i n s t i t u t e has a High Council which i s composed of the 
representat ives of the Ministries of Economy and Agriculture, 
Chamber of Commerce, and Industr ies and Mines, and three 
s p e c i a l i s t s . I t a lso has a Board of Directors which i s 
presided over by four managers who are responsible for 
finance and administration, extension, research and standards. 
There are nine committees for standardization, 
including committees on foodstuffs and agr icu l tu ra l products, 
c lothing, chemicals, e l e c t r i c a l s construction and mineral 
products. In addit ion, there are two l ia i son committees 
assigned for preparation of signs and technical terms. So 
far 155 conferences have been held for standardization of 
goods and products. 
For i ndus t r i a l research, the following laborator ies 
have been establ ished In the north of Tehran (Ksrag)s cons-
t ruc t ion laboratory(cement blocks and ceramics), e l e c t r i c a l 
laboratory, clothing l abora to ry ( t ex t i l e , wool, hides and 
l e a t h e r ) , chemical Industr ies laboratory(mineral, organic, 
gums and drugs), foodstuff laboratory(dried f r u i t s , cereal 
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and r i c e ) , mechanical laboratory, nines laboratory, agr icul-
t u r a l Indus t r ies , weights and measure and timber and metal shop. 
In the year 1965 efforts were made by the laborato-
r i e s of Research In s t i t u t e to prepare date ex t r ac t s , paints 
out of plant ex t r ac t s , t e a t s on suede lea ther , cement blocks 
for building, essence of rose , porce la ins ( insu la tors ) , j e l l y 
out of animal bones$ to extract o i l from the r ice husk and 
to convert a locomotive Into a power plant e t c . 
The ISIRI I s gradually extending the range of I t s 
a c t i v i t i e s and the scale of i t s operations. Since I t s 
Inception, I t has standardized about 320 products most of 
which come in the cetagory of foodstuffs and agr icu l tura l 
goods, construction mater ia ls , and l ight consumers goods. 
One of I t s main problem i s the shortag? of qualified and 
experienced laboratory workers. Another i s the l ike ly 
shortages which may appear In certain section as a resul t 
of increased volume of work. This i s especial ly true for 
the section in charge of supervision over the standardiza-
t ion of goods and commldities, and the section concerned 
with the aiarklng and evaluation of precious metals. 
c. Research Centre for Indus t r ia l and Trade Developments In 
196W the Ministry of Economy established a Hesearch Centre 
for the Development of Industry and Trade to undertake 
research,survey and f ea s ib i l i t y studies for the formulation 
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of Industr ia l programss and p o l i c i e s within the fraacwork 
of the general economic po l i cy . The object ives of the Centre's 
s tudies ares proaotlng the industr ia l development of the 
country, preparing industr ia l and mining development projects ; 
co l l ec t ion and interpretat ion of economic and technical data 
for the guidance of potent ia l investors in the private sector; 
formulation of pr ior i ty c r i t e r i a and evaluation of Industr ia l 
and mining projects ; formulation of p o l i c i e s in the f i e l d s of 
foreign and domestic trade consistent vith the object ives of 
the development plan and acting in an advisory capacity t o 
the Ministry in carrying out the r e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s assigned to 
i t under the development plans. 
d. Board for the Protection of Industry: Thi3 was establ ished 
in 196^ to give protection to industr ia l establishments which 
were facing d i s so lut ion . The Board takes over the factory 
which i s in danger of bankruptcy and w i l l appoint a new 
manager, a f t er the manager has s e t t l e d the company's a f fa i r s 
arranged for the repayment of i t s debts, and in short brought 
the s i tuat ion back to normal, he w i l l hand I t over to i t s 
owners* Since i t s establishment, the Board has rescued one sack-
making factory and four t e x t i l e f ac tor i e s . The Board cons is ts 
of the representatives of the Ministry of Bconomy and Labour 
Flan Organisation Chamber of Industry and Mines and an expert 
who i s omosen by the two Ministries a on earned. 
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e. Chamber of Industry and Mines: This was es tabl i shed in 
196*+ by the decree of Council of Ministers. As an advisory 
body, the Chamber i s consulted by the Government before 
b i l l s and regulations concerning industry and mines are 
drafted. I t i s consulted by the Ministry of Economy on 
the granting of "establishment" permits for Industry and 
"exportation* permits for mines. 
Other main functions of the Chamber include publi-
c i t y for Iran's industr ia l and mining products both at home 
and abroad extsnding the applicat ion of standards decided 
by the ISIRI to industr ia l and mining products and se t t ing 
up of vocational school and training centres . 
f. Organisation dealing with Industrial Promotion: The rnachi-
nery for the attract ion and production of foreign investnent 
that was set up by the Government of Iran includes the Centre 
for the Attraction and Protection of foreign investment in 
Iran whose function i s to provide information and promote 
foreign investment. The centre was establ i shed by a decree 
of the Council of Ministers in 1962. I t s functions are 
implementation of the law for Attraction and Protection of 
foreign investment, which concerns private foreign inves tors . 
The public foreign loans are negotiated by the Plan Organisa-
t i o n . Applications and enquiries must be submitted to th ia 
centre which furnishes needed information for prospective 
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Investors . 
The permanent committee has as I t s main functions t o 
undertake I n i t i a l studies on investment projects and t o carry 
out the required formalit ies in the minis tr ies and Government 
organizations. Member* of the committee aret Ministry of 
Foreign Affa irs , Ministry of Economy, Ministry of Finance, 
Ministry of Labour and the Plan Organization. The f ina l 
decis ion on the import of capi ta l and authorization for the 
use of f a c i l i t i e s of the law for the Attraction and Protec-
t ion of foreign investment i s vested in the Foreign Invest -
ment Board. 
The members of the Board ares Governor of Bank Markazi, 
Under Secretary of Finance, Under Secretary of Foreign Affa irs , 
Under Secretary of Sconony, General Manager of the Plan Orga-
nizat ion or one of his a s s i s t a n t s , President of the Chamber 
of Commerce or one of the Vice-oresident, Head of the Exchange 
Control Department. 
g. Iranian Carpet Company: Thl3 i s a public corporation which 
was establ i shed in 1935 t o boost the hand woven carpet industry. 
The Company has 22 production centres four agencies in the 
provis ional towns and two s t o r e s . 
In 1965 the company's budget amounted t o approximately 
Rials 228 mi l l i on , of which Rials 61 mil l ion was for adminis-
t r a t i v e expenses. The company1s t o t a l revenues were Rials 
123.W mill ion and i t s output stood at 372^1 s o metres which 
I s roughly 1 per cent of the t o t a l production of carpets and 
rugs In Iran. 
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The coapany's function under a Board of Director 
whose members are appointed by the Minister of Economy. The 
Board cons i s t s of a Managing Dlrootor his Deputy and three 
other members. The oompnay's carpets are of an extremely 
high quality and set a standard for other carpet producers 
to follow. The dyes used are a l l natural , the weave I s fine 
and the designs are, without exdeptlon, the or ig ina l c l a s s i c a l 
designs t y p i c a l l y associated with f i r s t c la s s t rad i t iona l 
Persian carpets. The company*s sca le of production I s small 
and I t s export a c t i v i t i e s Ins ign i f i cant . There I s d e f i n i t e l y 
room for expansion of I t s operation abroad I f the company 
embarks upon market research and a vigorous marketing 
e f f o r t s . 
h. Centre for Handicrafts Industr ies; The centre was created 
in 196^ as an autonomous body within the Ministry of Economy. 
I t s object ives are t o loprove the quality of perslan handi-
crafts by determining standards for such products and by 
u t i l i z i n g the surplus labour in rural areas t o revive the 
handicrafts industry and expand I t s production. One of the 
centre*s main tasks i s t o Increase the export of handicrafts 
t o market research and advert is ing. In addit ion, the centre 
I s ac t ive ly engaged In Identifying the scattered productloo 
centres throughout the country, and in c o l l e c t i n g data 
about the ir p r i c e s , range of products, scale of operation 
e t c . After ident i fy ing and s e l e c t i n g the production centres , 
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i t advises the producers on how t o improve the quality of 
the ir goods, and on what part icular items to concentrate* 
By placing large orders with thea, the centre encourages 
producers to use the or ig ina l designs and patterns supplied 
by the centre and t o follow the standards set by i t . 
The centre 's present sca le of operation I s l imi ted 
but rapidly expanding. In 1965 i t exported a sample of 
goods worth half a mil l ion Rials t o the United S ta te s . In 
1966, though s t i l l operating on a t r i a l b a s i s , I t so ld , an 
average,Rials 30,000 per day. 
1. Centre for Small-Scale Industries and Industr ia l Estates 
of Iran: This was se t up early in 1965 to create two 
indus tr ia l e s t a t e s , one in Ahwaz (South West of Iran) and one in 
Tabriz(North West of Iran) . The I.E.A. i s a body working 
within the Ministry of Economy. I t s f i r s t e s ta te i s Ahwaz for 
which the s i t e has been chosen and construction i s almost 
completed. I t ' s second e s t a t e , Tabriz has not yet witnessed 
the same progress as Ahwaz. During the past two years the I .B.A. 
has co l l ec ted most of the basic data in the two c i t i e s and 
conducted a number of f e a s i b i l i t y studies regarding the ir 
potent ia l for Industrial development. I t has a l so carried out 
s tudies concerning the sect ion of Kerman(South Sast of I ran) , 
Sheraz, Isfahan and Rasht as industr ia l e s t a t e s . 
• u u i -
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Cfctapter VII 
imoKim or <awiff 
The countries In the world today can be broadly 
dlTided between two major categories; the dereloplng and 
developed countries . The l a t t e r enjoy f u l l grown economies 
based on the contribution of Modern science and techno-
logy while the former are engaged In attempting to make up 
t h e i r considerable headway in many ways one of which i s by 
expanding t h e i r Industrial sphere. Iran i s a developing 
country which Is well set on a road to Indus tr ia l i za t ion . 
I t i s considered potent ia l ly one of the r ichest countries 
in the Middle East. Oil contributes 75 per cent of exchange 
income and 80 per cent of development budget, 20 per cent 
of lncofeie, treasury and hence 20 per cent of national income. 
Many people be l ieve that modern Industry in Iran, i s only 
o i l Industry and they are hardly aware that t h i s country 
has a r e l a t i v e l y Important and growing industry of i t s own, 
part icu lar ly In the f i e l d of consumer goods. 
Industr ia l development in Iran cannot be properly 
studied, appreciated and c r i t i c i s e d unless we keep in 
view the economic background of Iran. I t has been for centu-
r i e s an agr icul tural based economy dominated by absentee 
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landlords. There feudal lords survived for quite a long. 
I t was said in 19U7 that the "actual cu l t ivat ion of land 
In Iran i s carried on by the peasants. Only in some rare 
oases do the landlords themselves t i l l the land* In aoat 
eases , they only l ease out t h e i r lands in one or the 
other forms." 
I t appears that one f i f t h of the 5*+»000 v i l l a g e s 
in 1950 were possessed by landowners. They were reported 
t o have indiv idual ly sore than one v i l l a g e . Most of the 
land was owned by the absentee lords and 95 per oenx. of 
the farmers were tenants* Soonoaic conditions of peasants 
2 
were rery poor and they suffered from indebtedness. Later 
on with the Introduction of Wiite Revolution in 1962, the 
feudalism came t o an end. I t was the beginning of c a p i t a l i s t 
development. In the terminology of Professor Rostov i t was 
the end of a tradi t ional soc ie ty and the beginning of 
pre-take off. 
The feudal lords hindered the country's progress 
and indus tr ia l i za t ion . The people were at tracted toward 
Industr ia l sec tor . There was a natural tendenoy on the part 
of the industr ies to be at tracted to Tehran(capital of I ran) , 
1. Gupta. Raj ftaraln. Irani An Sconomdo Study.The Indian 
Ins t i tu te of International a f f a i r s , New Delhi , March. 
19**7. PA3 
2 . Iran in the 1970's. Opportunities in a Dynamic Develop-
ing Economy, Tehran, 1971. PP. 21-22. 
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because of the marked development there. The ex i s tence 
of such f a c i l i t i e s , such as a v a i l a b i l i t y of raw Materials , 
maahines, trained personnel, transport, read/ markets for 
f in ished products, e l e c t r i c power, water, telephones and 
banks t i l t the balance In favour of Tehran. For t h i s 
reason the rest of the country did not succeed In a t t r a c t -
ing equal number of Industries* There e x i s t s a considerable 
gap In Income between progressive and backward areas and 
t h i s happens in sp i te of the exis tence of many other growth 
centres in the country with a comparatively much fas ter 
rate of growth of economic a c t i v i t i e s in Tehran, more oppor-
t u n i t i e s for bet ter employment are avai lable and t h i s has 
the undesirable e f fec t of a t tract ing persons from the rest 
of the country and OTercrowdini the capi ta l . Under the 
period o : our coverage substantial industr ia l development 
took place in Iran. Industr ia l izat ion proceeded at an 
extremely rapid pace. Variety of the industr ia l complex 
cropped up. With the development of l i g h t consumer goods 
manufacturing (primarily food, processing, t e x t i l e s , foot-
wear and s imilar) considerable investment took place In 
Intermediate products Industries ( s t e e l , f e r t i l i s e r , other 
chemicals) in durable consumer goods and transport eojuipaent 
and even In capi ta l goods. 
"The direct ion of industr ia l development in reomnt 
years has been towards the production of durable consomer 
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goods, intermediate goods and capi ta l goods Including 
basic metals cheaicals and pharmaceuticals, sheet g lass , 
e l e c t r i c a l appliances, paper products, farm t o o l s , and 
Implements and an automatizeindustry including t r a c t o r s , 
heavy t rucks , vans, buses and passenger cars , "-'in the 
pr ivate and public sectors nevertheless the private sector 
has had a leading 3hare in the indus t r i a l f ie ld and the 
experience during these years has fully j u s t i f i e d the 
Government's fa i th in private enterpr ise . I t has been the 
declared policy of the Government, to l imit public indus-
t r i a l investment to certain indus t r ies which due to t h e i r 
nature or vb-ch due to the extent of capi ta l know-how 
requirements could not be establ ished successfully by the 
pr ivate sector. Otherwise p rac t i ca l ly the whole indus t r i a l 
f ie ld was open to private en te rpr i se . And i t has nei ther 
been ihe intent ion nor the policy of the Government to 
na t ional ise pr ivate indus t r i e s . Though the period between 
1956 and 1966 has shown a landmark in the development of 
manufacturing industry in Iran yet the i ndus t r i a l expansion 
has not been equally motivated by different provinces of 
I ran . 
Before examining the Indus t r i a l production In Iran 
3* Indus t r i a l Development in Iran* Present and Future 
prospects. Ministry of Economy Research Centre for 
Indus t r i a l and Trade Development, Tehran, IrSn, 
January 1972, P .1 . 
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we may hare a look over the indus t r i a l production in 
developing countries with a view to provide a perspec-
t ive for the indus t r i a l developnent in I ran . 
The developing countries in recent past have 
undoubtedly made considerable progress to Introduce a 
s ignif icant indus t r i a l sector in to t he i r economies. I t 
i s reflected by the fact that in ten years upto 1965 
the developing countries achieved 7 per cent annual 
growth rate for manufacturing output. I t i s quite notable 
that th is 7 per cent growth rate achieved over the period 
1955-196^ as noaipared to the 5 per cent growth rate 
achieved by the developed market economics was considerably 
higher. However developing countries produced an increased 
volume of manufacturing goods. (Table VII. 1 on pa^e 20*4-) 
In case of Iran as regards the conwribunion of 
aaanufajturlng sector uo the 2iet Domestic ?x-oducc coaparajle 
j^ata of different countries have not been found available 
and those found available are scanty out even than they 
giveSB* idea of how iapressive and notaOle expansion has 
taken placa in the contribution of manufacturing sector 
In Iran* For the aforementioned point Republic of Korea, 
China (Taiwan) are also worth aenuioning. 
-20^-
1938 & 19l# 
19UB & 1950 
1950 & 1951 
1951 & 1952 
195a & 1953 
1953 ^ 195^ 
1951* & 1955 
1955 & 1956 
1956 & 1957 
1957 ft 1958 
1958 & 1959 
1959-& 1960 
1960 ft 1961 
1961 ft 1962 
1962 ft 1963 
1963 ft 196** 
196*f ft 1965 
1965 & 1966^ 
1938 <& 1960-6»f 
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Source; Unibe<i Nations. Industrial Development Survey Volume 1, 
United Nations, itev lork, 1969. P.2 
1. In this table unless otherwise indicated, rates of cnange 
refer to percentage change t» calculated on a compound basis. 
2. Manufacturing production includes I31C Categories 2-3; 
industr ial production includes IS1G Categories 1-3 and 
511-51 ^ 
3. In thit, tabic unless otherwise indicated, the following 
definitions nave been adopted: Developing Countries- Africa (excluding South Africa.), Asia (excluding Japan) and Latin 
America. Jeveloped Market icononies- Australia, Canada, 
Japan, New Zealand, Jouth Africa, United States and Western 
Europe. Centrally Planned EconDaies- Eastern Europe and 
USSR. >'orld- sum of above regions. 
*f. ilstiaateu. changes between the f i r s t nine months of 1965 and 
corresponding peoioa of 1906. 
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Among the selected developing SCAPE countries, Iran 
stood first In bearing the highest contribution of manufact-
uring to the net domestic products while China (Taiwan) 
closely followed by bearing 18.3 per cent In i960 and 20.6 
per cent In 196U-. Though In 1959 too Iran had the manufact-
uring share as 25.1 per cent but In 1963 It considerably 
Increased and became 29A percent. (Table VII.2 on page 206) 
We now proceed to examine the development of manu-
facturing Industry In Iran with special reference to consumer 
goods, intermediate goods, and capital goods industries. In 
order to have a comprehensive analysis of the period we 
divide it between two parts i.e. one from 1956 to 1962 and 
the other 1962 to 1968. 
Value of production In Iran(Cities and 
Villages) 1956-62: 
As regards the value of production, data serve to 
Indicate that in 1956 total value of production was 3*+006 
million Rials which was extremely high relatively. This 
figure within seven years or In 1962 showed an Increase of 
151•16 per cent. With the exception of 1961 which showed 
considerably low Increase in production every successive 
year from 1956 to 1962 brought a huge Increase. The produc-
tion during this period Increased at an annual average 
Increase of 16.77^.AS the country In 1961 was In the grip 
of recession the production In 1961 over that of i960 
increased by only 6.35 per cent while In 1962 the picture 
just reversed and showed an increase of 27.87 per cent 
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Tatfle y i i . 2 
Selected SCAFS Countries; Contribution 
of Mining and Manufacturing to the 
$e% Pomes, l^c Product 











































































































Sourcess United Nations. Year Book of National Accounts 
Sta t i s t i c s and National publications including 
Iranian S ta t i s t i ca l Year Books. 
* Including construction. 
Note: The original estimates of production by industrial 
origin are gross domestic product at market prices 
for Burma, Cambodia and Thailand, gross domestic 
product at factor cost for Ceylon. China(Taiwan), 
Korea, Republic of, Malaysia(West) and Australia; 
net domestic product at factor cost for India, 
Indonesia, Pakistan, Viet Nam, Republic of and Japan; 
national income for the Philippines, and gross 
national product at factor cost for Iran. 
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over that of 1961. However the major portion of the t o t a l 
production comprised of consumer goods. 
gpnjuqer, floodsj 
The consumer goods In Iran throughout the period 
1956-62 continued to re ta in major share In the t o t a l pro-
duction. In 1956 the value of production was 26158 mi l l ion 
Rials t h i s In 1962 tremendously Increased and shoved an 
increase of 130.80 per cent. I t held a share of 70.69 per 
cent In 1962 while in 1956 i t was 76.92 per cent. Though 
the production of consumer goods industry in Iran during 
the period 1956-62 appeared to be increasing at an annual 
average growth rate of 15.02 per cent but as compared to 
the annual average growth rate of intermediate goods, i t 
was considerably lower but s t i l l i t was the occupant of 
major share throughout the period. Average share of the 
value of production of consumer goods in the t o t a l manufact-
uring from 1956 to 1962 remained 75*98 per cent. 
fortermedla,te (foods j[qdua^rjLesf 
The t o t a l value of production of intermediate goods 
industr ies in Iran In 1956» was 6036 mil l ion Rials or 17.75 
per cent of the t o t a l value of production in manufacturing 
industr ies In Iran* The figure iB 1962 tremendously Increased 
and exhibited an Increase of 176.20 per cent over that of 
-208-
195^* The share of Intermediate goods Industries In the 
t o t a l manufacturing production considerably enhanced and 
In 1962 became 19*52 per cent. The share of intermediate 
goods during the period 1956-62 Increased at an arerage 
annual percentage Increase of 17*30. The production 
Increased at annual average growth rate of 19*39 per cent 
under the period of 1956-62 which was considerably higher 
than the s imilar figure of consumer goods Industr ies . Thus 
i t r e f l e c t s an important element of structural s h i f t In 
the Industry in Iran as they were sh i f t ing from consumer 
goods Industries to Intermediate goods industr ies at an 
appreciably high rate . 
Capital Goods Industr ies . 
The t o t a l value of production of capita l goods 
industr ies in 1956 was 1591 mil l ion Rials t h i s in 1962 
tremendously increased and showed a f ive fo ld increase . 
To be more exact i t exhibited an increase of 381.96 per 
cent over that of 1956. The production under t h i s head 
Increased at an annual average growth rate of 36.63 per 
cent from 1956 to 1962. This was considerably higher 
than the s imilar figure of consumer goods Industries and 
Intermediate goods Industries* This however g ives a crude 
sense of the sh i f t In the structure of industr ies fro* 
- 2 0 9 -
consumer goods and In termedia te goods to c a p i t a l goods 
I n d u s t r i e s . 
As regards the share of c a p i t a l goods In the 
t o t a l product ion of manufacturing indus t ry In I ran I t 
occupied a share of only *f.68 per cent in 1956. Though 
the percentage share in t o t a l production became 8.98 in 
1962 but i t continued t o have a l e a s t share In the t o t a l . 
Thus average annual percentage share of in te rmedia te 
goods from 1956 t o 1962 remained 5*86 per cent . 
The production of miscel lenous i n d u s t r i e s sharply 
inc reased from 1956 t o 1962 exh ib i t i ng an average annual 
growth r a t e of 22.21 per cent . I t s production in 1956 
was 221 mi l l ion Ria ls while t h i s in 1962 tremendously 
increased and showed an increase of 21*+.93 per cent . Misce-
l l enous production in 1956 held a share of 0.65 P e r cent in 
1962 I t turned out to be 0.C1 per cent . I t inc reased from 
1956 t o 1962 a t an average annual growth r a t e of 0.83 per cen t . 
Value of Production In I r a n ( C i t i e s and 
Vi l l ages ) 1962-1968t 
Manufacturing i n d u s t r i e s ' production which comprised 
of consumers goods, In termedia te goods and c a p i t a l goods* 
tremendously inc reased during the pe r iod 1962-1968. The 
t o t a l production of manufacturing in 1962 w*s 85^11 mi l l ion 
R ia l s which In 1968 became 260370 mi l l ion i i a l s meaning an 
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increase of 202.8^ per cent over that of 1 9 6 2 . I t Increased 
at an average annual growth rate of 21.03 per cent. 
As regards the consumer goods production I t was 
60375 mi l l ion Rials in 1962, which in 1968 became 180898 
mi l l ion Rials meaning an Increase of 199.62 per cent in 
1968 over that of 19 56* I t did not only show a great per-
centage increase in 1968 over that of 1956, but i t a l so 
exhibited a high average annual growth rate . Data on t o t a l 
production re f l ec t that s igni f icant changes have taken 
* 
place during the period being discussed. From 1962 to 1968 
the production of consumer goods increased at annual 
average growth rate of 21.55 per cent. As compared to the 
15«0£ per cent similar figure of the previous period(1956-
62) i t showed a development at an accelerated rate. With 
the comparison of both the periods 1956-62 and 1962-68, on 
one s ide i t appears that the production of consumer goods in 
l a t t e r period Increased at a higher rate while on the other 
s ide the share of consumers goods in t o t a l production 
appeared to have been continuously decl ining. The annual 
percentage share of consumer goods increased on average at 
72.79 per cent, while in the e a r l i e r period the share of 
consumer goods production increased at an average annual 
- 2 1 1 -
percentage Increase of 75*98 which was considerably higher 
than the period 1962-68. 
Intermediate Goods Indust r ies t 
The value of production of intermediate goods in 
1962 was 16672 million Rials which in 1968 became 1*8558 
million. Rials or increased by 191.25 per cent. As compared 
to the similar figure of 1956 to 1962 i t appears that i t 
was considerably higher. Production under t h i s head during 
the period 1962 to 1968 increased at an average annual 
percentage increase of 17.9*4 t h i s too as compared to the 
s imi lar figure of the period 1956 to 1962 displayed a 
s l i g h t l y faster ra te of growth. 
As regards the share of intermediate goods in 
the t o t a l manufacturing production i t was 19.52 per cent, 171 I96£ 
while in 1968 i t was 18.65 per cent. The snare of interme-
diate goods from 1962 to 1968 increased, at an average 
annual increase of 17.91*- per cent. This average annual 
percentage increase in the period 1962 to 1968, i f compared 
with the corresponding figure of the period 1956 to 1962, 
ref lected a s l igh t ly higher r a t e . 
When we compare the share of Intermediate goods, 
with that of consumer goods, i t appears that during the 
period 1962-68 the production of Intermediate goods increased 
- 2 1 2 -
at an average annual growth rate of 19*92 per cent while 
the production of consumer goods industr ies Increased at 
an arerage annual growth rate of 21.55 par cent. 
The value of production of capi ta l goods industr ies 
in 1962 was 7668 mil l ion Rials which in 1968 became 25689 
mil l ion Rials showing an increase of 235»01 per cent over 
that of 1962. Though the annual average share of capi ta l 
goods in the t o t a l from 1962 t o 1968 was 8.10 per cent, but 
the production of capi ta l goods increased at an average annual 
growth rate of 23.22 per cent which was considerably higher than 
the similar figure of consumer goods industr ies as wel l as 
intermediate goods industr ies . 
The value of miscellaneous production in 1962 was 
696 mil l ion Rials which in 1968 became 5225 mil l ion .tials 
showing an increase of 650.71 per cent over that of 1962. I t . 
increased at an average annual percentage increase of *+8A3. 
No doubt there i s a s igni f icant gap among the production of 
consumer goods Industr ies , intermediate goods industr ies 
and oaplta l goods industries and consumer goods industries 
occupied major share while capi ta l goods accounted the 
lowest share but the production of capita l goods has risen 
at a fas tes t rate of annual average growth rate.(Table ¥11.3 
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However the ra tes of growth es tabl ished by different 
sectors of the industry are found highly appreciable. 
Value Added in Iran (Ci t ies and V i l l ^ e ^ 
19ft-frSl 
Data serve t o indicate the t o t a l value added In Iran 
(Ci t ies and Villages) in 1956 was 15^50 million Ria ls , t h i s 
in 1962 became 36^00 million Rials shoing an increase of 
20950 million Rials or 135*59 per cent. This amount of value 
added by manufacturing industry was contributed by mainly 
three types of indus t r i e s , consumer goods indus t r i e s , i n t e r -
mediate goods indust r ies and capi ta l goods indus t r i e s . The 
value added increased at an average annual growth ra te of 
15-^7 per cent. Substant ial ly high portion of the t o t a l 
value added came from consumer goods. 
Consumer Goods Industries* 
The value added by consumer goods indus t r ies in 1956 
was 9967 million Ria ls . This in 1962 considerably increased 
and showed an Increase of 132.85 per cent over tha t of 1956. 
I t Increased at an average annual growth rate of 15*23 per 
cent. 
lFrte,raeft|atre 39949 Influstrtesf 
As regards the value added by the Intermediate goods 
indus t r ies i t can be said that i t was 3096 million Rials In 
-215-
1956 which in 1962 became 7570 million Rials or increased 
by 1¥*.51 per cent over that of 1956. From 1956 to 1962 
i t continuously increased a t a subs tan t i a l ly high average 
annual growth rate of 16.32 per cent. 
The value added by cap i ta l goods indus t r ies in 
1956 was 1198 million Rials which in 1962 became 3052 million 
Rials or rose by 152.50 P«r cent in 1962 over that of 1956. 
Though the amount of value added by capi ta l goods indus t r ies 
was considerably lower in re la t ion to the share of value 
added by consumer goods and intermediate goods indust r ies 
but i t increased at a fas ter ra te than the increase of 
value added by consumer goods as well as intermediate goods 
indus t r i e s . 
I t appears that in 1962-63 the valua added by the 
industry was 3^087 million Rials . This figure within five 
Jrears just doubled or showed an increase of 100.02 per cent. 
In terms of growth per annum from 1962-63 to 1967-68 i t showed 
a growth of 1^.9 P«r cent per annua. This was the resul t of 
combined contribution of non-durable consumer goods indus t r i es , 
intermediate goods and durable capi ta l goods Indus t r ies . In 
order to have an intensive picture we bring to l igh t the 
contribution of four heads namely non-durable consumer goods, 
intermediate goods, dureJle and capi ta l goods and mlscella-
nous Indus t r ies . Moreover among th i s broad division, the 
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contribution of dif ferent industr ie s under these heads can 
as well be seen. 
B(on-durable Consumer Goods Industr ies t 
In both the years i . e . 1962-63 and 1967-68 non-
durable consumer goods were the occupant of the larges t 
share of the t o t a l value added. I t contributed most to 
the increase in value added. More than half of the Increase 
in value added in manufacturing in current pr ices resul ted 
from the increase in the l i g h t consumer goods e s s e n t i a l l y 
in the food and beverages, t e x t i l e and apparel industr ies . 
Of the 68.1 per cent value added by non-durable consumer 
goods industr ies in 1962-63 food, t e x t i l e s and tobacco c o l l -
e c t i v e l y contributed 58.8 percent. The largest contribution 
under th i s head (Non-durable consumer goods) was done by the 
t e x t i l e s which contributed 2^.6 per cent while leather 
industry contributed l eas t under t h i s head. I t s contribution 
was only 1.5 per cent. I f we have comparative picture of 
1962-63 and 1967-68 of the non-durable consumer goods, the 
s ign i f i cant change which appears I s that the contribution 
of non-durable consumer goods t o the t o t a l value added f e l l 
down by 5«3 per cent. As i t was 68.1 per cent in 1962-63 
and l a t t e r on in 1967-68 I t became 62.8 per cent. The other 
Important changes were that in 1962-63 the highest contribution 
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t o the value added under non-durable consumer goods was 
done by t e x t i l e while in 1967-68 i t was food industry 
whioh occupied 20.7 per cent , the l arges t share under the 
same head. In 1967-68 t e x t i l e c l o s e l y followed t o t h i s 
20.7 per cent of food industry by contributing 19-5 per 
cent. Apparel in the same year contributed 10.0 per cent 
while others i . e . tobacco, wood products, beverages and 
leather industries contributed 8 .0 per cent, 3 . 2 per cent, 
1.0 per cent and 0 A per cent respec t ive ly . Among these 
seven codes of industr ies under the head of non-durable 
consumer goods indus tr i e s , only two showed a pos i t ive 
percentage charge in 1967-68 over that of 1962-63 while other 
four namely, food, beverages, tobacco and t e x t i l e and leather 
industr ies exhibited a negative percentage change. Apparel 
industry represented highest increase under t h i s head by 
giving 6.6 per cent increase in 1967-68 over that of 1962-63. 
The wood product industry which showed a s l ight increase 
of 0.9 per cent in 1967-68 over that of the 1962-63, had a 
d i s t inc t ion in the sense of contributing l eas t under t h i s 
head. (Table VTlA on page 218). 
The overal l share of growth between 1962-63 and 
1967-68 was 3^*02 mil l ion Rials of t h i s 57.6 per cent was 
contributed by non-durable consumer goods. Among the industries 
-218-
Changes in value 
Ta.ble v iJA 
>. added in Industries in Urban Areas 
Product Groups 1962-61 and 1967-68 
Total Value Added 
(Million Rials) 
Analysis(Percent) 
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Source: Calculated from Iran, Ministry of Economy, Annual 
Industrial Survey, 1967 P. 19 
* Orowth rate is calculated on the basis of 1963-61* 
oil and coal value added. 
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under t h i s head,food Industry extended the highest share 
by contributing 19.5 per cent. Next to t h i s were apparel 
and t e x t i l e s which contributed most t o t h i s head and the ir 
shares were 16.6 per cent and iW-.Jf per cent respect ive ly . 
The over a l l growth rate of ralue added by Industry 
from 1962-63 to 1967-68 was 1*+.9 per cent per annum. The 
growth rate of value added by non-durable consumer goods 
industr ies was 13.1 per cent grew at the highest rate.Under 
the head of non-durable consumer goods apparel industr ies 
grew at the highest rate of W3.0 per cent per annum. Wood 
products industry grew at the rate of 22.0 per cent while 
food, t e x t i l e , tobacco grew at the rates of 13.6 per cent, 
9.8 per cent and 5*6 per cent respect ive ly . 
Of the t o t a l I t was the apparel industr ies which 
grew fsstesjt and with the food and t e x t i l e industr ies contr i -
buted most to the absolute growth while leather and beverage 
industr ies exhibited negative growth rates representing 
11.3 per cent per annum and 1.^ per cent per annum respect ive ly . 
Intermediate Goods Industr ies: 
Intermediate goods Industries grew at a ( l 8 A per cent) 
much fas ter rate than did the l i g h t consumer goods industr ies 
and contributed nearly 30 per cent to the t o t a l value added 
increase achieved* The largest contributions t o the value 
added within t h i s category were made by the non-metall ic 
minerals, chemical and metal product Industr ies . 
- 2 2 0 -
Purabl,e ftfl4 gap^W 9Q9fl9t 
Durable and capi ta l goods Industries grew at the rate 
of 18.5 per cent per annum but because of the very small base 
from which they had s tarted contributed only 11.7 per cent to 
the t o t a l Increase in value added achieved. This concentrated 
In the e l e c t r i c a l appliances and motor vehicle Industr ies . 
Under t h i s head e l e c t r i c a l machinery industry grew 
at the fas tes t rate and transport equipment at the lowest . 
The e l e c t r i c a l machinery Industry grew at the rate of 61.7 
per cent per annum. I t was followed by machinery(non-electrical) 
which grew at the rate of *f2.0 per cent per annum. Among these 
the largest contribution of 61.7 per cent per annum was done 
by e l e c t r i c a l machinery, iext t o t h i s stood transport equipment 
and machlnery(non-electrical) which contributed 3.7 per cent 
and 1.0 per cent respect ive ly . 
A study of the data of value added reveals the main 
industries of Iran in 1968 in the following order i . e . food, 
t e x t i l e , apparel, non-metall ic , minerals, tobacco, transport 
equipment, and metal product industr ies . 
During the l a s t few years under the period of our 
coverage Iran has been found busry In switching over from the 
l i g h t Industry and r e l a t i v e l y simple processing to more 
complex industr ies . From simple non-durable consumer goods 
such as food processing and t e x t i l e s , the new direct ion of 
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industr ia l a c t i v i t i e s In Iran bas been towards the production 
of sophist icated consumer goods, Intermediate goods and capi ta l 
goods Including synthet ic f i b r e s , pharmaceuticals, s t e e l , 
g l a s s , e l e c t r i c a l appliances, paper products, farm t o o l s and 
implements. 
This was value added in industry in Urban areas only. 
A very small and ins ign i f i cant portion of Industr ies was in 
v i l l a g e s . 
Value added by Manufacturing A c t i v i t i e s 
HP, £ran,((%tle3 qnd V U ^ e s ) qs^ucHqfl 
N.I.O. C. Petroleaum Producti 
In 1962 the t o t a l value added by the industry in 
Iran (Ci t ies and Vi l lages) was 36**G0 mil l ion Ria l s , of t h i s 
3^087 mil l ion --lials or 93.6 per cent was contributed by 
the industry in urban areas while a value of 2313 mil l ion 
Rials or 6.h per cent was added by the industry in v i l l a g e s . 
In 1968 t o t a l value added by a l l Iran was 85890 mil l ion 
Rials of which 10022 mil l ion Rials that i s 11.7 per cent 
W8s added by Industry In v i l l a g e s and 88.3 per cent in 
Industry in urban areas. I f we take Into account the pos i t ion 
of di f ferent years from 1962 t o 1968 It appears that the 
percentage of the value added by Industry in urban areas has 
fa l l en s l i g h t l y while the value added In the Industry i s 
v i l l a g e s has continuously Increased with very s l i g h t margins. 
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In 1962 the d is tr ibut ion of Industry In urban areas and In 
T i l l ages was 93.66 per cent and 6.3+per cent re spec t ive ly 
while t h i s in 1968 became 88*3 per cent and 11.7 per cent 
respect ive ly . 
In 196^ and 1966 industry in urban areas, and the 
Industry In v i l l a g e s , contributed 93*09 per cent and 6.91 
per cent and 89.32 per cent and 10.68 per cent respect ive ly . 
I f we therefore Judge Iran under the perspect ive of three 
broad stages of the growth of manufacturing Industr ies , 
Iran has already switched over from f i r s t stage of process-
ing of primary products l i k e mi l l ing , grain, curing f i s h , 
expressing o i l s , tanning leather , smelting ores e t c . to 
the stage of transformation of materials v i z . , making 
bread and confectionery, footwear, metal goods, paper, 
c loth e t c . 
Iran appears to have made considerable headway 
towards manufacture of machinery and other capita l equip-
ment to help accelerate the process of production. However 
from the data co l l ec ted i t I s evident that the country 
was putting more emphasis on the development of capital 
goods industr ies . The value added by capi ta l goods Indus-
t r i e s from 1956 to 1962 recorded a highest growth rate 
I . e . 16*95 P«r cent and i t was followed by 16.32 per cent 
rate of growth of Intermediate goods Industr ies . The rate 
of growth of value added by consumer goods Industries 
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remalned 15«23 per cent.(Table VII.5 on page 22*f) 
From the composition of the value added by the 
manufacturing industr ies In Iran ( c i t i e s and v i l l a g e s ) 
during the period 1962-68 i t appears that the highest 
annual average growth rate was recorded by the interme-
diate goods industr ies . I t was 18.25 per cent while the 
rate of growth of consumer goods industr ies and capi ta l 
goods industr ies were 12.'f per cent and 17.53 per cent 
respec t ive ly . 
Large s ized units have been unwieldy for economic 
managerial and e f f i c i e n t supervision. I t i s frequently 
argued that af ter a certain s i ze has been reached disecono-
mies may begin to arise because of the imposs ib i l i ty of 
perfect coordination and lack of c lose supervision and 
deta i led management. The Idea of bureaucracy of the big 
firm versus I n i t i a t i v e and adaptabi l i ty of small s ized 
firm's i s often advanced as a rational argument In defence 
of the small s i zed un i t s . 
As regards the t o t a l number of persons engaged in 
large and small establishment In Iran In 1956 I t could be 
said that t o t a l l y 816 thousand persons were engaged In 
manufacturing, of which only 12.86 per cent were engaged 
in small establishments. The t o t a l number of persons 
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Sources Report on Annual Industr ial Survey, 1968-69, 
Ministry of Economy, Tehran, Iran P.VIII 
Note: a ) . Percentage change in 1968 over that of 
1956 * 201.36 
b) . Percentage increase in 1962 over that of 
1956 * 50.21 
c ) . Percentage increase in 1968 over that of 
1962 » 100.62 
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increase of 27*20 per cent. I t Increased at an annual average 
growth of *f.08 per cent from 1956 to 1962, of the t o t a l figure 
large scale establishments occupied 1 3 . ^ per cent while small 
scale occupied 86*52 per cent. 
The data re f l ec t that though small sca le establishment 
employed major portion of the persons but the rate o f annual 
average growth of persons engaged In large sca l e e s t a b l i s h -
ments was s l i g h t l y higher than that of small s c a l e . 
The t o t a l number of persons engaged In 1968 over that 
of 1962 Increased by 35*06 per cent which was higher than the 
Increase of the similar figure In 1962 over that 1956.(Table 
VII.6 on page 226). 
In 1968, of the t o t a l f igure, large scale e s tab l i sh -
ments occupied 17.90 per cent and the rest was engaged in 
small establishments. The number of persons engaged in large 
establishments during the period from 1962 to 1968. Increased 
at an annual average growth rate of 10.50 per cent which was 
jus t twice the similar figure of the period 1956 to 1962. As 
regards the average annual growth of number of persons engaged 
In small establishments during 1962-68 i t appears that I t was 
if.25 per cent, s l i g h t l y above than the similar figure of the 
period 1956-62. So i t appears that though the small scale 
establishments during the period 1962 to 1968 continued to 
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Source; Calculated from the S t a t i s t i c s on Large Industrial 
Establishments of Iran in 1969» *ftini3try of Economy, 
Bureau of S t a t i s t i c s Tehran, Iran. P. ¥11 
Note: 1). Percentage change of persons engaged in large 
establishment in 1968 orer that of 1962 * 79.28 
Percentage increase in 1968 over that of 1956 = 
139.0»f. 
2 ) . Annual average growth of persons engaged from 
1962 to 1968 x 10.50* 
3 ) . Annual average growth of persons engaged from 
1956 to 1962 = if. 90* 
Annual average percentage Increase « 7*70 % 
if). Percentage change in the number of parsons engaged 
In small establishment in 196C over 1956 i 26.30 
and fn 1968 over 1962 * 28.17. Percentage change 
in 1968 over 1956 * 61.88 
5 ) . Annual average growth rate of persons engaged in 
small establishment from 1956 to 1962 * 3.96* and 
frcui 1962 to 1968 * if.25*. Annual average growth 
rate from 1956 to 1968 = if. 11*. 
6 ) . Percentage increase in the to ta l in 1962 over 1956 
3 27.20 and In 1968 over 1962 * 35.06. Percentage 
increase in 1968 over 1966 * 71.81. 
7 ) . Annual average growth rate of the t o t a l parsons 
engaged from 1956 to 1962 > if.08* and from 1962 to 
1968 = 5*1M. Annual average growth rate from 1956 
to 1968 = if.61*. 
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rate of annual percentage growth of persons was much lover 
than that of the large establishments. 
As regards e l e c t r i c i t y much work has been done 
spec ia l l y during the period(13^2-^9) for the expansion of 
power Industry which i s regarded as the basis of modern 
indus tr i e s . The capacity of i n s t a l l e d generators operating 
within the domain of Regional Power Companies increased by 
more than 3 .2 times during the period I3if2-i*9 while the 
number of subscribers of the Companies Increased by more 
than 2.8 times in the same period. Production and consump-
t ion of e l e c t r i c i t y has a l so observed an Increase by over 
5.7 and 6 .2 times respect ive ly during the reported period. 
The value added in th i s amounted to 18 million Rials in 13^9. 
Distribution of Labour Force in Iran; 
One of the l imit ing factors to sustained economic 
development of Iran, in particular industr ia l development, 
has been the need for an adequate supply of trained man-power. 
Now therefore we have a look over the population of Iran, i t s 
rate of growth in general and the dis tr ibut ion of labour 
force by economic a c t i v i t i e s in part icular . Subsequently we 
sha l l have a comparative study of output and employment. 
The population during the period under review has 
been found s t ead i ly increasing. I t increased at r e l a t i v e l y 
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hlgh r a t e of 2 .6 pe r cent pe r annum while in urban cen t res 
W-.if per cent r a t e of growth has been recorded. The d i s t r i -
but ion of working popula t ion I n d i c a t e d a downward t r e n d for 
employment in a g r i c u l t u r e and upward for manufacturing. "The 
labour force in a g r i c u l t u r e dec l ined on account of t he 
r e l a t i v e l y h igher money wage r a t e s and p r o d u c t i v i t y in o the r 
s e c t o r . * 
D i s t r i b u t i o n of Labour Force by 
Economic A c t i v i t i e s : 
In the 1956 census the labour force of I r an was 
d i s t r i b u t e d as regards economic a c t i v i t y in the following way. 
Htfle TO-7 
Economically ac t ive Population of 
Iran, by Economic A ^ l v l t y 
Economic Employed populat ion Percent of labour forof 
a c t i v i t y Tota l Rural Urban Tota l Rural Urban 
Agr icu l ture 56.3 75.8 12.1 5**.8 7^*5 11.6 
Indus t ry 20.1 12.6 37.1 19.6 12.h 3 5 . ^ 
Service 23.6 11.6 50.8 23.0 11.5 U8.5 
Tota l employed 100.0 100.0 100.0 9 7 A 98 .2 95.5 
Unemployed — — — 2*6 1.8 U-.5 
Grand Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Sourcet I n d u s t r i a l and Mining Development Bank of 
I r a n . 
h. Bank Markazi I ran Annual Report and Balance Sheet 13**9* 
Tehran, I ran 1970, P.17 
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Laek of s t a t i s t i c s from other Asian countries make 
I t d i f f i c u l t t o compare the Iranian d i s tr ibut ion with other 
countries of the same structure. However table below can 
give an Idea of labour force In main a c t i v i t i e s In d i f ferent 
countries . 
W U YlltS 
goqparlgon 9f I#afrou.r force \n ga^n, 
flSUvWea w^h gome countries aq4 
wUh ivin 192T 
matrlbut lon of Aot lv l ty(g) — — 
-r-j. . .*. , , , cat.xH «>). Agricul- Indus- Services Country Year ^ r ^ u l - Industry b „ l o .
ture 
^ftar 10 years 
ture try 
Iran 1956 





Average of other56.0 







































Sources Plan Organisation, Tehran, Iran, 
n.a. Not Available 
-The development of modem Industry in Iran gave 
r l s e t o growing working c lass as early as the f i r s t half of 
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of the 19th century. This c la s s grew appreciably af ter the 
discovery of o i l , and the development of l i g h t industry and 
mining under His Late Majestry Reza Shah the Great (1925-^1). 
But the real growth of the working c l a s s began from the 
early 195>0»s. The development of industry e s p e c i a l l y in the 
past f i f t een years , has brought with I t a steady Improvement 
In the earning power of the workers."' 
Iran in recent years has emerged as one of the rapid 
developing countries of the world. The national Income has 
considerably increased showing rapid increase in the contr i -
bution of a l l the sectors of the economy. Next to o i l the 
highest growth rate has been recorded by the industr ia l 
sector . The contribution of agriculture in re lat ion to indus-
t r y has declined. "The trend shows a decline in the agricul-
ture sector even though i t s t i l l remains predoainent in the 
Iranian economy, and a r i s ing share for industries and mines 
and serv ices . This trend i s expected to continue with 
further industr ia l i zat ion of the country." 
As regards the to ta l population of Iran, i t was 
estimated 23 mil l ion In 1968. "In ancient t imes, Iran had 
one of the world's larges t populations, and as l a t e as the 
5* Facts and Figures,Iran. Iranian Workers after the White 
Revolution. Ministry of Information, Tehran, Iran. Oct. 
1969. P.1 
6. Facts and Figures, Iran. National Accounting In Iran. 
Ministry of Information,Tehran, Iran 1969. P.11 
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16th century her population was estimated at about kO mi l l i on . 
However, owing to a ser i e s of wars, famines and d i seases , t h i s 
figure declined dras t i ca l l y to about 19 mi l l ion by the turn of 
the century. Since that period the population has s t e a d i l y 
Increased and i s now estimated at 30 mi l l i on , growing at a 
rate of 3 per cent per annum. This rate of increase compares 
with an estimated rate of between 2 and 3*5 P«r cent for 
developing countries , about 1.6 per cent for North America."' 
In order to hare a comparative study of the working population 
engaged in three sectors in dif ferent countries we may observe 
the table below. 
Table YSI.o 
Percentage of Working Population employed 
in the three Sectors 
USA West Sweden Hungary Mexico UAH Iran 
Sectors Geriaa,ny 

















56.3 58 56 U6 
11. h 12 20 22 
32.3 30 2h 32 
Sources Review of Manpower Problems. Ministry of Labour 
and Socia l Affa irs , Division of Manpower Studies 
and S t a t i s t i c s , Tehran, Iran 196*f P. 17 
7. Iran in the 1970*s Opportunities in a Dynamic Developing 
Economy, Tehran, Iran 1971* P*5* 
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With regard to the d i s tr ibut ion of employed persons 
I t I s observed that In 1956 the employed population was 
5907,666 of which 56 per cent were engaged In agriculture , 
20 per cent In Industry and construction and 2h per cent 
In s erv i ce s . In 19&1*, W6 per cent, 22 per cent and 32 per cent 
were engaged In agricul ture , Industry and serv ices respec t ive ly . 
However In order t o have a pos i t ion of 1956-68, following 
Iran S t a t i s t i c a l Centre I t appears that In 1335t the employed 
population was 5907666 and out of t h i s 56.3 per cent, 19.9 per 
cent and 23*8 per cent were engaged in agriculture , industry 
and construction and services respect ive ly . The t o t a l employed 
population in 13**7 was 7220,000 which was sharea by agriculture, 
industry and services a3 '+7.3 per sent, 2*+.5 par cent and 28.2 
per cent respect ive ly . The employment in agricultural sector 
which in 1956 accounted for about 56.7 per cent of a l l employ-
ment, declined in 1966 t o k6.6 per cent and in 1968 remained 
i*5»6 per cent. 
Nevertheless as regards the employment in agriculture 
numerically I t remained the most important sector of economic 
a c t i v i t y . But as shown by the figures given before, the 
expansion of a c t i v i t i e s re lat ing ro industry and services was 
8. S t a t i s t i c a l Centre of Iran, Tehran, Iran. 
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qulte notable. 
It was said in 1970 "even today, over 50 per cent 
of the total population is still employed in agricultural 
activities, but the rapid industrialization of the country 
is steadily attracting many young men and also women to 
the industrial sector.n7 Economic factors have had a very 
favourable effect on the growth of towns and cities and their 
population. Industrial development causes an increase in urban 
population. It is obvious that as long as level of production 
in a given locality remains at a low level and the means of 
communication and transport »x-w inadequate it is impossible 
for the density of population to increase or large scale 
urbanization to develop there. It is also evident that towns 
and cities in themselves help to promote the growth of capital 
and greater concentration of human resources, thus paving the 
way for the development of commerce and industry. 
However if we have a comparative study of output and 
employment of manufacturing industry it appears that the rate 
of Increase in employment lagged behind the rate of Increase 
in output. Despite a relatively rapid increase in Gross National 
9. Iran in the 1970's. Opportunities in a Dynamic Developing 
Economy. Iran Chamber of Commerce, Industries and Mines, 
Tehran, Iran 1971 P.7 
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Product during the period 1956-61*- the number of employed 
personnel did not noticeably increase . The main reasons 
for t h i s were f i r s t the economic recess ion in 1960-63 which 
l e d t o a reduction in a c t i v i t y and a consequent decrease In 
employment opportunities and second the fact that the increase 
in Gross National Product during the period was mostly re la ted 
to industr ies which were not labour- intens ive . 
Between 1956 and 1962 the output increasedat an 
average annual growth rate of 16.77 per cent while the employ-
ment during tha same period increased at an annual average 
growth rate of *f.08 per cent. During t h i s period, out c f the 
t o t a l employed persons more than B5 per cent every year were 
found engaged in small establishments. 
From 1962 to 1968 the output increased at an annual 
average growth rate of 21.03 per cent while employment at 
an annual average growth rate of 5»1*+ per cent. Though the 
rate of grove h in employment in t h i s period as compared to 
the period 1956 to 1962 considerably Increased but s t i l l I t 
could not cone close to the growth rate of output. I t was 
not u n t l l l 195^ that Iran began i t s rapid economic growth 
e spec ia l l y in the l ight Industry, but between 1956 and 196** 
despite a rapid increase in the GNP there was hardly any 
r i s e In employment because of economic recession of the early 
1960*s. In most cases the Increase In the GNP was due to growth 
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sources Calculated from the table given on page 7111 cf 
the Stat i s t ics on Large Industrial establishment 
of Iran in 1969, Ministry of Jconomy, Bureau of 
S ta t i s t i c s . Tehran, Iran. 
Notes 1) . Annual average growth rate of number of employees 
in industrial sector of Iran from 1956-62 « t.OS*, 
from 1962-66 « 5.1M and Annual average growth from 
1966 to 1968 * &.61* 
2) . Annual average growth of the total value of 
production from 195o to 1962 a 16.77*. from 1962-
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Thls rea l change began with the end of bhe economic recession 
in 196*+. In the case of Iran i f we take the v/hcle period from 
1956 to 1968 i t appears that manufacturing output increased at an 
annual average growth ra te of 18.9 per cent while the employment 
increased at an annual average growth rate of ^.61 per cent* 
Therefore, we observe that Iranian economy under the period 
of our overage has grown rapidly. Over a i l economic growth 
rate has been rapid and sustained. The Gross National Product 
(at market pr ice) increased at an average annual growth rate 
of 7.8 per cent from 1959-6O to 1969-70. This growth rate was 
achieved par t ly as a resul t of the r i s ing proportion of GNP 
devoted to capi ta l formation and par t ly through returns fron 
d i rec t ly productive investment. Moreover I r an ' s success at 
mobilising resonsoes has been a aiajoi* factor in the achieving 
of fast economic growth during the period or -ur ^ovs-rage. 
In par t i cu la r , r i s ing foreign exchange receiyts from the o i l 
sector not only permitted a rapid increase in imports but: 
also enhanced the country's ere l i t *ortblnee.s. and hence i t s 
a b i l i t y to obtain additional external c redi t . 
With regard to industry we observe Iran one of the 
fas tes t developing countries of the world which has achieved 
an annual growth rate of 18.9*froa 1956 to 1968. A high rate 
of growth in indus t r i a l sector of Iran can be j u s t i f i e d by the 
fact that due to a set of complex socio-economic factors 
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Sngland and France which were the f i r s t two t o follow the path 
of indus tr ia l i za t ion , at tained slow rates of growth, but each 
new entrant In the race of i n d u s t r i a l i s a t i o n at ta ined a progre-
s s i v e l y higher rate of growth because each new entrant wanted to 
catch up and bad the advantages of accumulated technological 
progress. 
Another aspect of the rates of growth i s that at the 
beginning of industr ia l i za t ion the pioneering countries in the 
f i e l d produced consumer goods accounting for two-thirds or 
more of the t o t a l Industrial output and the remaining one-
th ird was producer goods, but &3 indus tr ia l i za t ion proceeded 
the rat io between the two sectors was completely reversed. The 
history of industr ia l i za t ion of the U.K., France, Germany, the 
U.S.A., I t a l y , Japan and the U.S.3 .a . reveals that production 
goods expanded twice as fast as consumer goods In I n i t i a l stages 
of industr ia l i za t ion and l a t e r the gap between the rates of 
growth of the two sectors narrowed down. The patterns of Indus-
t r i a l i s a t i o n in these countries hare di f fered widely but there 
has been a remarkable uniformity in the evolution of t h i s sec tora l 
pattern. In contrast haveemerged central ly planned economies 
with annual 8 t o 10 per cent rates of growth or more than 
twice the rates of growths of the United States and nearly 
four times that of the other private enterprise economies. 
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Over the period under coverage employment In manufacturing 
industry rose and migration of population from rural t o 
urban areas continued.! Industrial modernization greater 
employment of s k i l l e d , manpower and investment in new Industries 
l ed to a considerable increase in product iv i ty . During certain 
stages of indus tr ia l i za t ion , the consumer goods industr ies tend 
t o lose the ir pre-dominance when the production of capi ta l 
goods expands. During these phases of indus tr ia l i za t ion there 
w i l l be a tendency for the t e x t i l e , food and beverage indus-
t r i e s t o lose the ir dominant pos i t ions in favour of the engineering 
metals and chemical industr ies . Generally the expansion of modern 
industr ia l economy i s characterised by a continued increase in 
the output of manufactured goods which i s c lo se ly associated 
with a steady expansion in the quantity and value of capita l 
goods available In the economy. 
As Industr ia l izat ion progressed in Iran the composition 
of Industrial production a lso underwent some changes, with the 
production of capi ta l and durable consumer goods r i s ing at a 
fas ter rate than of non-durable consumer goods, and domestic 
production meeting a considerable and increasing part of the 
demand for consumer goods. Domestic production a l so continued to 
a greater extent in meeting the demand for capi ta l goods. Simul-
taneously with the Implementation by the Government of large 
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scale development projec t s , s i gn i f i cant changes occured In 
private industr ia l enterprises and larger u n i t s , involving 
a greater volume of investment. In the case of Iran's indus tr ia l 
growth a structural change was p la in ly v i s i b l e . Iran was passing 
from l i g h t Industries and r e l a t i v e l y simple processing to more 
complex indus tr i e s . From simple food processing and the manufac-
ture of cotton t e x t i l e s the new direct ion of private industr ia l 
investment in Iran was towards synthet ic f ibres , pharmaceuticals 
s t e e l g l a s s , paper and wide range of capi ta l goods such as 
e l e c t r i c a l appliances, paper products, farm too l s and implements 
and automotive industry including tractor , heavy trucks vans, 
buses and passenger assembly with 60 per cent of components 
l o c a l l y manufactured. 
From the point of view of economic structure of the 
country, the most important change which has taken place 
during the period of our 3tudy i s r e l a t i v e l y rapid decrease 
in the contribution of agricultural sector to Gross National 
Product and the r e l a t i v e l y rapid increase in the contribution 
of industry and o i l . 
The general pattern of industr ia l i zat ion i s marked by 
three ata gss. dtage one exhibits the dominance of consumer 
goods indus tr i e s , stage two presents the picture of Increasing 
Importance of capi ta l goods industr ies . And stage three, 
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repreaents an advanced stage of indus t r i a l i za t ion when a 
balance of consumer goods indus t r ies and cap i ta l goods 
Industr ies i s a t ta ined with a growing tendency on the part 
of cap i ta l goods indust r ies to expand more rapidly . 
Overwhelming predominance of the consumer goods indust-
r ies can be c lear ly seen from the dominant posit ion of t e x t i l e 
and consumer goods manufacturing Industr ies in I ran . 
The f i r s t stage of indus t r i a l i za t ion in Iran carried 
with i t the seeds of change and in due course, a new indus t r i a l 
s t ructure has evolved. The t r ans i t ion from the f i r s t sta£e of 
i ndus t r i a l i za t ion , when consumer goods industr ies were dominant 
t o the other stages, where capi ta l goods industr ies expanded 
re l a t ive ly more rapidly than the consumer goods indust r ies occured 
because of large Investment in capi ta l g ods indust r ies and the 
del iberate indus t r i a l planning, pa r t i cu la r ly during the second 
and the th i rd plan periods. 
The rapid pace of indus t r i a l development in Iran notably 
from 1956 to 1968 has led to a sharp shif t In s t ruc ture of the 
Iranian economy. Industry next to o i l predominated over agricul-
ture In the formation of the gross national product with an 
economic s t ructure typica l of an Indus t r ia l nation* 
Between the s t ruc tura l shape of the economy as complexity 
of the content, there was s t i l l a s ignif icant and obvious gap 
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between Iran and the advanced Industr ia l nat ions . Per capita 
income for Iran's 26 mil l ion has r isen remarkably over 25 
per cent over past years t o 1967» but i t was s t i l l as low 
as $ 2M-0. 
The economic structure of the country has been found 
changing. Since 1965 there has been a swing towards an structure 
typ ica l of an industr ia l country. Within a s ing le decade Iran 
has moved from Gross National Product formation of 30.9 per cent 
agriculture, 9.9 per cent manufacturing and 8.7 per cent o i l in 
1959-6O to a structure in 1968-69 that exhibited 22.9 per cent, 
13»5 Per cent, 1U-.0 per cent as the shares of agr icul tural , 
manufacturing industry and o i l respect ive ly . Moreover i t appears 
that there was a move from l i g h t industry notably t e x t i l e s and 
food processing to the establishment of medium and heavy indus-
t r i e s . As regards the new industr ies among these were s t e e l and 
pharmaceuticals, both on a large s c a l e . These were es tabl i shed 
along with advanced engineering industr ies such as automotive 
plants machine t o o l s , e l e c t r i c power and telecommunication 
equipment durable consumer goods. With a l l these changes an 
indus tr ia l Infrastructure of roads, ports , transport, communi-
cations and modern u t i l i t i e s , including electric-power abundant 
o i l products,natural gas, telephone, telegraph and t e l e x system 
was spreading at a rapid pace throughout the country. 
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Qne aspect of t h i s change I s that In 1956 some 56»3 per 
cent of the employed part of the nation worked in agr icul ture 
while by 1968 t h i s had reduced to *f7«3 per cent. 
Thus Iran which millenia had a predominantly rura l 
population engaged in agricul ture was t ransfer r ing i t s e l f in to 
an indus t r i a l nation with swelling urban population. The 
employment in agricul ture sector declined while the employment 
in industry considerably increased. 
- » : : : -
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Chapter VIII 
iW ift?g8|fflff QF ACJIfiVaiEflTS 
AND FAILURES 1956-68 
Most developing countries nay be considered as small 
nations having l imited hose Markets. Aside from the large 
populous and somewhat self-contained countries l i k e India, 
Indonesia and Pakistan, the other developing countrles(Afghanistan, 
Brunei, Buna, Cambodia, Ceylon, China (Taiwan) Hang-Kong, Iran 
South Korea, Laos, Malaysia, Nepal, Phi l ippines , Singapore, South-
Vietnam and Western Samoa) may he considered small* All these 
countries enjoyed a rather low l e v e l of national income with the 
exception of the o i l producing countries Brunei and Iran; the 
rest of the developing countries i n Asia, large or small enjoyed 
in I96V a per capita income of l e s s than $ 150. S igni f icant 
d i f ferences ex i s t between the patterns of industr ia l a c t i v i t y 
and structure of larger and smaller countries* In terms of 
indus tr ia l growth countries can be divided into three categories* 
F i r s t , the Industr ia l ly developed countries where industry 
accounts for over 2$% of Gross National Product. Second the 
developing nat ions , whose Industries account for 15 to 25% of 
Gross National Product* Third the underdeveloped countries 
where Industry accounts for l e s s than 15 percent of Gross 
National Product* 
Excluding the o i l Industry, Iran just f e l l within the 
second of the above categories* However, rapid development 
towards heavy industr ia l uni ts i s the f r u i t of an h i s t o r i c a l 
1* Boblnson, £*A*G* (ed. ) Economic Consequences of the s l s e of 
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evolut ion. But a backward glance at previous indus tr ia l 
growth i s somewhat l i k e looking Into other economy i n a d i f f eren t 
country* Backwards one looks towards handicrafts in the 
labyrinth bazaars, e spec ia l l y towards the Persian carpet. 
Forward, the scene i s we l l advanced beyond the thousand and 
second n i g h t ' s . Farming i s being mechanised, t r a f f i c i s being 
Jammed, urban skyl ines are r i s i n g . 
Per capita income for Iran's 26 mi l l ion people has 
r isen a remarkable 2$% i n three years reaching $ 2*+0 i n 1968. 
Income was not simply r i s ing but also being more evenly d i s t r i -
buted resu l t ing for the f i r s t time i n the development of mass 
markets for more sophist icated consumer's goods. Although Iran 
has s t i l l a considerable distance to travel i n order to reach 
the income l e v e l of the economically advanced countries but 
s ince I96V Iran has emerged as one of the few developing nations 
which i s success fu l ly narrowing the gap. "Today, Iran i s not 
nearly as far along the road of industr ia l modernization as India, 
Mexico, Brazi l , Egypt, Nat ional is t China, or even Turkey. But 
i t has mads mors of a s tar t than many might suspect, and has 
good prospects. In any country where Investment decis ions are 
primarily guided by a free market, Industr ia l izat ion fol lows a 
s imi lar path. Iran i s already well launched on t h i s path1*.2 
Industrial growth i n Iran during 1960's was f a i r l y 
dynamic. Heal value added i n manufacturing grew at a high 
2. Baldwin (G.B.) , Planning and Ssonomlc Development In Iran. 
The Jobna Hopkins PreaB, Printed i n the Ifcited States of 
America, 1967, PP. 99-100. 
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average annual rate of over 11 percent. Moreover, the pace 
of value added growth accelerated, from l e s s than 9 percent 
during the f i r s t half of the decade to more than lV percent 
during the second* (Appendix Table N0.7&8) Industrial employment, 
an estimated 1*6 mi l l ion at the end of the decade, had nearly 
doubled, and i t s share in t o t a l employment had increased from 
some 15 or 16 percent at the beginning of the period to some 
18 or 19 percent at the end* Urban indus tr ia l employment 
increased coma en sura t e l y to more than 700,000. The contribution 
of manufacturing to the gross national product in constant 
pr ices increased from l e s s than 11 percent to 1? percent at 
the same time, and manufacturing ranked c lose behind o i l as 
the leading growth sector* 
More than half of the increases in value added in 
manufacturing in current pr ices resulted from increases i n the 
l i g h t consumer goods industr ies e s s e n t i a l l y in the food and 
beverages, t e x t i l e and apparel industr ies which grew at an 
average annual rate of some 13 percent. Of these , i t was the 
apparel industry which grew f a s t e s t and with the food and 
t e x t i l e industr ies contributed most to absolute growth* Inter-
mediate goods industr ies grew at a much f a s t e r (16 percent) 
rate than did the l i g h t consumer goods i n d u s t r i e s , and contr i -
buted nearly 30 percent to the t o t a l value added increase 
achieved* The l a r g e s t contributions to growth within th i s 
category were made by the non-metallic minerals, chemicals and 
metal products industr ies . Durable consumer and capital goods 
Industr ies grew at an 18 percent rate but because of the very 
small base from which they had started, contributed only 12 
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percent to the t o t a l Increase In value added achieved. This 
concentrated In the e l e c t r i c a l appliance and motor veh ic l e 
Industr ies . (Tablevwlon next page) . 
The growth of the manufacturing Industr ies was due to 
both the very substantial Increase In the s i z e of the domestic 
market (domestic production plus Imports minus exports) for 
manufactured goods and to the Import of subst i tu t ion achieved. 
The t o t a l value of domestic manufacturing product at current 
pr ices more than quadrupled between 1960-61 and 1969-70. This 
however, part ly ref lected some duplication of va lues due to 
larger inter-p lant and inter- industry shipments; the value 
added at current pr ices approximately tr ippled over the decade. 
Imports of manufactured goods increased at a much slower rate 
from Rials h8 b i l l i o n in I96O-6I to 3Lals 108 b i l l i o n in 1969-70 
or somewhat over double the ir ear l i er l e v e l , ffawever, because 
of a sharp decl ine in imports during the early years of the 
decade, the r i se i n Imports from 1963-6*+ onwards was very swif t . 
In l i g h t consumer goods industr ies l i k e food processing, 
t e x t i l e , and apparel output Increases large ly re f lec ted a 
s ign i f i cant Increase i n urbanization, r i s ing Incomes and changes 
i n consumer buying habits i n the context of a growing market. 
Imports of these goods showed l i t t l e change and by the end of 
the decade accounted for a very small fract ion of the to ta l 
domestic market. In the newer consumer durable goods and 
Intermediate goods Industr ies , import subst i tut ion became a 
major factor in the early i960 '8 . The volume of imports of 
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Table VIII 1 
Changes in Value Added in Industry in Urban Areas by Product Group 
1962/63 and 1967/68 
( Distribution of Value Added ) 
Change 1962/63 1967/68
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Tatal value added 
(Million Hials) 3^,087 68,if89 
Analysis ( % ) 100.0 100.0 
Son-durable consumer-
goods 68.1 62.8 
Food 21.9 20.7 
Beverages 2.1 1.0 
Tobacco 12.3 8.0 
Texti les 2»f.6 19.5 
Apparel 3.V 10.0 
Wood Products 2.3 3 .2 
Ltater 1.1 0.1+ 
Intermediate (bods 22.2 25.6 
Paper 0 .7 1.0 
Printing 0.6 1.1 
aibber 0.8 2.2 
Chemicals h.2 k.h 
Oil and Coal Products - 0.5 
Basic metals 0.3 2.0 
Metal products 7.3 5,7 
Bbn-metallic minerals 8.3 8.7 
fittfaftl? and Capj^al-
Uaaia 8.9 10.3 
Machinery (non-electric)0.2 0.6 
KLectrical Machinery 0,7 3.9 
Transport equipment 8.0 5.8 
Miscellaneous-

























Source s Calculated from Annual Industrial Survey, Ministry of Economy, Tehran, 
Iran, 1967, p. 19. 
* Growth rate i s calculated on the basis of 1963-6^, Oil and Coal value added. 
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intermediate and capi ta l goods however rose very rapidly 
to provide the capita l equipment and materials required for 
industr ia l expansion. Thus of the t o t a l Rials 61 b i l l i o n 
import increase during t h i s decade l e s s than Rials h b i l l i o n 
was in consumer non-durables. The l a t t e r represented only 
12 percent of t o ta l manufactured imports i n 1969-70 contras-
ted with about 20 percent in t h e e a r l i e r period. 
Within these changing patterns of growth kind of 
structural change was also p la in ly v i s i b l e . Modern, well* 
equipped f a c t o r i e s , though r e l a t i r e l y few in number, have 
obviously made the major contribution toward the output 
increases achieved. Although data on output and employment 
by s i z e of establishments are sctJity, those avai lable f o r 
the period 196I+-65 to 1967-68 show that l e s s than 3 percent 
of t o ta l manufacturing establishments, employing ten or more 
workers and accounting for roughly one-third of industr ia l 
employment, increased the ir share of t o t a l output from 58 
percent to 66 percent over that short three-years period. 
Their output during t h i s t ime grew by some 88 percent while 
that of establishments employing fewer than 10 workers rose 
by only 32 percent and the larger firms accounted for nearly 
80 percent of the t o t a l output increase achieved during that 
time. ( Appendix Table No.9 ) Thus, while the number of 
small firms increased rapidly, their product ivi ty lagged 
behind that of larger f irms. There i s l i t t l e doubt that 
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these data for the middle thi rd of the decade are typ ica l . 
They are confirmed by other data which show that the average 
cap i ta l iza t ion of firms commencing operat ions grew from soma 
His 13 mili ion in the middle 1960's to some HLs 32 mil l ion 
towards the decade's end re f lec t ing both the increasing scale 
of output and the growing technological complexity of new 
investment* ( .Appendix Table No. 10)Wherea3 many new indus-
t r i a s , though re la t ive ly la rge in scale , were e s sen t i a l ly 
simple assembly operations in the early 1960*S by the middle 
of the decade the industry sector as a whole had begun to 
deepen the extent of i t s processing and th i s trend was accel-
erat ing toward the end of the 1960's. Backward linkage 
occurred as assembly operations induced the manufactures of 
a broad range of intermediate products for the i r use. New 
intermediate products for other sectors , notably for bui ld-
ing and construction also came into production and capi ta l 
goods began to be produced. Thus at the end of i t s f i r s t 
decade of rapid indus t r i a l i za t ion , Iran was already moving 
out of the re la t ive ly simple and easy phase of import subs-
t i t u t i o n into a much more complex and demanding one. 
Production figures about sheet of glass , bars of 
s t e e l , number of motor cars cannot give a t rue indicat ion 
of the change which the growth of modern industry has brought 
to Iran. The consumption requina en t s of a s ignif icant a lbe i t 
s t i l l very l imited, upper Income group which enjoyed a stand-
ard of material comfort closely pa ra l l e l ing that in developed 
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countries were in la rge pa r t supplied by l oc i J ly manufactured 
products. This group however was very small. The more 
rapidly growing and la rger " middle income n group, compris-
ing some 12 to 15 percent of the population, received incomes 
in the Rials 50,000-1,00,000 range ( $ 667 to $ 1333) annually, 
while these too comprised a good par t of the market for manu-
factured goods especial ly for processed foods, t e x t i l e s , 
apparel and household goods, individual family consumption 
of consumer durables within th i s group has been ra ther aus tere . 
Although these middle and higher income port ions of society 
were largely confined to Tehran and the other large c i t i e s , 
manufactured products were also entering the l i v e s of people 
throughout the country. The bazaars traded predominantly in 
goods of local manufacture while the bulk: of capi ta l equipment 
was s t i l l imported, new telephone exchange operated with 
domestically assembled automatic l i n e s , and e l ec t r i c substa-
t ions functioned with local ly assembled transformers. Foreign 
trade in manufactured products for the most pa r t consisted 
of imports, but exports have also been growing. Mechanical 
s k i l l s have been introduced throughout the indus t r i a l sector, 
and ent i re ly new leve l s of technical knowledge and managerial 
s k i l l s spreading not only within industry , but also to 
associated a c t i v i t i e s . New entrepreneurs have emerged from 
t r ad i t i ona l importing and whole sa i l ing a c t i v i t i e s of the 
bazaar to manage and develop great indus t r i a l en terpr i ses . 
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industr ia l i za t ion has thus begun to make a substant ia l 
contribution toward the fu l f i l lment of i t s pr inc ip le 
objec t ives t economic growth, d i v e r s i f i c a t i o n of the economy 
and employment, as well as i t s modernization. 
In foreign trade, Iran heavi ly depended on fore ign 
exchange earned through o i l exports. In 1967-68 only about 
16 percent of revenue from exports was derived from non-oi l 
i tems. Government p o l i c y was directed at d i v e r s i f i c a t i o n 
of exports away from o i l to ensure future economic s t a b i l i t y . 
Th3 composition of non-oi l exports i n 1967-68 as shown 
below, i s character i s t i c of that for the past decade, althou-
gh unt i l 1965 cotton exports exceeded carpet exports by a 
f a i r margin. 
Table 71H. ? 
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Source 1 Ministry of Economy,Tehran - Iran. 
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Seventy s ix percent of the non-oi l exports were 
derived from the Industrial and mining sec tor , the remainder 
from agricultural sector. This composition has changed 
markedly since 1962-63 when only 63 percent of exports were 
industr ia l products. The principal contributor to the change 
has been a 160 percent increase i n Carpet exports i n 1968 
over 1963. 
Imports: The value of imports in 1967 -68 exceeded 
90 b i l l i o n Hials , a 23 percent increase over previous year. 
The f igures below r e f l e c t Iran's dependance on imported 
machinery, industr ia l raw materia ls , transportation equipment 
and pharmaceuticals. -*ome staple items such as sugar and 
tea, were imported,but in reducing amounts as the country 
was gradually reaching s e l f - s u f f i c i e n c y in the production of 
tljese items. 
Table YIH, ^ 
( in 
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b i l l i o n 
Items 1963-6W 
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Source s Ministry of Economy, Tehran - Iran. 
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Capital goods have risen from 20.3 percent of t o t a l 
Imports in 1962-63 to 27.7 percent in 1967-68, while 
consumer goods as a percentage of imports, hare declined 
in the same period from 2*f. 1 percent to 12.6 percent. The 
share held by raw materials and intermediate goods has 
remained f a i r l y constant r i s ing gradually from 55*5 percent 
to 57* 7 percent. 
Price trends during 1960's suggest that industry 
had become more e f f i c i e n t during t h i s period. Prices of 
manufactured goods started, to be sure, from a f a i r l y high 
l e v e l , because importers margins prior to import subst i tut ion 
had been high; for many products i n i t i a l cos t s and pr i ce s 
were also high, part icu lar ly where demand was keen. However 
during the 1960's the pr ices of domestic manufactured goods 
rose l e s s on average than e i ther the pr ices of imported 
goods or the pr ices of foodstuffs . ( .Appendix Taole I-J0.11& 12) 
There have been substantial pr ice reductions in many products 
as manufacturers became more experienced, their volume of 
production increased and they sought to broaden the ir markets 
beyoned the very high income groups. Government p o l i c i e s 
also played an important part in t h i s process. Iran was 
thus able i n th i s period to achive to both rapid industr ia l 
growth and r e l a t i v e pr ice s t a b i l i t y for manufactured products. 
A comparison of the pr ices of manufactured goods with 
those of countries producing and training similar products 
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i s generally taken as ind ica t ive of the e f f ic iency with 
which indus tr ia l i za t ion has been accomplished, and of i t s 
c o s t s . For a number of reasons, however, such comparisons 
are not easy to make, and the re su l t s have to be evaluated 
very carefu l ly . One major d i f f i c u l t y , i s that i n the case 
of the most goods, one cannot be certa in that the pr ice 
comparisons are for goods of iden t i ca l spec i f i ca t ions and 
qual i ty . A second i s that industr ia l pr ices which are 
presumed i n these comparisons accurately to r e f l e c t c o s t s , 
do not always do so. In protected country s i tua t ions , 
pr ices often incorporate excessive p r o f i t , margins, while 
in exporting countries , domestic pr ices aJB frequently 
-nxr&T r^, Sometimes much higher, than the i r export pr ices 
which tend to be marginally pr i ce s . Domestic pr ices in 
the exporting countries may therefore provide a more r e l e -
vant bases for judging comparative e f f i c i ency . In so far 
as the currencies of many developing countries tend to 
be overvalued, th i s would suggest that the ir pr ices actual ly 
compare more favourably with import pr ices than i s indicated 
by comparisons made at prevai l ing rates of exchange. 
On the basis of international pr ice comparisons 
( Appendix Table No. 13) presents the comparisons i t has been 
poss ib l e to make for a mmber of representative we l l - e s tab-
l i shed Iranian industr ia l goods, while most of these have 
been compared with c . i . f . Import p r i c e s , i n a few cases 
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i t has been necessary to use pr ices of Iranian products 
exported under International bidding condit ions to Middle 
Eastern Countries in the place of these . From these i t 
appears that , net of indirect taxes , the pr i ce s of well'-' 
established manufactured products in Iran in some sectors 
are more favourable and in others not very s i g n i f i c a n t l y 
higher, than international pr ices s p e c i a l l y processed goods 
are i n general priced c lose to import l e v e l s , although 
sugar i s an exception. ( Appendix Table No« 13<*ll+) Here the 
pr ice d i f f e r e n t i a l i s due both to the high cost of beet 
production and the nature of free world sugar pr ice wuich 
i s residual rather than average pr i ce . Mass consumption 
t e x t i l e s - * Chit " and " Khodari " - which account for 
at l e a s t 70 percent of t o ta l consumption, aie some 25 to h0 
percent above the average price of s imilar products imported 
into the USA, and wool pr ices ( net of the high imports 
dut ies on wool ) are roughly comparable to import p r i c e s . 
Domestic appliances ( again net of ind irec t taxes ) range 
from rough comparability to about 50 percent above compa-
rable import pr ices i an unweighted average of the compari-
sons made suggests a general l e v e l about 20 percent above 
import pr i ce s . Selected automobile makes show a range from 
about 15 to UO percent above international pr i ces , but the 
Pavtcan ( Car ) , with the larges t market i s only 15 percent 
above the pr ice of a recently determined international tender 
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In Kuwait. Buses, as would be expected from the huge 
proportion of labor c o s t , are roughly comparable in p r i c e 
to imports. Producer goods show a considerable range. 
Tires are at about world pr ice l e v e l s , as are car radiators . 
Glass and cement, both carrying heavy fre ight d u t i e s , 
compare very favourably with Import p r i c e s . Petrochemicals 
and p a i n t s , however, compare l e s s favourably, with the 
exception of low qual i ty house po ints which are competitive 
with Import pr i ce s , while a simple average would suggest 
that petrochemicals are some 30 percent higher than c . i . f . 
pr ices i n exporting countries i s s ign i f i cant for a number 
of products. 
These simple comparisons to be sure are neither 
systematic nor comprehensive. Quality problems are undoubt-
edly involved in some of the comparisons and these are dout-
l e s s many product groups for which pr ices are higher than 
i s suggested by the sample pr ices assembled. Nevertheless, 
the comparisons do suggest that by the end of 1971, with 
the benefit o f pr ice reductions achieved In the l a s t two 
years or so , and taking Into account the considerations 
previously mentioned, i n d u s t r i a l i s a t i o n in Iran may now 
be considered to have achieved a reasonable degree of 
comparative e f f i c iency , and further, to be in process of 
Improving the ef f ic iency attained. Within t h i s general 
frame, i t may be noted that some of the products which 
bear r e l a t a t i v e l y high pr ices aas those for semi-luxury 
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and luxury consumer durables, which a f fec t chief ly the 
upper and upper middle income groups. With regard to the 
pr ice trend i t appears that one of the outstanding fea tures 
of Iran*s economic growth in recent years has been the s t a b i -
l i t y of pr i ce s as compared with trends in internat ional 
pr ice l e v e l s . 
XftblS Ylll. h 
Average Increase in pr ices in di f ferent 
countries 
(percent) 
Countries 1959-69 1969-70 
a. Industrial ized Countries: 















Source x Monthly Economic Review, F irs t National City Bank, 
Dec. 1970,p.10 
At that stage of Iran's development, t h i s might not 





























The Government, in pursuit of i t s p o l i c i e s of soc ia l j u s t i c e , 
has underlined t h i s d i s tr ibut iona l trend by Imposing, In 
addition to import dut ies on imported inputs substantial 
sa le s taxes on consumer durables, so that actual p r i c e s to 
consumers were considerably higher than those quoted before. 
Achievement in Industrial Growth would not have been 
p o s s i b l e in the absence of several important contributing 
fac tors . The indus tr ia l i za t ion process begun during the 
1920's and 1930's had made considerable progress by the 
1950*3 ch ie f ly i n l i g h t consumer goods industr ies . There 
thus developed some entrepreneurial and labor s k i l l s , and in 
Tehran at l e a s t , a r e l a t i v e l y good basic infrastructure. 
Natural resources were avai lable for many industr ies . The 
labor force was abundant, d isc ip l ined and adaptable. The 
expansion of o i l revenues and the stimulus i t gave to other 
capita l inflows, contributed to internal and external finan«» 
c ia l resource a v a i l a b i l i t y , as well as to the rapid growth of 
the market for manufactured goods, P o l i t i c a l s t a b i l i t y and 
appreciation of foreign technical and managerial c a p a b i l i t i e s 
stimulated foreign investment and col laboration. The p o l i c y 
decis ion to spur modern indus tr ia l i sa t i on , supported by strong 
administrative measures which provided prospective investors 
with powerful investment incent ives , was of basic s tra teg ic 
importance. The readiness to protect new manufactures from 
foreign competition to the extent necessary to induce t h e i r 
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Investment in desired enterprises was accompanied by tax , 
credi t and other incent ives . The promotion of industry went 
beyond incent ives to the pr icate sector . The Government 
i t s e l f has undertaken substantial investment, notably i n 
basic petrochecmicals, s t e e l , machine, t o o l s and machinery 
i n d u s t r i e s , part ly for reasons of p o l i c y and part ly because 
the sums required exceeded the f inancia l capacity of pros -
pect ive pr ivate inves tors . 
tftrPfl?noi^ Factors in Industrial Growth: 
A. Market for Industrial Growth! If there was any one cons-
tra int on industr ia l development more pressing than o thers , 
i t was the l imited internal market for consumer goods. Indi-
rec t ly of course t h i s also influenced in major degrees the 
market for intermediates and capital goods, where economies 
of sca le were usually more important and market s i z e was 
hence more c r i t i c a l . The extent to which t h i s constraint 
could be overcome depended large ly on the performance of the 
agricultural sector , because t h i s was s t i l l apart from o i l , 
the l a r g e s t contributor to gross domestic product and had 
the l a r g e s t s ing le concentration of labor. The rate of deve-
lopment of the service sec tors , and e spec ia l l y of construc-
t i o n , was also supposed to be inf luencia l because of the 
r e l a t i v e l y large ro le they played in gross domestic product 
and employment. The agricultural sector had a considerable 
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potent ia l demand for food industry by-products, petrochemicals 
and capi ta l equipment. 
Special p o l i c i e s influnced the demand for indus tr ia l 
good8 through the ir e f f ec t on income d i s t r ibut ion . This move 
towards a more equitable d i s tr ibut ion of income was supposed 
to cause r e l a t i v e s h i f t s from the consumption of durable to 
non-durable goods, and within durable consumer goods from 
semi-luxury and luxury a r t i c l e s l i k e e l e c t r i c heating u n i t 3 , 
t e l e v i s i o n s e t s , refr igerators and motor cars to products 
l i k e kerosene stoves and b i c y c l e s . The emphasis on soc ia l 
welfare was already leading to a p o l i c y concern with a change 
from a l imited high cos t , individual housing market to low 
cost mass housing. I t further implied some s h i f t s from 
pr ivate to public expenditures on water, sewerage, e l e c t r i -
f i c a t i o n oi rural areas, country roads, schools and hospi ta l s 
such changes could not, of course, be made overnight, and 
the ir extent was l imited by the resources the government 
could command without r e s t r i c t i n g private capita l accumula-
t ion unduly but in general they were more conducive to l o c a l 
resource-based rapid and e f f i c i e n t industr ia l i za t ion than 
were the private consumption demands of upper income groups. 
B. Raw material supplies* Lagging development agriculture 
and other primary sectors hat not only l imited the market 
for industr ia l goods; i t has also been a constraint on the 
supply s ide . The high cost of agricultural production has 
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been the cause of high pr ices in tradi t iona l food process ing 
•uch as sugar, and i t has been accompanied by s h o r t f a l l s In 
some l o c a l supplies . Poor agricultural p r a c t i c e s , as wel l 
as impractical pr ice contro l s , were delaying the development 
of further processing indus tr i e s , both for f i n a l consumption 
and for intermediate such as animal feed. Economic import 
subst i tut ion in foodstuffs and processed food exports depended 
on the agricultural s ec tor ' s a b i l i t y to produce more o i l seeds, 
wheat, f i s h , meat, milk:, sugar cane, f r u i t and vegetables 
and to produce them at in ternat ional ly competitive p r i c e s . 
The rapid development of industry i n the l a s t decade has 
shown that Iran had the leadership, po l icy and administrative 
capabi l i ty to solve development problems of reat complexity, 
With the accomplishment of land reform, these resources were 
bein^ brought to bear on the agricultural sector. A consi-
derable concentration of ef fort was being channelized to 
overcome the bottlenecks then impeding balanced industr ia l 
and agricultural growth. 
Timber-based industr ies s imi lar ly awaited the forma-
t ion of fores t management p o l i c i e s which would develop hard 
wood fores t areas, and provide a long run supply of so f t 
woods for pulp, and paper as well as for timber using and 
processing industr ies . As Investment in the development of 
timber resources had a long gestation period of at l e a s t a 
do sen years, but up to f i f t y years or so , and Investments In 
some timber using industr ies ( e .g . pulps and paper ) were 
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very capi ta l incent ive , such investment required c r i t i c a l 
evaluation in both soc ia l and economic terms. Careful s e l e c -
t ion in the development of domestic f o r e s t , resources, and 
in the phasing of investment, the u t i l i z a t i o n of foreign 
capi ta l where appropriate and the use of foreign raw materials 
on l i n e s followed by other countries which lacked a part icu-
l a r l y favorable fores t endowment, was supposed to be the 
best development path, sa t i s fy ing national objec t ives at 
l e a s t cobt* 
C Capital Resourcess The amount of capita l avai lable in 
the economy, ooth for long term and for working capi ta l pur-
poses , was l imi ted , and government po l i cy played a considerab-
l e ro le in determining the share avai lable to industry. Pol icy 
dec is ions were part ly f e l t d i rec t ly through the a l locat ion of 
public revenues to d irect government investment and to deve-
lopment banks and industr ia l funds, part ly i n d i r e c t l y through 
p o l i c i e s a f fec t ing the growth of f inancia l i n s t i t u t i o n s and 
capita l markets, and part ly through taxation and other p o l i -
c i e s af fect ing capital accumulation In industry i t s e l f . In 
the past l a r g e , wel l -establ ished entrepreneurs have not been 
ser ious ly constrained In the ir capita l requirements, although 
medium scale and part icular ly small firms have eften found 
the lack of cap i ta l , e spec ia l ly for working capita l purposes, 
a c r i t i c a l bottleneck In the ir endeavours to improve e f f i c i -
ency and expand production. As the industr ia l structure was 
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deepened towards intermediate and capi ta l goods, the demands 
for working capi ta l increased sharply, not only for the 
government enterprises in petrochemicals, iron and s t e e l 
and machinery but also for the pr ivate firms engaged i n 
intermediate and capi ta l goods production. Accelerated 
development in agriculture Increased that s ec tor ' s demands 
for c r e d i t , and the v i g o r o us housing development programme 
than envisaged also made new demands on capita l resources. 
The a l locat ion of the government's resources among these 
and other requirements played an important role in the 
determination of the f i n a l demand for industr ia l goods and 
the response of the banking system to such new requirements 
w..s a c r i t i c a l factor i n Industry's a b i l i t y to grow, in the 
structure of industry, and in i t s productivity and employment 
p o t e n t i a l s . 
D. Manpower : One of Iran's greatest a s se t s in the Indus-
t r i a l i s a t i o n process has been i t s people. The rapid transfor-
mation of a group of merchants into manufacturers has been 
one s ide of the coin} the growth of many hundreds of small 
sca le enterprises and of a hard working, increasingly sk i l l ed 
Industrial labor force has been the other. But while the 
former group has been well rewarded, small business labors 
under extreme d i f f i c u l t i e s and the ir rewards remained low. 
The increased demand for entrepreneurs and managers which 
further Industr ia l i sat ion entailed suggested, moreover that 
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the small sca le industry sector required stimulus and develop-
ment, to ensure some upward MOTement for such firms and a 
wider sharing of industr ia l ownership and i t s rewards. 
The 196o's hare seen an impressive s tar t in general 
education; t h i s required to be supplemented by technical 
education for industry and other sectors to enable workers 
at a l l l e v e l s to achieve higher l e v e l s of product iv i ty and 
hence to improve their earnings substant ia l ly . «nch improve-
ment was supposed, to add s ign i f i cant ly to the demand for 
industr ia l and other goods; more importantly, ensure a more 
equitable d i s tr ibut ion of income and hence an increased 
measure of socia l jus t i ce and s t a b i l i t y . 
Em Infrastructure : The concentration of industry in Tehran 
in 1960's made for u r e l a t i v e l y simple infrastructure frame-
work. Once Tehran was provided with public u t i l i t i e s and 
transport Industry's needs were in 1 rge part met, and further 
industr ia l concentration made infrastructure planning for 
industry r e l a t i v e l y simple. The moze complex decentral izat ion 
and regional development po l i cy than in process ca l led for a 
far more complex planning of the physical and soc ia l i n f r a s -
tructure; at the same time, infrastructure decis ions became 
increasingly important in influencing industr ia l locat ion 
and overal l industr ial locat ion c o s t s . As manufacturing 
became more concerned wi th construction materials such as 
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structural s t e e l , tubes and p ipes , moreover, government 
infrastructure investments and purchasing p o l i c i e s became 
a major and direct factor in the development of intermedi-
ate and capi ta l goods industr ies . The infrastructure 
requirements of agriculture and other sec tors were to be 
made complementary, rather thar competing or c o n f l i c t i n g , 
with those of industry. Industry had a ro le to play i n a 
regional development not only d i r e c t l y by producing products 
needed by agriculture and by absorbing agricultural outputs 
and surplus labor from the countryside, but a lso as a demons-
trat ion centre of modernization. 
Effective Gbvemment p o l i c i e s have also been used to 
encourage the dynamic development of pr ivate domestic and 
foreign investment in industry. By means of tax concessions, 
r e l a t i v e l y cheap public u t i l i t y s erv i ce s , duty-free imports 
of capi ta l goods, heavy protection through various t a r i f f and 
quotas, and s e l e c t i v e pr ice controls over the period 1956-1968, 
the manufacturing industry has grown from neg l ig ib le s i z e 
into a modern sector which contributed 13.2 percent and 13.5 
percent to CHNP in 1967-68 and 1968-69 respect ive ly , employed 
almost 17 percent of the labour force , and supplied most of 
the country's demand for consumption goods and durables. I t 
has also played an important role In divers i fy ing a strongly 
d u a l i s t i c economy the ultra-modern o i l sector on the one*hand 
and agricultural and tradi t ional craf ts on the other. By and 
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large the achievements of the Industr ia l i za t ion drive through 
the 1960*s accorded well with the government p o l i c i e s . Alth-
ough the subst i tut ion of consumer goods Imports was i n i t i a l l y 
brought with i n e f f i c i e n c i e s , but pr ice trends over the period 
1965-1968 suggest that manufacturing firms part icu lar ly the 
larger modern ones which received most benef i t from Government 
promotional p o l i c i e s and which had accounted for the bulk 
of the rapid increase i n value added under the period of our 
coverage, had become more e f f i c i e n t . The supply of domestic 
and foreign funds e i ther through recognized f inancia l i n t e r -
mediaries or from other indigenous sources, was by and large 
adequate to meet the needs of both fixed and working capi ta l 
while su f f i c i ent Jobs were created to ensure that open urban 
unemployment could be avoided and wages, though r e l a t i v e l y 
low for unskil led workers, could begin to r i s e . 
Actually 60 percent of the t o t a l industr ial value 
added was produced in 1966, i n the central province, primarily 
in the v i c i n i t y of Tehran, and th i s province employed over 
ko per of the industr ia l work force. Industrial l i c e n s e s 
were being used to prevent the establishment of new plants 
within a radious of 120 kilometres of Tehran, while the f i v e -
year tax holidays on d i s tr lbuted and undistributed prof i ts 
granted to new industr ies had been extended to tea ywmrm for 
firms that s e t up in the provinces. However, further develop-
ment of industr ia l i sa t ion and hence of employment, on a 
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regional ly d ivers i f i ed bas i s also depended on Government's 
a b i l i t y to provide the required infrastructural f a c i l i t i e s 
and economic access to markets and outputs. This was being 
achieved mainly as a spin-off from the Government's own 
geographically d ivers i f i ed investment in large sca le heavy 
industry and petrochemicals. Industrial sector which was to 
expand at an annual rate of about 15 percent new markets were 
to be found for industr ia l products e i ther a t home or abroad, 
as t i l l than, Indus rea l izat ion had been mainly aimed at 
replacing the import requirements of the urban population, 
whose demands for such items were unl ike ly to grow at rates 
experienced in the 1960's. Exports of industr ia l goods, though 
showing a artced increase over the period under review, were 
unl ike ly to absorb planned supply increases , so ways had to 
be found to increasing domestic demand among poorer sec t ions , 
of community. The Governm nt planned to do t h i s by widening 
the domestic market through accelerated expansion of expen-
ditures which would immediately benef i t both lowly-paid urban 
workers and the entire rural population, and by encouraging 
growth of intermediate and capital goods Industries through 
provision of greater credit f a c i l i t i e s for the fixed and 
working capital needs of the private sector as wel l as by 
Investing d ir c t l y . In additions i t was hoped to es tabl i sh 
regional industr ia l po les to provide incent ives for a more 
geographically d ivers i f i ed pattern of industr ial development 
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with greater p o t e n t i a l i t i e s for employment creat ion. 
As indus tr ia l i za t ion progressed i t became c l ear that 
the process was not without i t s problems and i t s c o s t s . In 
the i n i t i a l stages of the 1960's Import subst i tut ions were 
r e l a t i v e l y simple because they were l a r g e l y confined to 
assembly operations. As these processes deepened, and 
production was pushed backwards into r e l a t i v e l y more sophis-
t icated intermediate and capital goods, the indus tr ia l i za t ion 
process and the administrative controls designed to encourage 
i t , grew more complex. 
There have been problems of both demand and supply. 
The domestic market grew rapidly in the urban areas, p a r t i -
cularly in Tehran, but lagging agricultural development and 
low rural incomes l imited the growth of zhe market for manu-
factured goods. Urban workers have had higher income than 
small farmers and fui*m laborers , but in absolute terms the ir 
incomes have been low; 3iate 30 - 100 a day has been a typical 
start ing wage for unskil led men. Thus, upper income and 
emerging middle income earners supported rapid growth in 
consumer durable products during the 1960's. This growth 
was to a marked degree based on import subst i tut ion , and 
there were Indications that i t was slowing down at the turn 
of the decade. Only recent ly , as pr ices of such products 
have been reduced and urban earnings have begun to r i s e , 
have th re been signs of a broadening urban market base. 
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On the supply s ide , lagging agricultural development hindered 
the growth of processing industr ies dependent on farm supp l i e s , 
while the r e l a t i v e l y slow emergence of the mining sector r e s t -
r ic ted mineral processing, 
Another serious problem has been the ine f f i c i ency which, 
under the cover of high l e v e l s of protect ion , characterised 
much industr ia l growth i n the early and mid - 1960's the 
e f f e c t s of which were l inger ing . Protection and other incen-
t i v e s induced Investment prematurely in some f i e l d s which 
contributed only l i t t l e to national economic growth and welfare. 
There was also a tendency towards the fragmentation of produc-
t ion in many l i n e s at t h e cost of technical e f f i c i ency , with-
out commensurate gains in competition. In a number of product 
f i e l d s a very few r e l a t i v e l y large and e f i c i e n t units co-
existed with a large numoer of small and i n e f f i c i e n t ones. 
This has been both in e f fec t and a cause of excess ive protec-
t ion which has enabled inherently i n e f f i c i e n t firms and/or 
poorly managed ones to remain in business at a considerable 
cost to t h e economy. A shortage of s k i l l s at a l l l e v e l s , 
e spec ia l ly in middle management, and the lack of pract ica l 
experience on the part of engineers, accountants and managers 
in handling industr ia l problems, also contributed to low l e v e l s 
of e f f i c i ency , part icular ly when firms f i r s t entered into 
production. Despite considerable progress , e spec ia l ly in the 
l a s t two years i . e . 1967 and 1068 much remained to be done. 
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Credit incent ives have been l imi ted to f ixed capi ta l 
for l arge sca le enterpr i ses , and the lack of vigorous growth 
i n the f inancia l sector has caused d i f f i c u l t i e s for industry. 
The lagging development of commercial banking, together with 
the frequent miscalculat ion of investment c o s t s , had created 
increasingly serious problems with respect to working cap i ta l . 
Because protect ion always appl ies e f f e c t i v e l y to the 
value added in manufacnring, the highest e f f e c t i v e protect ion 
rates tended to benefit most those industr ies with a low value 
added i n manufacturing and moreover to protect a high p r o f i t 
component within value added. At the same t ime, the duty free 
importation of capital goods tended to make the manufacturing 
industr ies more capi ta l intens ive than they might otherwise 
have been. *s a corollary smal l -scale industries did not in 
genera benefit from t h e various p o l i c i e s designed to stimulate 
and fos ter import subst i tut ion. Indeed in some respects they 
have inadvertently been adversely affected by these p o l i c i e s . 
Yet the ir potent ia l contribution to output employment, ind i -
genous resource use , regional development and stimulus to 
entreprenurial and managerial s k i l l s was considerable. 
For most of the 1960*8 the emphasis on import subst i -
tut ion within the domestic market meant that i n s u f f i c i e n t 
at tent ion was paid to export opportunit ies . There was some 
export growth from the mid 1960's but the advantages of sca le 
and economy that come with spec ia l i sa t ion and trade were 
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inadequately recognised, and as the deepening and expansion 
of the indus tr ia l i za t ion process in^ei tably required large 
Increases in imports of some raw materials and of intermediate 
and capi ta l goods, the f a i l u r e to s p e c i a l i z e and export aggra-
vated balance of payments problems. Respite o i l revenues, 
imports of manufactured goods contributed to a heavy re l iance 
on borrowing abroad, much of i t in short-term suppliers c r e d i t s . 
The concentration of some 85 percent of manufactured imports 
in intermediate and capita l goods made i t more d i f f i c u l t to 
control the balance of payments. ( Table VIII. 5 on page 272 ) 
The new industr ies of the 19 O's were much more dependent on 
a high import content than were the resource-based, l i g h t 
consumer goods industr ies of the 1950 ,s . AS long as imports 
consisted large ly of semi-luxury and luxury consumers goods, 
the Government could cur ta i l them when i t wished to reduce 
the import b i l l without adverse production or employment 
e f f e c t s ; as soon as l o c a l production and employment became 
heavily dependent on intermediate and capital goods, the 
l e v e l of imports became far more d i f f i c u l t to control . 
By the mid 1960*s the s o c i a l and economic problems 
of excess ive industr ia l concentration in Tehran were recog-
nized. The need to promote regional development, and the 
locat ional requirements of the new basic industr ies , began 
to be taken into account i n industr ia l planning, necess i ta -
t ing large outlays for production and soc ia l infrastructure. 
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The rapid growth and changing structure of the 
industr ia l sector imposed heavy burdens on the administrative 
apparatus of the government. By the end of 1960* s moreover, 
i t was becoming c lear that po l i cy modif ications were required 
to remedy the ex i s t ing problems and meet the new chal lenges 
of further Industrial growth. In the early 1960's Incent ives 
had to be very considerable i f they were to overcome the 
inexpereince and timidly of l o c a l entrepreneurs and ensure 
th^t foreign investment did not become excess ive in re la t ion 
to domestic ownership. Iranian entrepreneurs had to f e e l 
assured of substantial p r o f i t s to become manufacturers at a l l . 
As entrepreneurial experience accumulated, a l e s s open-handed 
approach became poss ib l e . This did not however mean that a 
f r e e trade approach then became optimal. In a world character-
ized by trade re s t r i c t i ons rather than by free trade, where 
the t a r i f f structure and part icu lar ly the quantitat ive r e s t r i c -
t ions imposed by developed economies l i m i t , sometimes severely, 
the imports of manufactured goods from developing countries , 
while the ir exports of technological ly complex products to 
developing countries are frequently at pr ices substant ia l ly 
below those prevai l ing in their home markets, there was no 
real a l ternat ive to a discriminating protection system. The 
concept of a national * f ree trade * exchange rate i s necess-
ary to the analysis of r e l a t i v e International p r i c e s , but for 
a country seeking to develop i t s manufacturing in these 
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trading condit ions, s e l e c t i v e protect ion i s e s s e n t i a l to 
fos ter infant industr ies which have good prospects for 
being able to stand on the i r own f e e t within a reasonable 
period of time. Some degree of protect ion i s usual ly a l so 
e s sent ia l in the e a r l / s tages of i n d u s t r i a l i z a t i o n , I f on ly 
because of consumers often i rra t iona l preferences for 
imported goods they have already come to know. F ina l l y , 
protect ing the domestic market for l o c a l producers to enable 
them to develop the economies of s ca l e required for i n t e r -
nat iona l ly competitive production may be necessary for the 
d ivers i f i ca t ion of a r e l a t i v e l y small country^ indus tr ia l 
structure. 
The broadening and deepening of the indus tr ia l i za t ion 
process in which Iran was engaged thus required greater enter-
preneurical e f fort as well as care and s e l e c t i v i t y in govern-
ment support, i f the vigorous rate of industr ia l growth was 
to be maintained, and the ex i s t ing l e v e l of internat ional 
competitiveness was to be maintained and improved. 
Industr ia l izat ion has thus proceeded at an extremely 
rapid pace. It has not shown any sign of deceleration; and 
judging by the number and var ie ty of the new projec t s which 
were being considered, the rate of capita l accumulation in 
industry and in the associated a c t i v i t i e s was supposed to 
even acce lerate further. 
Squally impressive has been the var ie ty of the indust-
r i a l complex that has cropped up. Immediately fol lowing, or 
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even p a r a l l e l with the growth of the l i g h t consumer goods 
manufacturing ( primarily food process ing , t e x t i l e s , f o o t -
wear and similar ) , considerable investment has taken p lace 
in intermediate products Industr ies ( s t e e l , f e r t i l i z e r s , 
other chemicals) , in durable consumer goods and transport 
equipment, and even in capi ta l goods ( primari ly in cons-
truction materials and e l e c t r i c a l equipment). The conven-
t i o n a l l y expected time l a g in moving from the l i g h t to the 
heavy industry has been d r a s t i c a l l y shortened. There was 
a considerable production of basic materials and of i n v e s t -
ment goods, with t h e i r associated e f f e c t s on the Economic 
Structure and on the balance of payments. 
Almost a l l industr ia l growth has been domestic market 
oriented. Iran presented an almost laboratory case of import-
subst i tut ion - industr ies being started in response to already 
ex i s t ing or anticipated demands on the internal market here-
tofore s a t i s f i e d by imported p roducts, such response being 
stimulated by generously extended incent ives in the form 
of t a r i f f protection or import prohibit ion once domestic 
production f a c i l i t i e s have been establ ished. 
Both domestic and foreign private capita l have part-
ic ipated in the indus tr ia l i sa t ion process . A domestic 
entrepreneurial c l a s s has sprung up, part ly recruited from 
the ranks of the former import trade and part ly from other 
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soc ia l groups* Foreign capi ta l has part ic ipated in many 
ventures started in the p a s t , in assoc ia t ion with domestic 
enterprise and with public and serai-public agencies . Demand 
for labour has increased; and while there were large masses 
of under employed in the hinterland, occasional shortages 
of s k i l l e d and semi-ski l led labour have emerged in Tehran. 
Almost a l l industr ia l Investment was concentrated i n 
Tehran, the major market, however, a systematic po l icy of 
geographical decon cent rat ions has been pursued, par t ly i n 
order to a l l e v i a t e urban congestion in Tehran and par t ly 
to enable the outlying areas to share in the employment and 
Income generated by i n d u s t r i a l i z a t i o n . 
while most of the industr ia l growth has taken place 
in the private sector of the economy, the government has 
continued to exercise a major inf luence on Investment and 
output dec i s ions . Some projec t s , notably In petro-chemicals , 
were government-owned; and the integrated s t ee l m i l l , was 
also in public ownership. Perhaps more important, the 
government author i t ies to a large extent decided on the 
structure and locat ion of output through the t a r i f f and 
Import po l i cy and through l i c e n s i n g of new investment. Ai 
e s sen t ia l l ink in the re lat ionships of the public and the 
pr ivate sectors and of the domestic economy and international 
capi ta l was the rapidly growing Industrial and Mining Develop-
ment Bank of Iran* It has participated in the promotion, 
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financing and direct ion of almost a i l new industr ia l p r o j e c t s 
undertaken in the l a t e s i x t i e s . The government through i t s 
industr ia l po l i cy , and the Industrial and Mining Development 
Bank of Iran through lending and equity investments, were in 
a pos i t ion to excercise s t ra teg i c leadership in i n d u s t r i a l i -
sat ion, while continuing to re ly on pr ivate sources of savings 
and pr ivate management of individual enterprises . 
Tehran was the most indus tr ia l i zed town of Iran but 
other towns were also get t ing a t tract ions of planners as 
well as enterprenuers and di f ferent projects were under 
completion. * The completion of a l l these Government Indus** 
t r i a l projects w i l l turn Arak, Tabriz and Khuzlstan as well 
as Isfhan into major industr ia l regions of the country. •* 3 
Industrial Development has well headed by the simul-
taneous part ic ipat ion of public and pr ivate sectors both. 
Some of the most important public sectors projects in 1968 were 
reported to have been, s t e e l mi l l ( located at Isfhan ) Letal 
Plant for Heavy Machinery ( located at Arak ) Machine Tool 
Plant located at Tabriz, Petro-chemical Industry, Aluminium 
Foundry Industry ( b u i l t in Khuzistan ) Tractor Factory, 
Fisheries and re la t ive industr ies and Developing of Mil i tary 
Industries . 
3 . Iran Facts and Figures} Industrial Revolution of Iran. 
Ministry of Information, Tehran, Iran January 1970.PO 
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Apart from these some of the most important private 
sector's major industrial projects were, paper, roll ing mi l l s , 
cement ar t i f i c i a l f ibres ( viscose ) chemicals, rubber mixer 
of chemical f e r t i l i s e r s , cold storages, glass jars and crystal 
china, electronics, f i l t e r s , bicycles and motorcycles, vehic les , 
compressors, cables, electromotors, weighing equipment, pipes, 
food stuff packing, vegetable shortening, alcoholic and non-
alcoholic beverages, cat t le and bird feed, car pet, handicraft, 
wood, pharmaceuticals and tex t i l e industries. 
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W l ? ffl?t 8 
GNP Components 
Che 
OJP at Market Prices 
(b i s His.) 





Water and Power 
Transportation 
Communication 
in no in Sectoral Share in National Produc 






















Change of shares Share of Growth. 






























and Heal Estate 2.0 3.6 1.6 5.1 1*f.2 
Wholesale and Retail-
Trade 




Non-Oil GIP at -
Factor cost 
QU In G2* 
Oil sector contri-
bution to GMP 
Met Factor Payments-
ibroad (excluding o i l ) 





















92. ^  
7.6 
- 2.9 
- 0 .7 
1.9 



























Source 1 Current Economic Position and Prospects of Iran,International Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development n Statistical Annex,* Table 2.2, 
February 5, 1971.,p.11. 
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Table No,? 
Number, flaployment and Output of Large and Small Firms 
IP, groan Areaf* 
( 196W/65 - 1967/68 ) 
196»f/65 1965/66 1966/67 1967/68 A w » * e * n u a l <*°w«» 
19 6W/65-1967/68 
( Percentage) 
Ho, of frtablishmentsi 
Small 108,920 108,920 









328,220 326,220 335A10 1*58,891 
16M79 198,772 207,193 21^,377 
^93,099 52^,992 5^2,603 673,268 
Value of Output ( a l l s r l i )t 
Staall ^5,912 W1,798 
Large 63,613 86,02** 
Mf,250 60,Mf5 
96,779 119,396 










Note J Large firms - engaging 10 or more persons 
Small firms - engaging less than 10 persons 
Excluding electricity, gas and steam industries. 
Source 1 Iran, Ministry of Economy, Report on the Results 
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Table No. 11 
Wholesale ?rt<?« W * . 1959-^0/1969-70 
Group 
1 . General Index 
2. General Index exclu-
ding crude o i l 
3. Home produced and 
con suae d goods 
k. Imported goods 
5* Exported goods 
6. Exported goods excl-
uding crude o i l 
7. Raw materials 
8. Raw materials of 
animal origin 




12. Farm products 




17.Foods of animal 
origin 
18.Foods of vegetable 
origin 
19. Cereals 
20.Dried f ru i ts 
21 . Building materials 
22. Building materials 











crude o i l 
30.Hides & leather 
31.Chemicals and a l l i e d 
products 
32. House furnishing 
33*Beverages 4 tobacco 
3W.Machinery & road 
motor vehicles 













































































































































































































































































































































































































Sources Bank Mark a si Iran. Bulletin. November-December 1970 
PP. 516-517 
1 I elude 3 fan* foods, shown also under farm products. 
2 Special purpose Index, not a component of building material index. 
3 Index metal building materials, shown under building materials. 
<3fV 
Table Mo^2 
Wholesale or Ex-factory Price Indext Selected 
j l q ^ s ^ r t ^ ftWflMrt* 1961>^ / 19fr$-$9 
(1961-62 • 100) 





Vegetable o i l 
Cotton texti le plant # 1 
Cotton texti le plant # 2 
Woolen text i le plant # 1 
Woolen texti le plant # 2 



















































































( • 19) 
( • 17) 
( - 21) 
( + 13) 
( - 25) 
( • 13) 
( - 10) 
( - 2) 




































































( - 36) 
( - 22) 
( • 17) 
( - 2) 
( - 1*0 
( - Ik) ( - 17) ( +W6) ( - 26) 
( - 23) ( - 25) 
Sourcex Economics of Industry, Ministry of Sconoay, 
Tehran, Iran. May 1970. P. 29 
* 1961-62 or start of local production. 
fon-Durable Qonsumer 
Goods 2 
Food Pro ducts t 














Vegetable o i l a 
Hydrogenated 
liihydrogenkted 






jifr-Factorv and International Price conroared. St 


















Car 2 p l y bias(5.60x13) 
white vai l with tubes " 
Truck ik pi y( 12x2*0 
with tube & flap 
Truck 16 ply 
^ n - m ^ a l i c oroductst 
Glass 
Sheet glass (2 ma) 
Sheet glass (>•*• ) 
Cement 
Consumer durable and 
Capital Qbodsi 




Radio (car ) 
T.V*2fc •portable* 
T.V.» with cabinet " 
Space heater 
Bulbs ( c 60 watt } 



















































































































































































Ssurces t Ministry of Finance,Foreign Trade Statist ics, 1963-6* and 1968-69, 
Ministry of Economy, Tehran, Iran, Manuscript, 1970 p.2V. 
No test The international prices Barked * are c . i . f . prices. Prices marked ** are export prices 
under international bidding in the Persian Golf area. Import dutils on inputs and sales 
taxes hare been aubstracted from domestic prices where possible c . i . f . . prices used in this 
study vers obtained from averages or prices (value divided by quantity) of goods, and were 
then checked and adjusted. As such, they are, of course, subject to a number of possible errors. 
a.Vegetable o i l ex-factory prices axe not comparable with c . i . f . , prices; because comparable 
vegetable o i l s are not Imported. The c . i . f . . prices for margin was therefore used for 
comparison. The figure given are the three different combination for two types of production. 
gydrogcnatid 
-~-# ^ -~ * - Eflr8l .P*f ftgflp 
50% cotton seeds, 50 % sunflower 5370 
50% cotton seeds, 50 £ Soyabeans 50.0 
Cotton, Soyabeans, sunflower each 33# 51.5 
b. Japanese c . i . f . , prices} these are about 20 percent lower U.S., c . i . f . , prices. 
c. Imported bulbs are of different sizes and are not always comparable with Iheir local OMB. 
d..Average U.S.A. import prices. 
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lfoaj.e No,1k. 
Price of Selected Petrochemicals and Paint*.1970-71 
PLASTICS 








Sell ing Prices 
Ex-works, Iran 







































Decorative (high quality) 125** 
Industrial (Baking enamal) 1122 
Industrial(hlgh quality) 18»*8 
Low quality general-
use paint 825 
J* l i l t P^ces ) 
i (Khorramshar) 
i Duty free 

















































































S o u r c e : M i n i s t r y o f Economy. Tehran I r a n . 
a: Depending on quality 
bt Product mix 
ct Expected 
d t German bulk price ,F.o .b . factory 
e i "International"bedding price delivered to 
India and Pakistan. 
f i F.O.b. ftirope. 
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